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400 Years of the Telescope - special feature

New Generation detector Controller
Chemistry of the Galactic BulgeESO Distant Cluster Sample                                                                     The Messenger                                               No. 136 – June 2009400 Years of the Telescope
     400 Years of the Telescope:
     Special Feature on History and Development of ESO Telescopes and     Instrumentation     The International Year of Astronomy      This special feature celebrates that           This feature is produced in conjunction     2009 celebrates the 400th anniversary    anniversary with some reminiscences           with a special issue of GeminiFocus     of Galileo Galilei’s construction of      of developments in ESO telescopes             that celebrates the history of the     a telescope and the cascade of           and instrumentation.                          Gemini telescopes and the people who     discoveries that have resulted since                                                   shaped them.     he first pointed it to the sky.                                                                                        The Editor
ESO’s TelescopesIn memoriam Daniel Enard
Roberto Gilmozzi1                             3.5 m to accommodate a more spacious           Space Research Organisation (ESRO),                                              prime focus cage (much to the delight          and in late 1969 a proposal to collaborate                                              of the rotunder astronomers!). The final       with CERN was submitted to Council. In1    ESO                                       diameter of 3.6 m was reached because          June 1970, the ESO Council endorsed the                                              the blank size allowed it.                     creation of a Telescope Development                                                                                             Group, an increase in staff, and the startThe contributions of ESO to the art of        The design was a modified Ritchey–            of the collaboration with CERN. The lattertelescope-making have come a long             Chrétien with exchangeable secondary           was approved by the CERN Council away since the early years, placing it, by     mirrors and envisaged three foci, as rec      week later, and in September a formalthe turn of the millennium, among the         ommended by the Instrumentation Com           agreement was signed. In October theacknowledged leaders in the field. In         mittee: an F/3 prime, an F/8 Cassegrain        newly named Telescope Project Divisionthis article I will give a brief history of   and an F/30 Coudé. The mirror cell was         moved to Geneva. The collaborationwhat are, in my view, the highlights          designed to compensate passively for the       proved extremely positive for the project,among these developments, from the            deformations of the primary that, even         and by the end of 1972 the first contracts3.6-metre telescope through the NTT           with a thickness of 50 cm, was not stiff       for the construction of the 3.6-metre teleand VLT/I to the E-ELT.                       enough to avoid flexure due to the chang      scope were awarded to industry. Four                                              ing gravity load during observations: it       years later, on 7 November 1976, the tele                                              included thirty independent concentric         scope achieved first light at La Silla (seeBridging the gap                              axial supports (astatic levers) with three     an example image in Figure 1). The gap                                              pads and a system of air cushions pro         with the “competition” had begun to close,In the years after the Second World War       viding the lateral support. Polishing of the   although it took until the end of the 1990sit became evident that astronomy and          mirror and manufacturing of the cell were      to align the telescope properly, and theparticle physics in Europe had fallen         carried out by the same company, allow        arrival of a new secondary mirror unit inbehind the US. In both cases, intergovern    ing the mirror and cell to be tested as a      2004 to achieve its intrinsic image quality.mental cooperation was identified as          single unit.a solution. The European Organizationfor Nuclear Research (CERN) was con          Meanwhile, the pre-design of the mechan       An active developmentceived in 1949 and created in 1954, fol      ics, an interesting mix of horseshoe andlowed by ESO, conceived in 1954 and           fork mountings, resembling the Lassell         Léon Foucault, he of the famed penducreated in 1962. Since then, both organi     mount of a century earlier, was progress      lum, not only invented the modern reflectsations have grown to become significant      ing fairly slowly, due mostly to the rather    ing telescope around 1857 (using metalplayers and even leaders in their field.      understaffed design team. This led to a        lised glass mirrors, which he polished                                              number of options being considered,            hyperbolic so as to compensate for theESO’s beginnings were not very spectac       including outsourcing the design to some       aberrations of the eyepiece), but alsoular. The design of the 3-metre telescope,    large firms (which was discarded as no         introduced a rudimentary pneumatic supa goal explicitly set out in the ESO con     firms with the appropriate experience          port of the primary mirror using supportvention, suffered from lack of expertise,     existed) and collaboration with other sci     vessels that could be inflated or deflatedespecially concerning the mechanics.          entific organisations with experience in       to allow the mirror to reach its optimal figPatterned originally on the 3-metre Lick      managing large projects. Contacts were         ure. His 80-cm telescope is on display attelescope, its diameter was increased to      made with CERN and the European                the Observatoire de Marseille, France.
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                                                                      Figure 1. One of the first   progress more smoothly, first under the                                                                      images obtained at the       direction of Ray Wilson and later, from                                                                      ESO 3.6-metre tele                                                                      scope prime focus: the       1984, of Massimo Tarenghi. The NTT                                                                      Sculptor dwarf galaxy        telescope was fully assembled and func                                                                      (120-minute exposure         tionally tested in Europe before being                                                                      on iii a-J emulsion and      shipped to La Silla in the spring of 1988.                                                                      taken on 11 November                                                                      1976).                       Erection of the enclosure was already                                                                                                   advanced by then, the telescope was                                                                                                   integrated and testing started later that                                                                                                   year. The NTT achieved first light on                                                                                                   22 March 1989, with an image quality of                                                                                                   only 0.33 arcseconds.
                                                                                                   That the NTT image quality was indeed
                                                                                                   outstanding I learned from personal                                                                                                   experience. In December 1989 I was at                                                                                                   La Silla to search for the suspected ring                                                                                                   around SN 1987A using the 2.2-metre                                                    60˝                                            telescope with an instrument developed                                                                                                   at the Space Telescope Science Institute,                                                                                                   where I was working at the time. The                                                                                                   instrument had a photon counting array                                                                                                   that provided the position and time of                                                                                                   arrival of each photon, and the idea wasIt took another 120 years for this concept    Conceived as a test bed to explore solu             to try to reconstruct a high spatial resoluto mature into one of the most important      tions for a future very large telescope              tion image from this information (a sortESO contributions to the development          (and to ease the demand on the 3.6-                  of post facto speckle imaging). The nightof the telescope: active optics. The brain   metre telescope), the initial specifications         before my run I was invited by Massimochild of Ray Wilson, active optics allows     for the 3.5-metre NTT were defined in                Tarenghi to visit the NTT control roomthe telescope to monitor its own image        1980, the year ESO moved from Geneva                 during a commissioning run. A shortquality, correcting automatically for any     to Garching (losing many of its technical            observation of SN 1987A was taken “inerrors introduced by thermal or gravity       staff in the process). Following the entry           my honour”, and to my great astonishdeformations. Equally importantly, the        of Switzerland (1981) and Italy (1982) into          ment as the image appeared on thetechnique also allows some of the toler      ESO, the NTT became a “real” project,                screen, the ring was clearly visible in theances of the mirror production to be          with a budget about one third that of the            0.4 arcsecond picture (see Figure 2). Myrelaxed without impairing its performance,    3.6-metre. Its main characteristics were             observing programme became obsoletewhich in turn allows diameters beyond         compact design and low weight, to be                 then and there, but this was more thanthe 4–5-metre class to be seriously con      achieved through a thin, fast F/2.2 primary          compensated for by the spectacular contemplated. The principle of active optics     (40% of the thickness of the 3.6-metre               firmation of the existence of the ring!is based on an image analyser that meas      primary) controlled by active optics; altaziures the aberrations introduced by any        muth mounting; a single focus (F/11                  The NTT was not a milestone towards thedeformations, and then applying compen       Nasmyth, at two locations); and a com               realisation of the VLT in technical termssating forces to the back of the mirror via   pact co-rotating building without a classi          only. In 1993, on the advice of an ad hoca series of computer-controlled actuators    cal dome. It also included modular                   committee, it was decided to upgrade itso that the mirror returns to its optical     (“maintenance-friendly”) electronics. The            to achieve its full potential. In what wasprescription (while the focus and collima   optical design is of the Ritchey- Chrétien           called the “NTT Big Bang”, an activity led tion are corrected by moving the second     type. Many of these characteristics were             initially by Dietrich Baade and then byary mirror). This happens continuously        later included in the design of the Very             Jason Spyromilio, the upgrade includedduring an observation without disturbing      Large Telescope (VLT).                               replacing the old control system by theit. Corrections are applied every few min                                                         VLT one. This allowed the VLT controlutes in closed loop. This technique was       The experience gained from the design                system to be brought up to full functionalcertified with a 1-metre prototype, and the   and construction of the 3.6-metre tele              status well before the start of VLT comNew Technology Telescope (NTT) mirror         scope (as well as a number of smaller                missioning, which represented an enorhas proved to be one of the best ever built   ones, e.g. the MPG/ESO 2.2-metre tele               mous advantage both in terms of the(on a par, if not superior, to the Hubble     scope, where remote observing was                    understanding and experience that wereSpace Telescope (HST) primary, although       tested in 1986) reinforced by an increase            gained, and of time.both suffered from spherical aberration,      in technical staff, enabled the project tobut that is much easier to correct withactive optics!).
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400 Years of the Telescope                   Gilmozzi R., ESO’s Telescopes                                                        Figure 2. One of the images of     vision and trust in the executive (the NTT                                                        SN 1987A taken at the NTT with     was still more than one year from first light                                                        EFOSC2 on 18 December 1989                                                        (see Wampler et al., 1990).        at that time!).

                                                                                           Thus began the great adventure of the
                                                                                           construction of the VLT. Each Unit Tele                                                                                           scope is a Ritchey–Chrétien with an F/1.8                                                                                           primary and equipped with four foci                                                                                           (F/13.4 Cassegrain, two F/15 Nasmyth                                                                                           and F/47.3 Coudé). Each primary takes                                                                                           full advantage of active optics, and, with                                                                                           a thickness of 175 mm, is some 40 times                                                                                           more flexible than the NTT mirror (which                                                                                           was conservatively sized so as also to be                                                                                           able to function in passive mode). In par                                                                                           ticular, this flexibility allows the focus to                                                                                           be switched between Cassegrain and                                                                                           Nasmyth by changing the conic constant                                                                                           of the primary. The secondary is a light                                                                                           weight beryllium mirror with five degrees                                                                                           of freedom and is used for many funcThe science machine                          the 8-metre array design proved superior      tions: to focus and collimate the tele                                             to both because it built on the experience    scope as part of the active optics controlAs early as 1978, well before the NTT had    ESO was developing in active optics           loop; to maintain the pointing of the teleeven been conceived, ESO started think      and because it was more flexible (con        scope; to field stabilise the focal plane,ing about a Very Large Telescope. The        struction could be timed to reflect the       thus rejecting vibrations induced by windsolutions contemplated by the working        current resources, each telescope could       and motors; as well as to chop and nodgroup, chaired by Wolfgang Richter,          be offered to the community as it was         when observing in the infrared.included a single 16-metre telescope and     completed, and the interferometric comarrays of four 8-metre and sixteen           bination could be implemented when            Contracts began to be placed with indus4-metre telescopes. A second working         the appropriate technology became avail      try for the long-lead items (e.g., the prigroup, chaired first by Ray Wilson and       able). Interaction with industry and the      maries) while options were still beinglater by Jean-Pierre Swings when Ray         community quickly determined that an          explored for other subsystems (e.g., thetook over the NTT project, was appointed     8-metre monolithic, thin (hence active)       dome, whose design was selected inin 1981. Its work concluded with the         mirror was feasible and that a low cost       1991, the year the top of Paranal was flatCargèse workshop in 1983 where the           enclosure concept and an efficient beam       tened to create the necessary area).preferred option (among the three pro       combination could be developed. This led      Some technical problems occurred withposed by the first working group, plus       to the “linear array” concept that became     some of the contracts (e.g., the secondthat of a multi-mirror (MMT-like) tele      the baseline for the VLT (see Enard, 1987).   ary mirror), but the project, from 1987scope) was presented: an array of four                                                     under the leadership of Massimo8-metre telescopes. This had been the        Setting the example currently being fol      Tarenghi, with a brief tenure by Joachimfavourite since mid-1982 (and indeed the     lowed in the European Extremely Large         Becker in 1991, progressed at a healthyreference for the decision of proposing      Telescope (E-ELT) Phase B, a number of        pace. The interferometric infrastructurethe NTT as a prototype for active optics)    competitive design/feasibility contracts      was being redefined, increasing theon the basis of its scientific advantages,   were placed with industry (with others        number of delay lines and auxiliary teleincluding the potential for inteferometric   carried out in-house). This allowed differ   scopes to allow phase closure, thankscombination (albeit dependent on the as-     ent solutions to be explored and accurate     also to special contributions by Franceyet not well-established use of adaptive     cost estimates to be obtained, advancing      and Germany (later supplemented byoptics). The workshop endorsed the           the project considerably. In 1986 it was      Belgium, Italy and Switzerland for the prochoice, and a project group was set up at    presented at a dedicated conference in        duction of a fourth Auxiliary Telescope).ESO under the leadership of Daniel           Venice, achieving a large consensus. By       The final location of the Unit TelescopesEnard. An external committee chaired by      early 1987 a proposal for construction        (UTs) on the Paranal “platform” wasJean-Pierre Swings provided supervision.     had been prepared and distributed to the      defined so that when used as an interfer                                             ESO governing bodies.                         ometer the best coverage of the uv planeThe project group started by looking at                                                    could be achieved (within the constraintthe same options again, but now from an      On 8 December 1987 the ESO Council            of mutual vignetting by the domes). Civilengineering point of view. Although both     gave the green light to the start of the      works, lead by Joerg Eshway, progressedthe segmented single telescope and the       project. The Council decision was coura      steadily on the mountain, notwithstandingMMT options were considered attractive,      geous, displaying both forward-looking        the “La Torre family incident” in 1994.
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                                                                                               Figure 3. VLT FORS image of the spiral galaxy                                                                                               NGC 1232 taken during commissioning on 21 Sep                                                                                               tember 1998. This image was voted amongst the                                                                                               ten most inspiring images of the century (Sky and                                                                                               Telescope, January 2000).
                                                                                               an average of two refereed papers per
                                                                                               day, the highest scientific output of any                                                                                               observatory anywhere.
                                                                                               This success is due, in my opinion, to a
                                                                                               number of factors, among which I would                                                                                               like to emphasise the tight collaboration                                                                                               with industry, the professional manage                                                                                               ment methods, the professionalism and                                                                                               enthusiasm of the staff and the integrated                                                                                               system design that includes an end-to-                                                                                               end scientific approach for its operations.                                                                                               The VLT was designed to be a proper                                                                                               interferometer, and new results will start                                                                                               appearing after the current commission                                                                                               ing of the PRIMA facility concludes.                                                                                               With its low technical downtime and high                                                                                               scientific efficiency, the VLT can truly be                                                                                               considered a science machine!                                                                                               The future

                                                                                               In 1998 ESO began analysing the
                                                                                               concept of an extremely large telescope,                                                                                                a 100-metre behemoth called OWL                                                                                                (for the eponymous bird’s keen night                                                                                                vision and for being OverWhelminglyBy 1996 all primary mirror blanks had           had been commissioned, and operations           Large, a marvellous name coined by thebeen delivered, and the Observatory was         of UT1 started. The following years saw         project manager of the OWL studies,beginning to take shape: the erection of        the completion of the other telescopes          Philippe Dierickx). The OWL was basedthe main structure of UT1 had started at        and of the interferometer infrastructure. By    on a spherical primary that allowedParanal, while a complete UT had been           September 2000 all telescopes had seen          the advantages of mass production toinstalled and tested functionally in            first light, and in March 2001 the first        contain costs, but at the expense ofEurope. The first secondary mirror blank        fringes had been detected by the interfer      a complex optical design to correct forhad been completed, and the first enclo        ometer combining the light from two small       the enormous spherical aberration introsure was nearly complete.                       siderostats.                                    duced by the primary. The OWL had a                                                                                                Phase A review by an international panelFirst light of UT1 was achieved on 25 May       The VLT represents the crowning achieve        in November 2005. The review panel1998, after the heroic efforts of the           ment of ESO in the field of telescope-         judged the project feasible, but identifiedAcceptance, Integration and Verification        making. Thousand of man-years of effort         some technical risks that might affect(AIV) team lead by Peter Gray had suc          by ESO and its contractors were invested        the schedule and the budget and recomceeded in fully integrating the telescope.      in this success, and today the Paranal          mended that the project proceed toCommissioning of the telescope under the        observatory — with its four 8-metre tele       Phase B, but that a smaller size be conleadership of Jason Spyromilio came next,       scopes, four 1.8-metre ATs, the almost          sidered to mitigate the risks and to conwhile I started defining the science opera     complete VLT Interferometer (VLTI) and          tain the budget.tions scenario for the Observatory: in this     the VLT Survey Telescope (VST) andcapacity I was privileged to witness first      the VLT Infrared Survey Telescope for          What followed was the definition of a Eurolight, and to share in the excitement of that   Astronomy (VISTA) telescopes soon to           pean Extremely Large Telescope thatmemorable event (see Tarenghi et al.,           enter service — is the leading astronomi      involved extensive community consultation1998). By April 1999 the telescope and its      cal facility in the world, serving more        through five panels established by thetwo first instruments FORS1 and ISAAC           than 4500 astronomers and producing            ESO Director General in late December
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400 Years of the Telescope                      Gilmozzi R., ESO’s Telescopes2005 on the topics of science, site, adap                                      Figure 4. Simulated E-ELT image                                                                                (bottom) compared with the sametive optics, instrumentation and telescope.                                                                                view by HST (top) and by an 8-metreThe conclusions of the ELT Science and                                          diffraction-limited telescope (centre).Engineering Working Group (composedof chairs and co-chairs of the panels andchaired by Daniel Enard) was a toolboxto be used as a guide for the ESO ELTProject Office (created 1 June 2006) forthe definition of a basic reference designthat could be presented to the commu-nity and the committees of ESO. Thepremise underlying these activities wasthe December 2004 strategic resolutionof the ESO Council that requires that theorganisation develop a facility that willaddress the exciting science awaiting usin the coming decade and will be competitive in timescale and performance withsimilar facilities planned elsewhere.

The work by the ESE panels and the
Working Group represents a remarkablesuccess of the community. This, not onlyfor having been able to produce the toolbox (consisting of several hundred pagesof reports) in just a few months, but aboveall for demonstrating the ability to converge to a unified set of requirements andto a unified concept. The specific goalsto be addressed in the design were thatthe E-ELT should have a primary mirror of42 m in diameter (considered a goodcompromise between ambition and timeliness), the primary should preferably notbe spherical, the telescope should haveadaptive optics built into it, and shoulddeliver a science field of view of at leastfive arcminutes in diameter with a strongpreference for larger fields. Furthermorethe telescope was to provide multiple stable observing platforms and have a focalratio favourable to instrumentation.
Additional inputs to the design of the
telescope came from the conclusions of the OWL review. The panel had recom mended that certain high risk items present in the OWL design should be avoided in the next iteration of the design. Double segmentation (on OWL the pri mary and secondary were both seg mented) and the high complexity of the adaptive mirror (in OWL the 6th mirror combined field stabilisation and adaptive corrections in a single unit) were consid ered risks that would delay or jeopardise the project. The fast focal ratio of the telescope (F/6), the absence of gravity  invariant focal stations, and the concept
6           The Messenger 136 – June 2009
of open-air operation were also on the list    The advantages of the E-ELT five-mirror         Phase B budget has been committed.of things to be avoided in the redesign.       design in separating the field stabilisation    See Spyromilio et al. (2008) for details.                                               function from the adaptive mirror, providOn the advice of the ESE working group,        ing an instrument-friendly focal plane          Phase B is supported by the EC-sponduring 2006 the ELT project office at ESO      and being laser-friendly, make it a very        sored (Framework Programme 6) ELT-analysed two designs of a fully adaptive       attractive design. The two additional           Design Study (DS) work that started intelescope — a Gregorian and a novel            reflections of the five-mirror design are       2005 as a pan-European design indefive-mirror design proposed by Bernard         not expected to contribute dramatically         pendent R&D activity, but was alignedDelabre (an on-axis three mirror anastig      to the total mirror count before the pho       to the E-ELT design at the end of 2006.mat with two additional flat mirrors con      tons arrive at the instrumentation detec       Many of the ELT-DS results have beenveniently located to serve as adaptive         tors. The Project Office is looking into        folded into the Phase B activity. Furtheroptics and field stabilisation mirrors). The   novel coatings that are currently under         supporting activities are being carried outanastigmat design provides excellent           development and can further mitigate            under an FP7-sponsored “preparation forimage quality (diffraction limited over the    the effect of more reflections. Another         construction” activity.full 10-arcminute field of view), is almost    significant advantage of the E-ELT designfree of field curvature, has the exit pupil    is that, the telescope is well configured       Supervision for the project is providedconcentric with the focal plane, can           to take advantage of future enhancements        by the E-ELT Science and Engineeringadapt its focal length to the different foci   in the technology of deformable mirrors.        subcommittee of the Scientific Technicalin a way similar to the VLT’s, and intro      The cost of an upgrade to a higher den         Committee (STC) chaired by Tom Herbst,duces minimal aberrations in the wave         sity of actuators, when this becomes fea       by the STC itself, and by the ESO Counfront from laser guide stars.                  sible, would be comparable to that of a         cil’s ELT Standing Review Committee                                               novel instrument and could be deployed          chaired by Roger Davies. A Site SelectionEventually, the notion of an adaptive tele    in a similar or even shorter timescale. In      Advisory Committee will advise the Direcscope may one day be seen as a natural         the Gregorian case the cost and schedule        tor General about the site choice, to beevolution of telescope design. As size         of such an upgrade could be prohibitive.        made within a year.increases, so does the potential resolution, and atmospheric turbulence               The ESO committees and the community            Phase B has just passed its mid-termbecomes just one more error source             unanimously supported the choice of the         review after a number of internal reviews(admittedly a major one) the telescope         five-mirror design, and of the 42-metre         consolidated the baseline referencemust deal with. Indeed, with the E-ELT the     size, and recommended the start of the          design, and is on track for submitting aboundary between adaptive and active           detailed design phase.                          construction proposal to the ESO comoptics becomes blurred, if there at all.                                                       mittees and Council by autumn 2010                                               In December 2006 the ESO Council                after a construction review that will takeA detailed trade-off between the two           resolved that ESO should proceed into           place in September 2010.designs was performed and presented to         Phase B with the aim of having a proposalthe ESO committees and to the European         for construction ready to be submitted tocommunity at the Marseille conference in       the ESO Council in late 2009 or early           AcknowledgementsDecember 2006 (Hook, 2007; Monnet,             2010. The resources allocated to Phase B        During the past 40 years ESO has regained a compet2007; Cuby 2007). On the basis of the          are 57.2 M€ including manpower costs.           itive level for European ground-based observationalindustrial studies it appeared that the                                                        astronomy, has pioneered new technologies and newcomplexity, cost and schedule risk of a         During Phase B, contracts have been            operational solutions, and is poised to take the lead in                                                                                               the design and construction of an extremely large tele4.8-metre Gregorian deformable second          placed with industry for the advancement       scope. This has been made possible by the combinedary mirror would seriously endanger the         to preliminary design status for all major     efforts of its staff members. Acknowledging all whoproject. While the 2.6-metre deformable         subsystems. Contracts are in place for         have contributed would require the whole ESO organimirror of the five-mirror design is anything    the development of the main structure,         gram during the past 40 years to be reproduced!but straightforward, the industrial propos     the dome, the adaptive mirrors, the tip-tilt   Daniel Enard, who contributed so much to the develals for its construction placed it far from    unit and the primary mirror support. Sev       opment of the VLT and to helping us set the coursethe critical path with a number of alterna    eral prototype mirror segments are being        for the E-ELT, passed away on 2 August 2008. He istive solutions. The 3-metre field stabilisa   procured and polished to the specifica         sorely missed. An obituary can be found in Messen                                                                                               ger 134 (Cullum, 2008).tion mirror (M5) is also far from simple.      tions of the project. Integrated modelling,Another major challenge for the five-mir      development of concepts for the controlror design is the 5.7-metre secondary          system, the mirror cells and the adaptor        Referencesmirror. Polishing such a convex mirror         rotators (now called pre-focal stations) are                                                                                               Cuby, J.-G. 2007, The Messenger, 127, 25(actually it is the testing rather than the    ongoing, as is the design of the second        Cullum, M. 2008, The Messenger, 134, 63polishing) requires some innovative            ary unit. For critical subsystems where         Enard, D. 1987, The Messenger, 50, 29approaches, but industrial suppliers have      more than one technology exists or where        Hook, I. 2007, The Messenger, 127, 20confirmed that it can be achieved.             more than one approach is possible,             Monnet, G. 2007, The Messenger, 127, 24                                                                                               Spyromilio, J. et al. 2008, The Messenger, 133, 2                                               multiple contracts have been placed. At        Tarenghi, M. et al. 1998, The Messenger, 93, 4                                                the present time, more than 90% of the         Wampler E. J. et al. 1990, ApJ, 362, L13
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30 Years of Infrared Instrumentation at ESO:
Some Personal RecollectionsAlan Moorwood1                              the 1-metre telescope on La Silla were a         both more advanced IR spectrophotome                                            1–5 µm near-IR photometer from the              ters for the 3.6-metre telescope and                                                Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie     an undersized, F/35, chopping secondary1    ESO                                        (MPIfR) in Bonn and the Kapteyn Institute    for performing sky subtraction at up to                                               2–30 µm photometer from Groningen.          30 Hz, plus upgraded instrumentation for                                                Almost state of the art at the time, the    an unspecified smaller telescope. AThis is a brief account of the develop-         first was equipped with a single InSb       recommendation to follow the new specment of infrared instrumentation at ESO         detector cooled with liquid nitrogen and     trophotometers with a medium resolutionfrom the first single pixel photometers,        the second with a liquid helium cooled       near-IR grating spectrograph had alsobuilt in the optically dominated late           germanium bolometer. Filters had to be       been made at an ESO Workshop on Infra1970s, through the revolution ushered           changed manually while listening, like       red Astronomy (in which I participatedin by the development of panoramic           a safe breaker, for the wheel to catch in      on the Swedish island of Utö in Juneinfrared detectors and the VLT, to a tiny    the detents. Detector signals were             1978, shortly before taking up duty) andglimpse of the 42-metre E-ELT, whose        monitored on a strip chart recorder and       was later endorsed by the Instrumentainstruments will probably operate pre-        recorded on ½ inch magnetic tapes.            tion Committee. At the time, this proposaldominantly in the infrared, with the aid      Eyepieces were provided for acquisition      was received with little enthusiasm byof adaptive optics. In support of my           and guiding. Observing was carried out       most of ESO’s astronomers, who werepersonal memories, I have combed The           day and night, as I discovered to my cost    almost exclusively working at visibleMessenger for facts and include here           when awarded three weeks observing           wavelengths and had their hearts set onthe most accurate timeline I could con-     in one run in July, when it is also pretty      another long slit spectrograph. Maybestruct, together with references for        cold at night in the 1-metre dome.              it all worked out for the best, however, asthose who wish to read more, and by                                                         the ESO Multi Mode Instrument (EMMI)way of acknowledging some of those          In those days, chopping secondaries             was subsequently developed for the ESOwho contributed to this story.              and the skill and bravery required to fill      New Technology Telescope (NTT), which                                            cryostats safely with liquid nitrogen           had not even been conceived at that                                            and liquid helium (still not easy) classified   time. The telescope engineers also usedEarly Days at Geneva and La Silla           infrared astronomy as a dark art that           some questionable language in describ                                            most ESO staff doubted would ever catch         ing what they thought about the new IRWhen I joined ESO as an Infrared Staff      on. In Geneva, however, plans agreed            top end and using the 3.6-metre in dayAstronomer in Geneva in October 1978        by the external Instrumentation Commit          time. Nevertheless, the near- and mid-IRthe infrared (IR) instruments on offer at   tee were already afoot for the provision of      spectrophotometers (equipped with ~ 1%
                                                           Figure 1. (Left)                                                           Installation of the                                                           first infrared                                                           spectrophoto                                                           meters at the F/8                                                           focus of the 3.6-                                                           metre telescope.
                                                           Figure 2. (Right)                                                           F/35 chopping                                                           secondary mirror                                                           on the 3.6-metre                                                           telescope.
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Figure 3. F/35 infrared spectrophotometers on the      later, the 2.2-metre, which was also         Figure 4. IRSPEC used for medium resolution3.6-metre telescope. The righthand dewar contains                                                    1–5 µm spectroscopy at the 3.6-metre and NTT                                                       equipped with an F/35 chopping seconda liquid/solid nitrogen cooled InSb diode for 1–5 µm                                                 telescopes. Its novel design includes the use of aphotometry and the lefthand one a liquid helium        ary built by the Max-Planck-Institut für      warm bench to support all the optical units that arecooled bolometer for 8–25 µm photometery through       Astronomie (MPIA) in Heidelberg. In 1985      cryogenically cooled by a continuous flow of liquidbroadband and narrowband circular variable filters.    the 3.6-metre was also provided with         nitrogen from the internal tank on the right. It wasThe support unit contains dichroic mirrors and a                                                     also the first infrared spectrograph equipped with                                                       a linear scanned IR speckle detector builtnovel acquisition and guiding system using visible                                                   a monolithic infrared array detector — initially aand IR TV cameras and a 2D tilting pupil mirror to     by the Observatoire de Lyon. All of these     1 x 32 linear array of InSb diodes (cooled by liquid/explore the field.                                     systems were productive, but eventually       solid nitrogen in the small copper dewar) and later a                                                       rendered obsolete following the miracu       2D 58 x 62 InSb array (cooled by the first mechanical                                                                                                     closed cycle cooler used at ESO). In operation, thecircular variable filters) were produced (in           lous development of 2D panoramic IR                                                                                                     instrument was enclosed by a dome-shaped covera caravan on the CERN site at Geneva),                 array detectors in the mid-to-late 1980s.     and evacuated.installed (involving a lot of walking aroundon the primary mirror cover looking for                Before the first cameras were finishedlaser beams) and used initially at F/8 with            we had already built the IRSPEC near-IR       When installed on the 3.6-metre in 1985,a focal plane chopper until the infamous               cryogenic grating spectrograph, shown         it was one of the first, and certainly theF/35 was ready (see Figures 1–3). A simi              in Figure 4, which was conceived on Utö       largest of its type, and the first equippedlar system was built for the 1-metre and,             and equipped with a linear diode array.       with a monolithic array (initially the                                                                                                     1 x 32 InSb Cincinnati charge injection                                                                                                     device (CID) array and later the famous                                                                                   Figure 5. The                                                                                   F/35 IRAC1 cam   58 x 62 Santa Barbara Research Center                                                                                   era mounted at    (SBRC) tank buster InSb array). Its large                                                                                   the MPG/ESO       size also pushed us to develop its unique                                                                                   2.2-metre tele   continuous flow liquid nitrogen cooling                                                                                   scope.                                                                                                     system, which has influenced many sub                                                                                                     sequent cooling systems at ESO. In 1990                                                                                                     IRSPEC was transferred to the NTT and                                                                                                     replaced in 1998 by SOFI (Son of ISAAC).                                                                                                     Before that, ESO’s first imager had been                                                                                                     IRAC1 for the 2.2-metre telescope (Fig                                                                                                     ure 5), which was a good camera and the                                                                                                     first to provide narrowband imaging with                                                                                                     a circular variable filter (CVF). Due to US                                                                                                     export restrictions, however, it had to                                                                                                     be initially equipped with a 32 x 32 pixel                                                                                                     Hg:Cd:Te array bonded to a CCD read                                                                                                     out, which sort of worked in the thermal                                                                                                     IR, but suffered low efficiency due to a                                                                                                     threshold problem in the low background
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400 Years of the Telescope                               Moorwood A., 30 Years of Infrared Instrumentation at ESOFigure 6. ISAAC at the VLT (UT1). This multimode         Raytheon 240 x 320 As:Si array. The F/8        Figure 7. CRIRES, last of the first generation instru1–5 µm imager/spectrometer/polarimeter built by                                                         ments on the VLT (UT1). The black box to the left                                                         focus of the 3.6-metre was also used forESO was the first infrared instrument installed on the                                                  houses the adaptive optics system and the vacuumVLT in 1998 and is still operational and in high user    the pioneering efforts in adaptive optics      vessel contains the 1–5 µm, R = 100 000, cryogenidemand. The box attached to the vacuum vessel            with COME-ON and COME-ON+/ADONIS               cally cooled echelle spectrograph.houses the detector electronics and can be com          developed with ONERA, Observatoirepared with the size of the amplifiers used on the                                                         de Meudon and others which have pavedearly photometers in Figure 1. The unit in the foreground is the co-rotator needed to avoid tangling the    the way for the current VLT systems.           mechanisms and surrounding cryogeniclarge number of cables and high pressure He hoses                                                       systems — even before taking intofor the closed cycle coolers, as the instrument itself   In case it has not yet become apparent,        account the increases needed to adaptrotates at the Nasmyth focus. On its rear is a dia                                                     to the larger 8-metre telescopes. We                                                         it is worth mentioning here that in strivinggram of the optical layout inside the vacuum vessel.                                                         to offer the best available detectors,         were suddenly talking about instruments                                                         ESO’s infrared detector group has also         weighing tons rather than kg, rotating atnear-IR. Coupled with poor cosmetics,                    evolved into a major asset, which has          the Nasmyth foci and with lots of controlthis detector lacked popularity and was                  achieved worldwide recognition through         and detector electronics, compressors,replaced eventually with an improved                     its fundamental research and characteri       cooling pipes — you name it, we had it. It64 x 64 pixel Hg:Cd:Te array and finally                 sation work, performed in addition to          turned out we actually had to write downa 58 x 62 pixel SBRC array in 1994. In                   just providing detector systems (including     the specifications to remember them,the meantime, IRAC2 was built by ESO                     the latest in acquisition electronics/soft    use advanced design and failure modeand equipped with a scanning Fabry                       ware). By providing much appreciated           and effects analysis software, have projectPerot and one of the first of the famous                 technical feedback it has also established     plans and meetings and even reviews toRockwell 256 x 256 Hg:Cd:Te NICMOS3                      a positive working relationship with man      check where we were. It was our equivaarrays that were a spin-off from the                     ufacturers over the years, which has           lent of NASA going to the Moon.Hubble Space Telescope NICMOS devel                     resulted in improved detectors with addiopment. In 1998, SOFI replaced IRSPEC                    tional features for the whole community.       ISAAC (Infrared Spectrometer And Arrayat the 3.5-metre NTT — it is still there                It has also paid off in ensuring that the      Cameras) was the first VLT IR instrumentand in high demand for 1–2.5 µm imag                    VLT has been equipped with state-of-the-       and was developed completely at ESO,ing, polarimetry and grism spectroscopy                  art detectors from the start and contin       along with some of the standards towith its 1k x 1k Hawaii 1 Hg:Cd:Te array.                ues to be upgraded as new devices              be used in later instruments. Its installa                                                         become available. ESO is now responsi         tion on UT1 (Figure 6) was challengingPartly in parallel with the above, the                   ble for most of the detector systems at,       under the pioneering conditions existing3.6-metre F/35 focus was increasingly                   or planned for, the VLT.                       on Paranal at that time (missing doors,used for mid-IR imaging and spectros                                                                   windows, floors, lots of dust, etc). Never copy, first with the N-band (10 µm)                                                                    theless, after 10 years and more than TIMMI camera, built by the CEA around                   The VLT                                        500 refereed papers since the start of a 64 x 64 Ga:Si array evolved from the                                                                 science operations, and following a cer smaller one flown on the ISO satellite and,             The VLT was a revolution! Infrared array       tain amount of surgery, it remains in later, TIMMI2 developed by the University               detectors had continued to get bigger          high demand for 1–2.5 µm and 2.5–5 µm of Jena and ESO and equipped with a                     — requiring even larger optics and hence       imaging, polarimetry and spectroscopy
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Figure 8. HAWK-I on the VLT (UT4). This near-infra     and SINFONI provide resolutions down to        Figure 9. One concept for a multi-object infraredred camera is equipped with four 2k x 2k Hawaii                                                        spectrometer at the E-ELT.                                                        the diffraction limit of an 8-metre tele2 Rockwell/Teledyne arrays. Although employingmirror optics to image its large 7.5 x 7.5 arcminute    scope and HAWK-I has 16 million pixelsfield of view with maximum optical efficiency it        and a resolution ~ 0.1 arcseconds over         (built by a German led consortium forappears overly large here due to the artistic choices   a field of view of 7.5 x 7.5 arcminutes.       K-band astrometry) and MATISSE (built byof lens and viewing angle.                                                                             a French-led consortium for 3–15 µm                                                        The VLTI mode in which the UTs and the                                                        1.8-metre diameter ATs can be interfero      interferometric imaging and spectroscopy).with its two arms equipped with 1k x 1k                  metrically combined also operates inHg:Cd:Te and InSb arrays. In order of                    the near- and mid-IR with its AMBERinstallation it was followed by NACO                     (French/German/Italian consortium) and        Into the future, the E-ELT(comprising the NAOS adaptive optics                     MIDI (German/Dutch/French consortium)system developed by a consortium                         instruments. Also, not far from the VLT,      If it was difficult to match instruments tocomprising ONERA, Observatoire de                       the VISTA 4.2-metre infrared survey tele    8-metre telescopes, how about going Paris and Laboratoire d’Astrophysique                   scope and its VIRCAM camera (which            to 42 m! Indeed some of the instruments de l’Observatoire de Grenoble (LAOG)                    deploys 16 2k x 2k arrays covering the        being designed now are looking pretty and CONICA, a near-IR camera/spec                      equivalent of a 40 x 40 arcminute field)      big and could weigh several tens of tons trometer/polarimeter/coronagraph built                  are currently being commissioned.             (see Figure 9). They would have been by the MPIA and Max-Planck-Institut für                                                               even larger if it were not for the growing Extraterrestrische Physik (MPE)); VISIR                We are also now developing new second          maturity of adaptive optics, which will (8–28 µm imager/spectrometer built by a                generation VLT/I IR instruments. Recently      assist essentially all IR instruments, thus consortium including the CEA, Kapteyn                  commissioned, X-shooter is the first to be     allowing them to utilise efficiently small Institut and ASTRON); SINFONI (1–2.5 µm                finished and is the first combined visible-    pixels and the high intrinsic spatial reso integral field spectrograph built by MPE               infrared instrument. Built by an ESO-led       lution of the telescope. Even so, feeding and fed by an adaptive optics (AO) sys                collaboration with institutes in Denmark,      many millions of pixels with resolutions tem provided by ESO); CRIRES (1–5 µm,                  Netherlands, Italy and France it delivers      down to a few milliarcseconds could AO-assisted, high resolution, spectro                 spectra covering the UV, visible and IR        also pose its own challenges! It is also graph built by ESO, see Figure 7); HAWK-I              (out to 2.5 µm) spectral ranges simulta       foreseen that the larger instruments will (wide-field 1–2.5 µm camera shown in                   neously; KMOS (multi-object, integral field,   be fixed relative to gravity, thus avoiding Figure 8, built by ESO and equipped with               near-IR spectroscopy using cryogenic           the potential flexure problems faced by four 2k x 2k Rockwell/Teledyne Hg:Cd:Te               deployable pick-off arms built by a UK–        VLT instruments at its rotating Nasmyth arrays and designed to benefit in future               German consortium) and SPHERE, being           foci. Much of the complexity has also from the Ground Layer Adaptive Optics                  developed with a French-led consortium         moved to the various flavours of adaptive provided by the Adaptive Optics Facility               in collaboration with ESO and designed         optics systems and the laser guide stars on UT4). Here it is worth pausing to                   for exoplanet studies using extreme adap      required to use them efficiently. Overall, remember that the first IR instruments                 tive optics and a variety of polarimetric,     however, these future systems look rather offered by ESO had one pixel at the focus              coronographic and differential spectro       exotic, complex and expensive to some of a 1-metre telescope with an effective              scopic high contrast modes; GRAVITY            body who observed at the 1-metre tele resolution of a few arcseconds. NACO                                                                   scope on La Silla around 30 years ago!
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First light   Instrument                                Capabilities                                                      Telescope           Messenger reference
1975?         Mid-IR Kapteyn photometer                 2–30 µm single pixel (bolometer) photometry                       1-metre1976          Near-IR Bonn photometer                   1–5 µm single InSb pixel photometry                               1-metre             Wamsteker, W. 1976, 5, 61980          Near- and mid-infrared (spectro)          1–30 µm photometry + 1% Circular Variable Filter (CVF)            3.6-metre F/8       Moorwood, A. 1982, 27, 11              photometers                               	 spectrophotometry.1982          Near- and mid-infrared (spectro)          1–30 µm photometry + 1% Circular Variable Filter (CVF)            1-metre              	 photometers                             	 spectrophotometry.Nov 1984      F/35 chopping secondary system            1–30 µm photometry + 1% Circular Variable Filter (CVF)            3.6-metre F/35      Moorwood, A. & van Dijssel-              	and infrared (spectro)photome          	 spectrophotometry.                                                                  	 donk, A. 1985, 39, 1                 tersOct 1985      Lyon Specklegraph                         1–5 µm broad and CVF linear scanning speckle interferometry       3.6-metre F/35      Perrier, C. 1986, 45, 29Nov 1985      IRSPEC                                    1–5 µm spectroscopy at R ~ 1000–2500 with a 1 x 32 pixel array    3.6-metre F/8       Moorwood, A. et al. 1986,                                                                                                                                              	 44, 19Mar 1987      F/35 + (spectro)photometers               1–30 µm photometry and CVF spectrophotometry                      2.2-metre F/35      van Dijsseldonk, A.,              	 (with MPIA)                                                                                                                   	Moorwood, A. & Lemke                                                                                                                                                D. 1987, 48, 50Jul 1988      IRAC                                      1–5 µm imaging and CVF with 32 x 32 and 64 x 64 pixel arrays      2.2-metre F/35      Moorwood, A., Finger, G. &                                                                                                                                              	Moneti, A. 1988, 54, 56Apr 1990      COME-ON                                   3–5 µm high spatial resolution AO imaging                         3.6-metre           Merkle, F. et al. 1990, 60, 9Nov 1990/     IRSPEC Transfer/upgrade                   1–5 µm spectroscopy at R ~ 1500–3000 with 58 x 62 SBRC            NTT                 Moorwood, A., Moneti, A. &Feb 1991                                                	 InSb array                                                                          	Gredel, R. 1991, 63, 77May 1992      IRAC2                                     1–2.5 µm imaging and Fabry-Perot spectroscopy with 256 x 256      2.2-metre F/35      Moorwood, A. et al. 1992,                                                        	 NICMOS array                                                                        	 69, 61Jul 1992      TIMMI                                     5–15 µm imaging and long slit spectroscopy with a 64 x 64         3.6-metre F/35      Käufl, U. et al. 1992, 70, 67                                                        	 Ga:Si arrayDec 1992      COME-ON+                                  3–5 µm high spatial resolution AO imaging                         3.6-metre F/35      Hubin et al. SPIE, 1780, 850Dec 1997      SOFI                                      1–2.5 µm imaging, polarimetry and grism spectroscopy with         NTT                 Moorwood, A., Cuby, J.-G.                                                        	 1k x 1k Hawaii 1 array                                                              	 & Lidman, C. 1998, 91, 9Nov 1998      ISAAC                                     1–5 µm imaging, medium resolution spectroscopy and                UT1                 Moorwood, A. et al. 1999,                                                        	 polarimetry                                                                         	 95, 1Oct 2000      TIMMI2                                    2–28 µm imaging, grism spectroscopy and polarimetry with          3.6-metre F/35      Käufl, U. et al. 2000, 102, 4                                                        	 340 x 260 As:Si array.Nov 2001      NACO                                      AO assisted 1–5 µm imaging, spectroscopy, polarimetry,            UT4                 Brandner, W. 2002, 107, 1                                                        	 coronographyOct 2001      VLTI                                      Interferometry with UTs or 1.8-metre diameter ATs                                     Glindemann, A. 2001, 106, 1Dec 2002      MIDI                                      Mid-IR imaging and spectroscopy                                   VLTI                2003, 111, 40Mar 2004      AMBER                                     Near-infrared imaging and spectroscopy                            VLTI                Richichi, A. & Petrov, R.                                                                                                                                              	 2004, 116, 2May 2004      VISIR                                     Mid-IR (N- and Q-bands) imaging and low, medium and high          UT3                 Lagage, P.O. 2004, 117, 12                                                        	 resolution spectroscopyMay 2004      SINFONI                                   Near-infrared, AO assisted, integral field spectroscopy           UT4                 Bonnet, H. et al. 2004, 117,                                                                                                                                              	 17Jun 2006      CRIRES                                    1–5 µm, AO assisted, R = 105 spectrometer                         UT1                 Käufl, U. et al. 2006, 126, 32Jul 2007      HAWK-I                                    0.8-2.5 µm imaging                                                UT4                 Kissler-Patig, M. et al. 2008,                                                                                                                                              	 132, 7Nov 2008      X-shooter                                 Simultaneous UV–IR (2.5 µm) spectroscopy                                              Vernet, J. et al. 2007, 130, 52011?         KMOS                                      0.8–2.5 µm MOS with 24 deployable IFUs over a 7-arcminute field   UT1                 Sharples, R. 2005, 122, 22011?         SPHERE                                    Visible and near-IR observations of exoplanets using extreme      UT3                 Beuzit, J.-L. 2006, 125, 29                                                        	 adaptive optics2012?         MUSE                                      Visible integral field spectroscopy                               UT4                 Bacon, R. 2006, 124, 52013?         GRAVITY                                   K-band astrometry                                                 VLTI2014?         MATISSE                                   Mid-IR imaging and spectroscopy                                   VLTI
                                                                                                                                 Table 1. ESO Infrared Instrument Timeline
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Evolution of Optical Spectrograph Design at ESO
Hans Dekker1                                  telescope image plane to match the size         coefficients of the glasses used, and                                              of the chip, and also to not spread the         so we embarked on a programme to qual                                              photons over any more pixels than nec          ify flexible cements with good UV trans1 ESO                                          essary, in view of the high readout noise.      mission. Finally, we found a suitable                                              This entailed speeding up the telescope         candidate: silicone potting cement that                                              F/8 beam to F/2.5 at the detector. The          had been originally developed to protectThe evolution of optical spectrograph         innovative twist was the creation of a          printed circuit boards against the harddesign and its implementation at ESO          parallel beam space between the collima        ships of humidity and launching accelerasince 1980 is sketched out from the           tor and the camera, which allows a host         tions. It had excellent UV transmissionpoint of view of the instrumentation with     of optical components, like filters, grisms,    down to 300 nm, was flexible and hadwhich I have been closely involved.           and Wollaston prisms to be inserted.            good adherence and image quality evenThe instruments range from the early          The instrument had just three moving            when used in thick layers.days of EFOSC, EMMI, UVES, GIRAFFE        functions: a slit wheel (also used for multi-to the present-day X  -shooter and impor-    object and other masks), a filter wheel         The focal reducer concept has beentant optical design features, such as         and a grism wheel. Although conceptually        extremely influential in the design of astrothe use of focal reducers and the white       very simple, it could be used in eight          nomical instruments. It is the basis oflight pupil principle, are highlighted.       different modes: direct imaging, long slit     the design of many ESO instruments:                                               spectroscopy, slitless spectroscopy,           EFOSC2, the Danish Faint Object Spectro                                               echelle spectroscopy, imaging polarimetry,     graph and Camera (DFOSC), the FOcalThis is an account of developments             spectropolarimetry, coronography and           Reducer/low dispersion Spectrographsin optical instrument design at ESO from       multiple object spectroscopy (MOS).            (FORS1/2), the VIsible MultiObject Spectro1981, when I joined ESO, until now.                                                           graph (VIMOS) and the Multi Unit SpectroI began to write this article just as I was   EFOSC used a lens camera instead of             scopic Explorer (MUSE), as well as numerpreparing for the 4th commissioning           the more traditional catadioptric (mixed        ous non-ESO instruments and thoseperiod of X-shooter and concluded it just     lens and mirror) systems used in Schmidt        planned for Extremely Large Telescopes.after my return from Paranal, one day         cameras. This choice eliminates the cen        It is a versatile concept that can bebefore the deadline. Because of the lack      tral obstruction present in catadioptric        adapted to new detector developments:of time, I will focus on the projects in      cameras, which can easily cause a light         compared to the first-light detector ofwhich I have been most involved, whether      loss of 30–40%. For good image quality          EFOSC with 150 thousand pixels, MUSEwearing the hat of system engineer, pro      over the complete spectral range of             with its 24 channels, each with a 4k x 4kject manager, or both.                        EFOSC (350–1000 nm) we had to use               chip, has 380 million pixels, an increase                                              the anomalous dispersion glasses that           of a factor of more than 2500!                                              had recently been developed by SchottEFOSC                                         and which allowed a much better colour                                              correction than the traditional crown/flint     EMMIBefore my arrival at ESO I worked for         combinations. The field lens unit of thefive years in the development of military     camera acted as a vacuum window and             The ESO 3.6-metre telescope had ainfrared instruments at Philips in the        was the only part of the detector assem        suite of instruments for imaging, multi-Netherlands. My first project at ESO was      bly that had to be customised to inter-         object spectroscopy, long slit and echellethe ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and         face with the instrument-specific camera        spectroscopy. These were mounted atCamera (EFOSC), which saw first light in      optics. As detectors have grown larger          the Cassegrain focus according to a pre-1984. Surprisingly, instrumentation tech     in size, this has proved to be a wise deci     agreed exchange schedule. These freniques and technologies at Philips and        sion and has allowed a standard detector        quent exchanges were detrimental to reliat ESO were then not that much different.     cryostat to be used on most instruments,        ability. It was also not possible to changeThe concept of EFOSC was developed            without the need to develop a new cryo         observing mode quickly when the meteunder the late Daniel Enard, then head of     stat for every new instrument.                  orological conditions changed. In paralleloptical instrumentation. CCDs had re                                                        with the construction of the New Techcently become a viable option for astro      The wide spectral bandwidth of EFOSC            nology Telescope (NTT), ESO started tonomical instruments. At first light, EFOSC    only permitted the use of single-layer          consider alternative observing strategieswas equipped with an RCA chip of about        anti-reflection coatings, which caused a        to maximise the scientific return and mini300 x 500 pixels and a readout noise          light loss of up to 2% per surface at           mise maintenance — remote and serv-of 30 electrons! The instrument is a focal    the extremes of the wavelength range.           ice observing became buzzwords. Thereducer: because of the small physical        So, wherever possible, lenses were              NTT was designed to deliver exceptionalsize of the detector, to get any useful       cemented to reduce reflection losses.           image quality. But its concept allowedangular field and not oversample the see     This was problematic because of the big         only two Nasmyth foci, there was no primeing, it was necessary to “reduce” the         differences in the thermal expansion            focus cage and no Cassegrain focus.
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The telescope designers had really got
their way this time (and rightly so, as thesuccess of the NTT proved).
This is the framework within which the
concept of EMMI (ESO Multi Mode Instrument) was developed in the mid-1980s,for the most part under the leadership ofSandro D’Odorico. We realised thatcompared to EFOSC, we could increasethe peak throughput and extend theultraviolet coverage by using two focalreducers, each optimised for the ultraviolet and visible spectral ranges, withdedicated glasses, coatings and detectors. The versatility of EFOSC alreadywent a long way towards providing multimode capability in a single instrument.To increase the spectral resolution capability (limited to a few 1000 with grisms),two medium resolution arms were added.Each had a reflection grating turret, andcould feed the focal reducers with a longslit by inserting or retracting some flatmirrors. With this addition it was possible                                                   Figure 1. The ESO multimode instrument (EMMI) at                                                                                              the NTT; photo from 1991. Shown from left to rightto reach a resolution of 20 000, and by                                                                                              are Sandro d’Odorico, Hans Dekker, Jean-Louisreplacing the first-order grating by an                                                       Lizon and Gianni Raffi. All are still with ESO.echelle, it was possible to reach 70 000in a cross-dispersed echelle format.                                              traditional designs, the overall efficiency     UVES was to have a spectral resolutionBavarian engineers, when you ask them         is actually improved, because the camera        of 40 000 with a one arcsecond slit.to design multifunctional machines, will      mouth can be placed very close to the           Spectral resolution depends only on gratcurse you — usually under their breath        second pupil, which eliminates vignetting.      ing depth — not on collimated beam— and tell you that you are asking for an     The concept also allows the grating to          diameter — and to reach R = 40 000 we“eierlegende Wollmilchsau” (egg-laying        be used with a small angle between inci        needed a grating with a path length difwoolmilkpig). They will then continue to      dent and diffracted beams, which maxim         ference of 1.6 m (i.e. the optical pathbuild their beautiful machines — like         ises the diffraction efficiency. There is       difference [OPD] between the wavefrontsBMW motor cars — that are good at only        also the additional design freedom to tune      striking the first and last groove of theone thing and not much else. Well, in         the diameter of the white pupil. While the      ruled surface). We realised that by using1989 the NTT acquired its version of this     primary beam size in EMMI was 120 mm,           very steep “R4” gratings (that for maximythical animal — EMMI — which was            the secondary beam had a diameter               mum efficiency are to be used ata real workhorse and stayed in operation      of only 50 mm (with a correspondingly           76 degrees, the “blaze angle”) we coulduntil 2008.                                   larger angular field), which led to light and   achieve this large depth with a collimated                                              affordable spectrograph cameras.                beam size of only 20 cm, making for aEMMI was the first ESO instrument that                                                        compact instrument. But for variousused the “Pupille Blanche” principle, a                                                       reasons (low efficiency, the introductionterm coined in the early 1970s by André       UVES                                            of anamorphosis effects and a strongBaranne for a novel spectrograph con                                                         change of sampling along the orders),cept, where the beam dispersed by the         The study and design of UVES, the               R4 gratings were reputed to be unsuitgrating is re-collected by the collimator     UV–Visible Echelle Spectrograph for the         able for use in astronomical spectrographsoptics to produce an image of the grating     VLT, started around 1990. The instrument        After some study we realised that while(the white pupil — white because here         combines many of the features that had          this was true for R4s used in traditionalall the dispersed beams overlap again),       been tested and implemented success            arrangements, which require angleswhere the camera or cross-disperser is        fully in the EFOSC and EMMI designs:            of 6–8 degrees between the incident andplaced. The second pass through the           dioptric cameras and a dual-arm design,         diffracted beams, these effects becomecollimator may be thought to be a waste       and a white pupil arrangement with a grat      tolerable at small angles — another pointof photons, but compared to more              ing cross-disperser.                            in favour of the white pupil concept, which
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Figure 2. Composite image of some of the instruments mentioned in this article — EFOSC,UVES, GIRAFFE (left, top to bottom) and X-shooter(top right).
allows angles as small as 2 degrees.
The UVES echelles would need a ruledarea of 22 x 85 cm. New master rulingswere ruled under ESO contract by theRichardson Grating Laboratory (RGL).Since the ruling engine limited the ruledlength of the grating masters to 16 inches(410 mm) we decided to use a mosaic.Under the same contract, RGL developeda technique to copy (replicate) two identical and precisely aligned submasters ontoa common substrate. This resulted in amosaic grating with a wavefront stabilityidentical to that of monolithic gratings.UVES was commissioned on UT2 (Kueyen)in 1999 as the second VLT instrument.
The white pupil concept is especially well-
suited for use in high resolution spectrographs, and after some initial scepticism, especially overseas, the concepthas proved as influential in high resolution
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400 Years of the Telescope                     Dekker H., Evolution of Optical Spectrograph Design at ESO spectrograph design as the focal reducer.     fibre slit consists of 130 fibres and is about   design features in X-shooter are the use (Our optical designer Bernard Delabre         80 mm high. Only a lens collimator could         of prism cross-dispersers that are by is good at many things, except at tooting     provide the necessary field, while at the        their nature more efficient than gratings his own horn, which is why this state-        same time being fast enough to capture           or grisms, and techniques to correct ment is here). The concept is used in the     all the light coming from the fibres in an       for chromaticism in the camera, that allow Fibre-fed, Extended Range, Échelle           F/5 collecting aperture. As the attentive        the number of air/glass interfaces in the  Spectrograph (FEROS) at the MPG/ESO          reader will be anticipating by now, it is a      cameras to be reduced to just six. As  2.2-metre telescope, in the High Accu       white pupil instrument, and the optical          a result, X-shooter is probably one of theracy Radial Velocity Planetary Searcher        designers used that fact to create a rela       most efficient cross-dispersed echelle(HARPS) at the ESO 3.6-metre, and for          tively small and cheap camera.                   spectrographs worldwide, with a measexample in the High Dispersion Spectro                                                         ured efficiency (top of the atmospheregraph (HDS) at Subaru, SARG at the             Except for a single folding mirror, GIRAFFE      to detected photo-electrons) that is largerTelescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) and        is completely lens-based. This leads             than 30% in B-, V- and H-bands. Another the High Resolution Spectrographs for         to a focus that is dependent on the tem         new design feature worth mentioning the Hobby-Ebberly Telescope (HET) and         perature. For this reason, the fibre slit        is active flexure compensation: after theSouth African Large Telescope (SALT).          is placed on a focusing carriage, the posi      telescope has slewed to a new object,                                               tion of which is automatically adjusted          the instrument will align its three slits on                                               according to the temperature of the              the sky to better than 40 milliarcsecondsGIRAFFE                                        optics, in a way that is transparent to the      within zenith distance 0–60 degrees,                                               user.                                            while at the same time the telescope isUnlike the previous instruments, which                                                          performing its active optics correction.were all built by ESO, the GIRAFFE                                                              X-shooter will be available in P84 on UT2spectrograph of the multi-fibre FLAMES        X-shooter                                        Kueyen.facility was designed and built by theParis–Meudon and Geneva observato             X-shooter is ESO’s new high efficiency,ries. Final system integration and testing     single-object, cross-dispersed echelle,          Why UT2 is specialwere done at ESO in 2001–2002, and             point-and-shoot spectrograph with athe instrument was released in 2003.           resolution (1 arcsecond slit) of 4 500 (for      When looking back, some people tend toGIRAFFE is a medium-high resolution            ultraviolet–blue and near-infrared ranges)       become sentimental. I’m sure it was just(R = 7500–30 000) spectrograph for            and 7000 (visible range). It has three           a coincidence that ESO decided to placethe visible range, aimed at carrying out       arms, each with its own detector, and            all the VLT instruments with which I havespectroscopy of Galactic and extra            covers, in one shot, the spectral range          been involved on UT2: UVES, GIRAFFE,galactic objects with a high spatial den      0.3–2.5 μm. X-shooter is the 14th VLT            and now X-shooter. When entering thesity. The name is no acronym, but was          instrument and replaces the first, FORS1,        UT2 dome, I feel a bit like I do wheninspired by the first optical design plots,    which has recently been mothballed.              meeting old friends — ageing, but stillwhere the spectro-graph was planned            The instrument subsystems were devel            going strong.to be set standing vertically to minimise      oped and built by a consortium consistits footprint size on the Nasmyth A plat      ing of ten institutes in the Netherlands,form of UT2. During the mechanical             Denmark, Italy and France, while ESO             Acknowledgementsdesign process it was decided to lay it        delivered the detector systems and was           This has been a very personal account of the proverhorizontal on an optical table, and any        responsible for the system engineering,          bial 1% inspiration that went into the conceptualresemblance to that gracious animal was        system integration and commissioning.            design of some of the optical VLT instruments. Thelost (it now looks more like a stranded                                                         99% perspiration aspect is not described: the toil                                                                                                of designing optical, mechanical, electronic andwhite whale, actually). GIRAFFE is fed         The instrument marks the current evolu          software subsystems; rejecting; redesigning; reviewby the robotic fibre positioner (OzPoz)        tionary stage of the design process that         ing; building; testing; commissioning; and adaptingdeveloped by the Anglo-Australian              started more than 25 years ago, and              them to the operational environment. Yet theseObservatory, which I will not describe         combines many of the features found in           aspects, to a very large extent, determine reliability,                                                                                                ease of maintenance and user satisfaction. I cannothere.                                          the instruments previously described:            begin to name all the colleagues — inside and out                                               dioptric cameras with apertures much             side ESO — who have been involved in this process.GIRAFFE is equipped with two gratings          smaller than the collimated beam on              So I will not. But thank you. You know who you are.for high and low resolution, working           the grating; white pupil; efficiency optimiin orders 2–5 (low resolution) and 5–15        sation by judicious splitting of the spec(high resolution). The spectral format         tral range (the crossover wavelengths ofis linear. Since the gratings work in higher   the dichroics are placed at sky line feaorders, sorting filters are needed. The        tures at 557 and 1020 nm). Novel optical
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                        Aerial view of the La Silla Observatory which has
                        just celebrated its 40th anniversary. See news                        release ESO 12/09.Telescopes and InstrumentationLa Silla 2010+
Ivo Saviane1                                   focal station and a free Nasmyth A focal        Programmes with a duration of up to fourGerardo Ihle1                                  station for visitor instruments.                years.Michael Sterzik1Andreas Kaufer1                                Soon after the Council resolution a work       What are the implications of the new                                               ing group was formed, which defined             model for the user community? Since                                               the practical implementation of the plan,       HARPS and EFOSC2 are both instruments1 ESO                                           according to the general scheme of Site         that are relatively simple to operate, they                                               Operations. Responsibilities and task           do not require the presence of dedicated                                               descriptions, together with the profiles for    scientific support staff on-site. Instead, theFrom October 2009, the La Silla Observ-        core staff positions, were defined in the       system engineers (SEs) and Telescopeatory will begin a new phase in its his-       different areas, as well as the activity fre   Instrument Operators (TIOs) will take antory, following implementation of a new        quencies and the support requirements.          even more active role in the future to supoperations model. We describe here                                                             port visiting astronomers.the upcoming changes, how the visitingastronomers will interact with the             New operations modelObservatory and how they will carry out                                                        New procedures for visiting astronomerstheir observations from October 2009           In the new model, the La Silla Site Opera(ESO Period 84).                               tions Department within the La Silla            In order to prepare LSO visiting astrono                                               Paranal Observatory division will be in         mers for the new operational scheme,                                               charge of maintenance, science opera           all useful information is being collectedMotivation                                     tions, engineering and logistics. In addi      on our web server2. Besides the usual                                               tion to the two telescopes owned by             manuals and web pages, videos andESO is fully committed to maximising the       ESO, the 2.2-metre telescope will also          screencasts are being prepared, as wellscientific return of its highly competitive    be fully supported, thanks to a new four-       as cookbooks that encapsulate the supfacilities, and it has to make sure that its   year agreement between ESO and the              port astronomer’s experience. Furthernext generation telescopes and future          German Max-Planck-Gesellschaft (MPG),           more a contact scientist will be availableprojects will extend its European leader      in effect from April 2009. In preparation       for each programme, so visitors will beship in ground-based astronomy further.        for the new operations model, the in          able to clarify any queries before arrivingTherefore ESO resources have to be             strument suite offered has been simpli         on the mountain, using the well-knownadministered in a judicious way. Priorities    fied in particular to minimise the number       e-mail entry point lasilla@eso.org. Inhave to be established, and the La Silla       of instrument changes. The complex              the following paragraphs an outline of aObservatory (LSO) has to cope with this        EMMI instrument has been decommis              typical observing run is given.reality. But at the same time, LSO facili     sioned after 18 years of operation at theties are still delivering excellent data       NTT. Since April 2008 EFOSC2 has been           When the visitor arrives at LSO, (s)he will(accounting for ca. 40% of publications        offered at the Nasmyth B focus of the           receive the usual welcome package,based on all ESO instruments1). In this        NTT, after its transfer from the 3.6-metre      and (s)he will be met by the SE. Note thatframework, in June 2007 a plan was             telescope. Presently the Nasmyth A              in the new compact configuration of theendorsed by the ESO Council that envis        focus feeds the cryogenic near-infrared         Observatory with the control room beingages operating and maintaining the LSO         instrument SOFI, which will be offered          located in the operations building (thesite centred on its core activities and        as an ESO facility instrument for as long       former administration building) close towith reduced costs. The new scheme             as it can be maintained technically. Both       the hotel and the living quarters, visitorswould first be fully operative after 2009,     focal stations of the NTT are also offered      will no longer need a car to commuteso it was called “LS2010+”.                    for visitor instruments. HARPS remains          to the telescope or control room. Visits                                               the only instrument at the 3.6-metre tele      to the telescopes will be coordinatedThe new operations scheme allows La            scope. However, visitor instruments             with the SE. The SE is the main interfaceSilla to remain part of the La Silla Paranal   requiring a Cassegrain focus will be con       between the Observatory and visitingObservatory, and therefore fully main-         sidered at the 3.6-metre telescope.             astronomers, and (s)he will guide themtains the ability to support regular science                                                   through the next steps of the visit. Forprojects, as well as national telescope        The new operations model implies that all       EFOSC2 observations, in particular,projects — visitor instruments, tests of       observations are carried out in classical       the instrument setup will be defined. Annovel Instrumentation and scientific           Visitor Mode. Already, as of Period 81,         office in the operations building willexperiments — for the ESO community.           Service Mode observations have been             be assigned, with the understanding thatThe core activities are defined as support    discontinued at La Silla. At the same time      access to the control room outsideing, at minimum, the 3.6-metre telescope       a minimum run length of three nights is         observing time will be regulated, andwith the High Accuracy Radial velocity         requested for La Silla proposals to             must be agreed with the SE. Typically,Planet Searcher (HARPS), and the New           reduce the turnover of visitors at the tele    this can happen the night before startingTechnology Telescope (NTT) with the ESO        scopes. Long and dedicated observing            the observations, so as to understandFaint Object Spectrograph and Camera 2         runs at La Silla are further encouraged         better how the system works. Finally, day(EFOSC2) instrument at the Nasmyth B           through the possibility to apply for Large      calibrations will be performed in the
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                                                                                                                              Figure 1. A view of the La Silla Observatory beforeCredit: Pablo Rodriguez Gil
                                                                                                                              dawn, taken from the dome of the ESO 3.6-metre
                                                                                                                              telescope.
                                                                                                                              for TIOs. In this way visiting astronomers
                                                                                                                              can to travel to the site on three days                                                                                                                              of the week, which is flexible enough to                                                                                                                              accommodate observing runs of various                                                                                                                              lengths, allowing for between one and                                                                                                                              three days run preparation on site. In gen                                                                                                                              eral, long runs are appreciated for the                                                                                                                              LSO. Since 2007 the minimum observing                                                                                                                              duration for a visitor mode run at LSO has                                                                                                                              been three nights, and Large Programmes                                                                                                                              up to four years can be considered! The                                                                                                                              trips of visiting astronomers, from their                                                                                                                              home institution to LSO via the Santiago                                                                                                                              Guesthouse and back, will continue to be                                                                                                                              organised fully by ESO.
                                                                                                                              There is no doubt that this new opera
                                                                                                                              tions model represents a major change                                                                                                                              for the community of observers that                              morning, according to the calibration plan      control, which will be accomplished by          rely on LSO to carry out their science pro                              of each instrument. Calibration Observing       both remote monitoring of the instrument        grammes. However we are convinced                              Blocks (OBs) for the most common instru        parameters and by a few dedicated shifts        that this is the most sensible way to keep                              ment modes will be available at the con        of support astronomers during reserved          a valuable site operating efficiently and                              sole; so visitors will have the opportunity     technical and calibration nights. For this      with a long-term perspective. The La Silla                              to perform their own, additional, calibra      reason, standard ESO pipelines are being        Observatory will offer a fully-fledged VLT                              tions in the afternoon. On the first day, the   ported from Paranal instruments to their        environment and impeccably supported                              OBs provided by the user will be trans         La Silla cousins, and by the start of P84 all   instruments where students and young                              ferred from the user account (or from the       LSO instruments will be supported. In this      astronomers will have the chance to be                              user’s laptop) to the data handling com        way TIOs and visitors will have an easy         trained by their supervisors in a modern                              puter, and will be imported into p2pp.          way to monitor the instrument health.           facility. In addition, all focal stations at the                                                                                                                              ESO operated telescopes are available                              During observations, visitors will mainly       In terms of simplifying logistics, the com     for visitor instruments, thereby offering an                              interact with TIOs. To cope with this           mon control room will be moved from             arena for innovative experiments and                              requirement, TIOs are going through sub        the old location next to the NTT dome to        ideas that might be difficult to implement                              stantial training in astronomical techniques    the administration building in July 2009.       and test otherwise. All the technical                              and basic data reduction. The courses           It will occupy the space that once hosted       information that is needed to interface an                              are given in the form of lectures by ESO        the La Silla library. All personnel offices     instrument with the LSO telescopes is                              fellows and staff astronomers. Moreover,        will be located in the same building, and       gathered in a single document3.                              the training includes most of the system        visiting astronomers will also have offices                              components, such as the VLT software            available to them. In this way the interac     We could not end this short description                              and templates, the data flow system             tions among the various groups on site,         of LS2010+ without stressing that this                              including pipelines, optical and infrared       and with the visitors, will be optimised.       big change at LSO is a work in progress                              detectors, optics, etc. In general, all         The reduction in the number of staff also       — improvements and adjustments to                              groups at LSO will maintain a close rela       allows them to be lodged in those dormi        the procedures to optimise the science                              tionship with their counterparts in Paranal,    tories closest to the hotel, and visiting       return will rely on constructive feedback                              which will ensure the proper functioning        astronomers will mainly be accommo             from visiting astronomers.                              and success of La Silla. This is particularly   dated in the hotel.                              true for software and IT support, which                              are complex areas where TIOs might not          These changes will also benefit the envi       Links                              always be able to intervene directly,           ronment, as the need for cars on-site, and      1                                                                                                                                 Instrument publication statistics: http://www.eso.                              but where remote support can be easily          for commuting, will be greatly reduced.             org/sci/libraries/edocs/ESO/ESOstats.pdf                              obtained from Paranal colleagues.               Transport to and from LSO will be opti         2                                                                                                                                  L a Silla Observatory web page: http://www.eso.org/                                                                              mised by a shift schedule of Monday–                 sci/facilities/lasilla/sciops/                                                                                                                              3                                                                                                                                Visitor instruments guide: http://www.eso.org/sci/                              A critical area of the new model is to          Monday or Monday–Friday for support                facilities/lasilla/instruments/visitor/VisitorFocus.pdf                              guarantee astronomical data quality             staff, and a Wednesday–Wednesday shift
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NGC — ESO’s New General Detector Controller
Dietrich Baade1                                 or to address each pixel amplifier sequen        of operation of the VLT to have reached aAndrea Balestra1                                tially. After amplification, the charges are      level of 99.85%. The contribution of theClaudio Cumani1                                 converted to voltages and digitised, and          detector systems to the total observatorySiegfried Eschbaumer1                           the resulting number must be inserted             downtime is thus only about one-tenth.Gert Finger1                                    at the right location in the data block, andChristoph Geimer1                               important ancillary information must be           Why not, then, use IRACE and FIERALeander Mehrgan1                                written to the FITS header, without which         forever? The answer is twofold and simManfred Meyer1                                  the data block would not form an image             ple: the electronics of both FIERA andJörg Stegmeier1                                 that can be processed further and scien           IRACE include an increasing number ofJavier Reyes1                                   tifically interpreted.                             electronic components that are no longerMirko Todorovic1                                                                                   manufactured and cannot be replaced                                                The requirements on the precision,                 by other parts. In addition, some detec                                                repeatability and invisibility of this process    tors, and especially those for advanced1 ESO                                            are quite tough: the shutter timings must          applications such as adaptive optics                                                be accurate to 1 millisecond; voltages             and interferometry, have requirements                                                specific to each detector must be repeat          exceeding the specifications and capabilAs the replacement for ESO’s standard           able at the 10-mV level; the proper shap          ities of FIERA and IRACE. Therefore,infrared and optical detector controllers,      ing of readout signals requires 10-nano           successors are needed. Interestingly, theIRACE and FIERA respectively, ESO has           second resolution, and is different for all         first ESO instrument to bridge the condeveloped a new controller — the New            detector models; the analogue electronics           ventional gap at 1 micron between optiGeneral detector Controller — that will         should, at most, minimally degrade the              cal and infrared instruments, X-shooter,be the default detector controller for all      photon noise, even of the faintest signals;         took delivery of the last IRACE as well asnew La Silla Paranal instruments in the       and analogue-to-digital converters must             the last FIERA systems.next decade. The basics of its design           oversample this system noise. This latterand functionality are described, and first      task is more easily appreciated if it is realperformance examples are given.                 ised that most present-day detectors gen         The present future: NGC                                                erate voltages as tiny as a few microvolts                                                per photoelectron. In order to speed up           After some initial debate, and successfulThe invisibility challenge                      data transfer, parallel output channels are       tests of a CCD with IRACE, it became                                                used, but none should generate an echo            clear that it would probably not take twoIn an era when professional astronomers         of its own signal in any of the other chan       separate systems to replace FIERA andhave long abandoned the naked eye and           nels. At any one moment, software and             IRACE and that the development of a uniphotographic plates as scientific detec        hardware-embedded firmware must keep              fied, wavelength-independent controllertors, many users of La Silla Paranal (LSP)      tight control over all steps and give status      should be attempted, known as the Newinstruments may no longer know what             reports to the higher-level control soft         General detector Controller (NGC). Ahappens exactly between the arrival of          ware. If something does go wrong, due to          dedicated NGC team was formed fromthe photons at the detector and the first       the failure of some general utility such as       staff at ESO’s two detector departments,inspection of the new observation – and         electrical power or computer networks,            namely the Infrared Detector Departmentthere should be no need to, as this proc       the user wants to be given a meaningful           and the Optical Detector Team. Theess should be fully transparent to them.        error message, which is a much less trivial       strengths and weaknesses of FIERA andOn the other hand, this transparency can        task than it first appears.                       IRACE were analysed, requirements forbe achieved only if the corresponding                                                             future detectors and applications wereprocess is very robust and does not im                                                          solicited, taking note also of the practicalprint signatures of its own on the data.        The present past: FIERA and IRACE                 needs of the LSP Observatory, and fourSince this final step of any modern obser                                                        generations of prototypes were producedvation is quite complex, and should be          Almost all current infrared LSP instru           and carefully tested. First deliveriescompleted quickly, there are many poten        ments employ IRACE (InfraRed Array Con           have been made to the MUSE prototype,tial failure points, and so this largely in   trol Electronics; Meyer et al., 1998) to          to KMOS, SPHERE and soon also tovisible step requires much care and effort.     execute the above (and more) tasks, while        ZIMPOL, so that it is timely to present thisThe detector may have to be cleaned of           all optical instruments use FIERA (Fast          new “invisible box” to the LSP community.the residue of a previous exposure, volt        Imager Electronic Readout Assembly;ages need to be applied to keep the elec        Beletic et al., 1998). They are the VLTtrons generated where the photons hit            standard detector controllers. Following         NGC architecturethe detector, a shutter may have to be           IRAQ (cf. Finger et al., 1987) and ACEopened, the exposure time must be accu          (Reiss, 1994), they were the first standard      Apart from the critical performancerately kept, a shutter may have to be            detector controllers developed at ESO.           parameters, other strong design goals ofclosed, and a sequencer has to generate          A recent analysis has shown their down          the front-end electronics included modutime-dependent voltage patterns to drive         time-weighted reliability in the first decade    larity, scalability and compactness. Whilethe accumulated electrons to the amplifier,                                                       both FIERA and IRACE boxes still host a
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                                                                                                               FPGA to which they are addressed. Most                                                                                                               connections with other parts of an NGC                                                                                                               system are through two types of Transi                                                                                                               tion Boards, which complement each                                                                                                               Basic and 32-channel Acquisition Board,                                                                                                               respectively.
                                                                                                               Initially, FIERA and IRACE systems fea
                                                                                                               tured UltraSPARC-based Logical Control                                                                                                               Units (LCUs), called SLCUs, running the                                                                                                               low-level software required to prepare the                                                                                                               electronics and the detector for an obser                                                                                                               vation, to acquire the readout data and                                                                                                               pre-process them in more advanced rea                                                                                                               dout schemes, assemble them into FITS                                                                                                               data blocks, possibly post-process the                                                                                                               latter, and transfer the resulting images to                                                                                                               the instrument workstation for subse                                                                                                               quent inspection, online reduction, and                                                                                                               archiving. Following successful tests,                                                                                                               notably with IRACE, the role of the SLCUs                                                                                                               is, in NGC systems, now taken over by                                                                                                               PCs from the Dell PowerEdge family.                                                                                                               They are known as LLCUs because they                                                                                                               employ the Linux operating system. AFigure 1. Minimal-configuration NGC system con                                                                dedicated 64-bit 33-MHz PCI interfacesisting of Basic Board (left), associated Transition                                                                                                               card handles the data ingestion. Up toBoard (right), and backplane (middle).                                                                                                               two PCI (Peripheral Computer Intercon                                                                                                               nect) boards can be used per LLCU,handful of different electronic boards, this                    an NGC system. The heart of each board         which can therefore support up to twodiversity is much reduced in NGC. The                           is a Xilinx Virtex Pro II Field-Programmable   NGC front-ends, whereas applicationssimplest NGC system (Figure 1) consists                         Gate Array (FPGA) running firmware pro        with very high data rates may requireof one so-called Basic Board, which can                         grammed in VHDL (VHSIC Hardware               more than one back-end per front-end.handle up to four video input channels                          Description Language, where VHSIC is           The fibre link between front-end electronand provides 18 clocks and 20 biases.                           the acronym for Very High Speed Inte          ics and back-end LLCU may be up toFor multi-channel detectors, a 32-channel                       grated Circuit). Multiple boards are daisy-    2 km long. A top-level system diagram ofAcquisition Board is available. There must                      chained through direct FPGA-to-FPGA            the NGC is shown in Figure 2.always be at least one Basic Board, but                         high-speed serial links, i.e., there is nootherwise both types of boards can be                           parallel bus. Commands are passed on           For the NGC control software, there wascombined in arbitrary quantities to form                        through the chain until they reach the         a strong request from VLT control soft                                                                                                               ware engineers that the interfaces be as                                                                                                               close as possible to the ones for FIERAFigure 2. Top-level diagram of a scientific NGCsystem (schematic).                                                                                                               and IRACE. Since interfaces for FIERA                                                                                                               and IRACE are very different, obviously                                                                                                               only half of this request could be fulfilled if        PCI board                                                              Power supply                    the interface for NGC were to be homoge      64-bit / 33 MHz                                                            (Remote)                                                    Front-end electronics                                      neous. Because the NGC hardware con                               Front-end can                         be attached to instrument                                                       Up to 6 boards                                          cept has inherited more from IRACE than                        structure for passive cooling                                                          from FIERA, the IRACE interface was a                                                                                                               natural starting point. In fact, VLT infrared                                                                                                               (IR) instrument software developers will                                                                                                               not see much of a difference between                                                                            Detector cables                    IRACE and NGC.        19” Linux PC                                 Full-duplex                                                                   Functionally, the NGC control software                                  fiber ink                                  2.5 Gb/s                                                                                                               is divided into three parts. One of them is                                                                                                               also the lowest layer, which handles all                                                                                                               interactions with the NGC electronics and                                                                                                               is used by all NGC applications. But the
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Telescopes and Instrumentation                       Baade D. et al., NGC — ESO’s New General Detector Controllernext layer has to pay tribute to the fact            The NGC control software is an integral         The original signals provided by thethat an observation in the optical typically         part of the VLT control software and, as        detectors themselves are so feeble thatconsists of one integration with one read           such, participates in the annual release        they must be pre-amplified as earlyout while in the infrared most observa              scheme following thorough test cycles,          as possible so that they do not get mixedtions comprise many exposures, each of               for which a comprehensive suite of dedi        with parasitic signals (pick-up noise)which may be read out multiple times.                cated automatic tools was developed.            emitted by other devices or the electricalThe optical case seemingly boils down to                                                             mains. In infrared systems, cryo-proofthe most trivial infrared case, although                                                             Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconinvariably requiring the use of a shutter.           Ancillary functions and peripheral devices      ductor (CMOS)-based pre-amplifersHowever, the details of the atomic read                                                             are integrated along with the detectorsout process proper are very different. Not           The three fundamental on-detector steps         into the cryostat heads while for theonly can IR detectors be read out non-               that eventually lead to the formation of        optical pre-amplifiers are located withindestructively, but they permit the build-up          an image are charge generation (by the          2 m of the respective heads. Synchroniof the signal with the number of readouts            incident photons), charge confinement           sation with external activities such as M2to be fitted separately for each pixel,              and transport (in CCDs), and the meas          chopping is supported.thereby drastically improving the data               urement of the voltage corresponding tohomogeneity. In CCDs, individual pixels              the accumulated charge. They are ac           Since detectors are delicate devices and,cannot be addressed, and full images are             complished by the application of a set of       in science-grade quality, very expensive,shifted line-by-line to the horizontal or            time-dependent voltages, in part with a         the Transition Boards of the Basic Boardsreadout register, where the charge shift            resolution of 10 ns. These so-called read      carry a sensitive, rapid-response protecing continues in the orthogonal direction            out patterns are encapsulated in NGC-           tion circuitry to prevent overvoltage causand pixel-by-pixel. Moreover, the different          specific parameter files. While for exact       ing any damage. Likewise, failures of thestates of a CCD exposure require differ             fine-tuning a normal text editor is mostly      input power or overheating within theent voltages to be applied. Last but not             a good choice, rapid prototyping and            NGC housing lead to automatic preventaleast, the much higher background signal             checking for possible conflicts is done         tive shutdowns, which can be reported toin IR data requires very different, coupled          much more effectively with a graphical          the LSP Central Alarm System (CAS).operating strategies for detector, instru           editor. The tool for the latter is the Java-ment and telescope. Therefore, it is more            based BlueWave package. Since Blue             The NGC front-end electronics is accomeffective to develop two separate soft              Wave is not directly embedded into the          modated in a custom-built housing (Figware branches. The infrared one is again             VLT operation it is not part of the NGC         ure 3). Each board and its associated tranvery similar to the IRACE software. By               control software, but is distributed with it.   sition board are plugged back-to-back intocontrast, the optical part, while trying tobenefit maximally from the experiencewith FIERA, is an all-new development.Therefore, there was freedom to testsoftware concepts that had not previously played a major role in the VLT environment. The approach chosen is theone of a state machine, to which the various states of an optical detector controller (wiping, integrating, reading, etc.)map very well. In addition, the code for astate machine can be very effectivelyrestructured if necessary. This is an assetnot to be underestimated. The NGCproject was fortunate that a state-machineapproach had just been introduced to theVLT control software (the so-called Workstation Software Framework — Andolfato& Karban, 2008).

Figure 3. Rear side of an NGC housing with connec
tors for power cable and cooling-liquid hoses. Thewidth is about 440 mm; depending on application,all surfaces can be anodised. Also visible are thebackplane and, on both sides, rails to guide andhold the boards, of which there may be up to six.
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the backplane (cf. Figure 1), which forms     detectors for the recording of scientific     one another and cause previouslythe core of the housing. A liquid-based       data. Another important application           unknown problems, as has been theheat exchanger provides active cooling.       of digital detectors at modern observato     experience with many industry-scaleAlthough the heat dissipation per Basic       ries is signal sensing, most notably for      cooperations or mergers. A particularlyBoard (32-channel Acquisition Board) is       autoguiding, active optics and adaptive       welcome early observation was thatonly about 15 W (20 W), this is necessary     optics. Since the first two applications      images read out with NGC do not showin order to meet the tight VLT environ       rarely require frame rates above 1 Hz and     those suspicious wavy patterns, whichmental specifications on the surface tem     the interface to the Telescope Control        mostly add little to the effective overallperatures of equipment installed at the       System is not too demanding, commercial       noise, but are visually quite irritating.Unit Telescopes (UTs). Taking into account    detector controllers are more economicalthe baseline dimensions implied by these      than any customised development. This         Very comprehensive tests were run withspecifications, the number of slots was       is not (yet) so for adaptive optics (and      the first science-grade detector forfixed to six, i.e., one Basic Board and up    interferometry) applications, where frame     KMOS, a Hawaii-2RG device from Teleto five more boards with their associated     rates of order 1000 Hz quickly become         dyne Imaging Sensors. The noise histoTransition Boards can be stacked. For         supra-commercial when combined with           gram in Figure 4 demonstrates a readmany laboratory applications, a simple        the requirement of negligible read and        noise of 6.9 e- root mean square (rms),passively cooled two-slot housing is used.    system noise.                                 which was achieved with simple double-                                                                                            correlated sampling and is the lowestEach NGC front-end electronics unit           An agreement was concluded between            noise ever reported for such a detectorneeds its own power supply. The initial       ESO and e2v technologies for the custom       (cf. Finger et al., 2009). Detailed testsdefault is a separate one-size-fits-all       development of an L3 Vision split frame-      were also performed with the prototypehousing. Because of the low, and still        transfer CCD with 240 x 240 pixels and        detector system for MUSE, whichdecreasing, intrinsic noise levels of mod    eight channels. This CCD 220 (Downing         employs a 4k x 4k CCD 231-84 deviceern scientific detectors, it is filled with   et al., 2006) will be the standard detector   from e2v. At 50 kpix/s, a read noise asa number of commercial linear power           for the forthcoming VLT adaptive optics       low as 2.8 e- was achieved. Using allsupplies, although their lower efficiency     (AO) wavefront sensors such as GALACSI        four ports, the entire array can be readresults in roughly doubling the mass          (MUSE), GRAAL (HAWK-I) or SAXO                within 45 seconds and at a read noise(and volume). These unit power supplies       (SPHERE) and generate data rates of well      of 3 e-. An excellent (non-)linearity of 0.3%must be different for optical and IR          above 10 Mbyte/s. In a parallel effort,       was measured.detectors. Further application-specific       the observatories in Marseille, Grenoble,diversification is under discussion.          and Haute Provence are developing a test      While system noise is the most decisive                                              controller (OCam; Gach et al., 2006). The     figure of merit for any detector controller,FIERA-controlled optical detector sys        analogue part of the OCam electronics         there are many more advantages to thetems include a general-purpose house         is being integrated with a specially cus     NGC system:keeping unit, PULPO, for shutter and          tomised part of the digital electronics oftemperature control and pressure moni        NGC to form NGC-AO. A considerable            – Signals can be sampled once or severaltoring. However, quite a few of its compo    extra challenge associated with the high         times, in the analogue as well as digitalnents are no longer available. In NGC,        data rates is that the sequencer must run        domain.the shutter control is implemented on the     at subnanosecond resolution and thatBasic Board. The MUSE project has             the controller must be within centimetres     – Much higher bias voltages are supdeveloped “TeePee”, which is based on         of the detector, where the constraints on        ported than for FIERA. This is importantthe commercial Jumo Imago 500 multi-          volume, mass and heat dissipation are            as it permits fully depleted CCDs, thatchannel process controller; as the name       very tight. After readout, the data is           are made of very thick silicon, to beindicates it is used to handle TEmpera       directly and continuously transmitted via        operated, leading to the achievement ofturE and PrEssurE. Other optical detector     serial Front Panel Data Port (FPDP) to           a much improved near-IR sensitivity.systems may use suitable adaptations          ESO’s AO real-time computer system               (Silicon becomes increasingly morebut TeePee is not part of the NGC             SPARTA (Fedrigo et al., 2006).                   transparent with wavelengths into theproject. The much higher demands on                                                            near-IR.)temperature control of IR detectors (orultra-stable instruments such as needed       Performance and other qualities               – Gain and bandwidth of the opticalfor exoplanet searches) can be met with                                                        preamplifier are both programmable incommercial LakeShore controllers, which       NGC prototypes were extensively tested           16 steps, permitting sensitive matchingreach an accuracy of a few milliKelvin.       at all phases and with various optical           of NGC to various types of CCDs and                                              and IR detectors. Not surprisingly, each         readout modes.                                              hard- and software release has requiredNGC-AO: NGC for adaptive optics               some bug fixes. But in no case was a          – An NGC system can go online within                                              significant redesign necessary. It was           just 3 seconds (longer if more configuThe NGC described so far is also called       very gratifying that the combination of two      ration checks are performed), andScientific NGC as it is used to control       sets of expertise did not partly annihilate      detector engineers appreciate that, in
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Telescopes and Instrumentation                  Baade D. et al., NGC — ESO’s New General Detector Controller the laboratory, they can make a warm                                         Noise histogram with single DCS KMOS Science 1 H2RG #184 start after having changed voltages so                           6×104 that test sequences can be executed with high time efficiency.

– While a FIERA front-end with four video
   channels comprises 5373 electronic   components, of which 286 are different,   these numbers are 1697 and 91,                                 4×104                                               Number of Pixels
   respectively, for NGC so that parts pro
   curement and stock-keeping are much   simplified.Outlook                                                                  2×104NGC will be the standard detector controller for future LSP instruments, regardless of wavelength. For the existinginstruments, FIERA and IRACE fulfilall requirements, and there are enoughspare parts to sustain the unrestricted                              0functioning of all systems throughout                                     0              5                 10                     15                          20the lifetimes of their host instruments.                                                         Readout Noise (e –)Like FIERA and IRACE, NGC will be aline-replaceable unit at the observatory.                                                              Figure 4. Noise histogram for single double-                                                                                                       correlated readout of a 2K x 2K HgCdTe substrate-Because of the increasingly specialised                                                                                                       removed lc = 2.5 μm Hawaii-2RG array (KMOSdemands from both new detectors and                                                                    science-grade array #1). The noise distribution peaksnew applications, NGC will develop into                                                                at 6.9 electrons (rms).a toolkit, which permits ambitiousprojects to be realised on one commonplatform, but with a minimum number             circuits). But they will need a common                 with CCDs. Luigi Andolfato gave generously of his                                                E-ELT umbrella to interface to the overall             experience with state machines built up with theof actually-used variants. For instance,                                                                                                       development of the VLT Workstation Software new 3-MHz analogue-to-digital convert         E-ELT control system and operations                    Framework (WSF). Sebastian Deiries and Eric Müllerers (ADCs) are being tested for their           paradigm.                                              prepared the CCD test bench of the Optical Detectorsuitability to replace the current default                                                            Team for NGC and executed quite a number of                                                Additional technical information includ-               CCD tests. The database for the reliability analysis of 1-MHz ADCs for higher-speed applica                                                                                                       FIERA and IRACE was established by Nicolas tions. A special high speed (10 MHz)           ing numerous downloadable documents                    Haddad. development is also underway. Software         is available on the NGC home page1. for standardised low-level post-processing     The section “General” contains pdf ver of data (e.g., averaging of frames or                                                                 References                                                sions of a number of detailed presenta bias correction) on the LLCU is under          tions about various aspects of NGC                     Andolfato, L. & Karban, R. 2008, SPIE, 7019, 64 development. NGC will continue to serve        (design, production, testing, perform                 Beletic, J.W. et al. 1998, ASSL, 228, 103 as the basis for close collaborations          ance). The NGC Team welcomes your                      Downing, M.D. et al. 2006, SPIE, 6276, 15 between the Infrared Detector Depart                                                                 Fedrigo, E. et al. 2006, SPIE, 6272, 31                                                enquiries and feedback at ngc@eso.org.                                                                                                       Finger, G., Meyer, M & Moorwood, A.F.M. 1987, ment and the Optical Detector Team, and                                                               	 SPIE, 782, 130 a joint NGC production line has been                                                                  Finger, G. et al. 2009, in Astrophysics Detector set up. Extrapolation from the experience      Acknowledgements                                       	 Workshop, Nice, in press with FIERA and IRACE suggests that, in                                                                Gach, J.-L. et al. 2006, in Scientific Detectors for                                                We thank Stefan Hötzl for much laboratory support,     	 Astronomy, 639 all probability, a full-blown second gener    and Iris Bronnert and Stefan Hötzl for the compila    Meyer, M. et al. 1998, SPIE, 3354, 134 ation NGC will be needed to support the        tion and execution of endless procurement lists.       Reiss, R. 1994, SPIE, 2198, 895 E-ELT operations due to start in 2018.         BlueWave was developed by Alessandro Bortolussi.                                                Mark Downing and Roland Reiss helped with useful By then many detectors may come with           requirements and feedback. Roland Reiss is the lead    Links their own on- or near-chip controllers         engineer for the development of TeePee; he also(ASICs — application-specific integrated        provided some of the performance measurements          1                                                                                                           http://www.eso.org/projects/ngc/
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On-sky Testing of the Active Phasing Experiment
Frédéric Gonté1                              segmented primary mirrors composed                The Active Phasing Experiment (APE)Constanza Araujo1                            of hundreds of hexagonal segments. It is          tests various phasing techniques,Reynald Bourtembourg1                        necessary to operate at the diffraction           explores their advantages and limitationsRoland Brast1                                limit of such telescopes if the telescope is      and also allows the participating institutesFrédéric Derie1                              to use adaptive optics and be a science           and ESO to gain experience in the fieldPhilippe Duhoux1                             driver, and this can only be achieved if          of phasing. The project started at the endChristophe Dupuy1                            the segments are well-aligned both in             of 2004. It has been carried out by aChristophe Frank1                            height, called from now on “piston”, and          consortium of three European institutesRobert Karban1                               in tip and tilt. The fast control of the rigid-    — Instituto de Astrofisica de CanariasRuben Mazzoleni1                             body positions of the segments will be             (IAC), Osservatorio Astrofisico de Arcetri,Lothar Noethe1                               based on measurements made with edge               Instituto Nazionale d’Astrofisica (INAF)Babak Sedghi1                                sensors. These, however, can only                   and Laboratoire d’Astrophysique deIsabelle Surdej1                             measure differential movements between              Marseille (LAM) — one industrial companyNatalia Yaitskova1                           adjacent segments and therefore have                 (Fogale Nanotech) and ESO. Four opticalBruno Luong 2                                to be supplied with reference values for             phasing sensors have been designedSergio Chueca 3                              the absolute measurements of the piston              and fabricated, all based on technologiesMarcos Reyes 3                               steps at the intra-segment borders. At               that have been used in active andSimone Esposito4                             the moment, such reference values can                adaptive optics systems during the lastEnrico Pinna4                                only be obtained with a precision of the              20 years: a pyramid sensor (PYPS)Alfio Puglisi4                               order of a few nanometres by optical                  developed by INAF; a curvature sensor,Fernando Quiros Pacheco4                     measurements, preferably using the light               called DIPSI (Diffraction Image PhaseKjetil Dohlen 5                              of a star in the field of the telescope.               Sensing Instrument), developed by IAC;Arthur Vigan 5                                                                                      a sensor based on Mach–Zehnder inter                                             The optical phasing sensor (OPS) of the                ferometry with a combination of phase                                             first large segmented telescope, the Keck              and spatial filtering, called ZEUS (ZErnike1 ESO                                         telescope with 36 segments, is based                   Unit for Segment phasing), developed2 Fogale Nanotech, Nîmes, France              on the Shack–Hartmann principle, which                 by LAM; and finally a Shack–Hartmann3 Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias,       is also widely used in active and adaptive             phasing sensor, called SHAPS, devel La Laguna, Teneriffe, Spain                 optics applications. The phasing at the                oped by ESO. APE had its first light in the4 Osservatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri –       Keck telescopes (Chanan, 1998) is under               laboratory during the spring of 2008 and INAF, Italy                                 taken at intervals of around four weeks,               its first light on-sky on the 6 December5 Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de              using relatively bright guide stars, and               2008. The project will end in June 2009, Marseille, France                           takes between half an hour and two                     when the instrument will be dismounted                                             hours. For the rest of the time the control            from the visitor focus on Melipal (UT3).                                             of the segment positions, also called                  This experiment has been supported byThe Active Phasing Experiment (APE)          phasing, relies on the stability of the edge           the FP6 research programme of the Eurohas been used by ESO to gain experi-         sensors.                                               pean Union.ence in controlling segmented primarymirrors in preparation for the European      In the Shack–Hartmann method smallExtremely Large Telescope. The experi-       lenslets must be positioned in the                Goals of APEment tested various phasing techniques       strongly reduced image of the primaryand explored their advantages and            mirror such that the corresponding sub           The basic idea behind APE is to simulate alimitations. Four optical phasing sensors    apertures cover an area with a diameter           segmented VLT, with segment diameterswere developed using different tech-         of approximately 100 mm centred on                and gaps between the segments similar toniques — a curvature sensor, a pyramid        the border between two segments, with            the ones in real segmented telescopes.sensor, a Shack–Hartmann sensor and           a projected error of less than 10 mm. In         The telescope pupil is imaged onto a smalla sensor based on a modified Mach–            extremely large telescopes with potential      Active Segmented Mirror (ASM; Dupuy etZehnder interferometer. The design of         distortions of the pupil this may be diffi      al., 2008 and Gonté et al., 2007) to testthe APE instrument is described. APE         cult to achieve. Other types of sensors           the phasing techniques both in the laborawas installed at the VLT visitor focus for   working directly with pupil, images may           tory and in an observatory environment.on-sky testing and a brief summary           not suffer from the effects of pupil distor      To make comparative tests and make effiof the results of the experiment is given.   tions and misalignments. Furthermore,             cient use of the telescope time, APE had                                             a phasing sensor that could work with             to be capable of measuring with all phas                                             fainter stars would give the option to            ing sensors in parallel. This meant that theAlignment of the mirrors of a segmented      perform optical phasing measurements             beam had to be split into four with identiprimary mirror                                during operation and therefore deliver           cal intensities. Furthermore, the precision                                              continuous closed-loop updates of the            of the control of the individual segments ofSome of the next generation of giant          reference values of the edge sensors.            the ASM had to be better than 5 nm rootoptical telescopes will be equipped with                                                       mean square (rms). An internal metrology
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Telescopes and Instrumentation                Gonté F. et al., On-sky Testing of the Active Phasing Experiment(IM) system was developed to support          nine central processing units required for    The ASM, shown in Figure 2 after itsthe positioning control for the segments      the control of the electronic components      installation on the bench, is a flat mirrorand as an independent reference system        of APE (six CCDs, five translation stages,    composed of 61 hexagonal segments,for the OPSs.                                 twelve rotating stages, two fast steering     made of Zerodur with a reflective coating                                              mirrors and the 183 actuators of the          of aluminium. The wavefront quality ofThe goals for the OPSs were to measure        61 segments incorporated in the ASM).         the segments is better than 15 nm rms.piston, tip and tilt errors of the segments   The cabinets are linked to the bench via      They can be positioned in piston, tip andand to use these for closed-loop correc      the junction boxes. Figure 1 shows a          tilt by three piezo-actuators with strokestions and demonstrate their functionality     top view of APE with its two independent      of 30 μm and a resolution of 0.5 nm. Theon-sky under various perturbations, for       optical paths. The path in pink that          segments have inner diameters of 17 mmexample, variable seeing conditions, lim     includes a reflection of the ASM, feeds       with gaps between them of the order ofited star brightness and aberrations gen     the OPSs, with the light coming from          100 μm. The inner and outer diameters oferated by the telescope. When possible        either the telescope focus or from MAPS.      the pupil of the ASM are 139 mm andthe OPSs should also be able to measure       The path shown in green is the one used       154 mm, respectively. Projecting the segthe wavefront errors generated by the         by the IM to measure the position of          ments onto the primary mirror of thetelescope, the figure errors of the seg      the ASM segments. In total there are 42       VLT, the telescope with a meniscus priments and the lateral displacements, as       optical surfaces (lenses, filters, mirrors,   mary mirror appears transformed intowell as the distortions, of the pupil.        beam splitters, etc.) between the focus of    a segmented telescope with 61 segments                                              the telescope and the entrance foci of        of 1.05 m diameter, with gaps between                                              the phasing sensors. The quality of the       the segments of 4 mm and with theDesign of APE                                 wavefront delivered to the phasing sen       capability of correcting piston, tip and tilt                                              sors is better than λ/2 peak-to-valley        with a precision of 0.5 nm.APE has been designed as a modular sys       across the segmented pupil. APE opertem on a 3 m by 2 m optical bench. The        ates at wavelengths between 500 nm            The heart of APE is the ASM, but itsmain subsystems are a turbulence gener       and 920 nm, with the bandpass between         pacemaker is the IM developed by Fogaleator (called MAPS), the ASM, the IM, four     820 nm and 880 nm reserved for the IM.        Nanotech (Wilhelm et al., 2008). It is aoptical phasing sensors and the junction      The sensor units, fixed to the bench          dual wavelength (835 and 860 nm) phaseboxes. Three electronics cabinets contain     by kinematic interfaces, the optics and       shifting interferometer with two opticalthe amplifiers, the analogue-to-digital       the other subsystems are aligned with a       arms with lengths of 2.5 m each. The firstconverter cards, the controllers and the      precision better than 100 μm.                 arm located inside the IM unit serves as                                                                                            the reference. The second arm goes back                                                                                            and forth between the IM and the ASM                                                                                            via an off-axis parabola. The IM meas                                                                                            ures the position of each segment of the                                                                                            ASM with respect to the central segment     Junction                                                                               at a frequency of 8 Hz with a precision     boxes                                    ICam SHAPS                                    better than 0.3 nm. Like any other inter                               DIPSI                                                        ferometer, the system is sensitive to envi                               PCam                                                                                            ronmental disturbances like vibrations                                                                                            of the bench and air turbulence due to                                                        PYPS                                temperature inhomogeneities or wind, all                                                                                            creating noise in the measurement and                                                                                            consequently a loss of resolution in the           ZEUS PCam                                                                                            control loop between the ASM and the                             GCam                                                           IM. In the laboratory the APE bench was                              ASM                                        Parabola                                                                                            placed on a pneumatic support to filter                                                                                            the vibrations coming from the ground. In                                                                                            addition, the temperature was controlled.                                                                                            The IM resolution obtained in the labora                                                                                            tory for the positioning of the segments                                                  Derotator                     Internal                                                               relative to the central one was better than                     metrology                                                              0.4 nm rms.                                               Calib. source

                                                 MAPS                                       Figure 1. Top view of the model of the APE opto-
                                                                                            mechanical bench showing the four optical phasing                                                                                            sensors (DIPSI, PYPS, ZEUS and SHAPS) and the                                                                                            pupil cameras (PCam) and imaging cameras (ICam).
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                                                                         requires Fresnel diffraction theory. The        the whole border. The lenslet array alsoCredit: ESO/H. Heyer                                                                         amplitude of the signal has been used as        supplies 19 lenslets inside each segment                                                                         the estimator for the piston step.              subaperture for the measurement of the                                                                                                                         segment aberrations.                                                                         PYPS (Pinna et al., 2008) is based on the                                                                         pyramid sensor technology, originally           ZEUS (Surdej et al., 2008) is based on                                                                         developed for adaptive optics. PYPS pro        the modified Mach–Zehnder interferom                                                                         duces an optical signal by splitting the        eter phasing sensor developed at LAM                                                                         image in a focal plane by a pyramid with        (Yaitskova et al., 2005). A phase and spa                                                                         four faces. This is equivalent to a simul      tial filter is installed at the focus of the                                                                         taneous knife-edge test on two orthogo         telescope to filter out low spatial frequen                                                                         nal axes. The signal is constructed from        cies in the wavefront, such as the ones                                                                         the intensities in the four pupil images        generated by the atmosphere, thereby                                                                         and, broadly speaking, is proportional to       increasing the contrast for high frequency                                                                         the first derivative of the local wavefront.    errors such as those due to segment                                                                         A simulated or measured interaction             piston errors. The optimum size of the                                                                         matrix is then used to retrieve the piston,      mask is approximately equal to the diam                                                                         tip and tilt errors of each segment. To          eter of the seeing disc. However, three                                                                         determine the interaction matrix a record        different masks are sufficient to cover                                                                         of the signal for each degree of freedom         seeing conditions ranging from 0.4” to 2”.                                                                         of the segmented mirror is made and              The normalised signal is constructed                                                                         the pseudo-inverse of the matrix is gen         from three images: a signal taken with the                                                                         erated. The interaction matrix depends           filter; an image of the pupil taken without                                                                         on the number of modes to be corrected.          the filter; and a dark image. The piston                                                                         This approach has the advantage that             steps are then estimated by fitting a theo                                                                         it captures all parameters that affect the       retical expression to the signal. A simpler,                       Figure 2. The active segmented mirror assembled   signal. The disadvantage is that interac        but less accurate, method is to use only                       on the opto-mechanical bench.                                                                      the amplitude as the estimator for the                                                                         tion matrices have to be determined for a                                                                         variety of parameters like the seeing con       piston step.                       Approximately 50% of the manpower                 ditions and the number of modes to be                       dedicated to APE has been spent on the            corrected. The modified feature of PYPS,        All OPSs suffer from the same limitation.                       development of the VLT-compliant soft            compared to other pyramid sensors,              Using monochromatic light with a wave                       ware, covering a variety of tasks ranging         such as the one used in the Multi-conju        length, λ, the range of the measurable                       from the control of the motors to the             gate Adaptive Optics Demonstrator               phase difference is limited to (-λ/2, λ/2)                       archiving of the data gathered by APE and         (MAD, see Marchetti et al., 2007), is that      and the signals are identical for piston                       its phasing sensors. The complexity of the        the focus on the pyramid is modulated           steps differing by integral multiples of λ.                       software is due, on the one hand, to the          by a fast steering mirror to increase the       The ambiguity can be resolved, and the                       need for high flexibility in the configuration    sensitivity of the sensor.                      capture range increased, if multiple meas                       and execution of the experiment and, on                                                           urements are performed with a small set                       the other hand, to the elaborate algo            SHAPS (Mazzoleni et al., 2008) is based         of narrowband optical filters. This method,                       rithms used for the analyses of the data          on the Shack–Hartmann technology that           conventionally called the multi-λ tech                       delivered by the four phasing sensors.            has been used in active and adaptive            nique, allows a capture range of the order                                                                         optics for a long time. It is also the stand   of a few μm, following which only a small                                                                         ard method used on the Keck telescopes          number of iterations are necessary in                       The four optical phasing sensors                  to measure the positions of the segments.       closed loop to reduce the piston steps to                                                                         The lenslets are aligned so that the cen       values well within the (-λ/2, λ/2)-range.                       Four different types of OPSs were built           tres of the corresponding subapertures lie      Another approach to resolve the ambigu                       and tested.                                       on the borders between two segments.            ity, usually called the coherence method,                                                                         The signals are the diffraction patterns of     is to move adjacent segments with                       DIPSI (Chueca et al., 2008) is a curvature        the lenslets. Although the piston step          respect to each other over a large range                       sensor analysing defocused images of              affects the position as well as the shape       of piston values. Using a broadband filter                       the pupil. For low order wavefront errors         of the signal, only the shape is used as        a signal will only appear if the piston step                       the signal is approximately proportional          an estimator for the piston steps. SHAPS        is sufficiently small.                       to the second derivative of the wavefront         uses cylindrical lenslets covering the                       and is easily interpreted using geomet           full border between two segments that           In principle, for all sensors, the highest                       rical optical theory. For sharp discontinui      provides the flexibility to average the sig    precision will be obtained with narrow                       ties generated by phase steps at segment          nal along any fraction of the border and        band optical filter measurements,                       borders, the explanation of the signal            therefore measure the piston step along         provided that the sources are sufficiently
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                                                                                           × 104                                                         bright. However, sufficient precision with
                                                                                                                                                         faint stars can only be achieved with                                                                                      3      20                                                                                                                                                 broadband optical filter measurements.                                                                                      2                                                                  Figure 3 shows typical signals obtained      40                                                                                                                                                         by the four OPSs.                                                                                      1      60                                                                 Amplitude                                                                                      0      80                                                                                                                                                 Tests in the laboratory                                                                                     –1     100                                                                                     –2                                                                  Figure 4 shows the fully integrated optical     120                                                                             –3                                                                                                                                                         bench with all its subsystems and optics,                                                                                                                                                         but without the cover, on its pneumatic     140                                                                             –4                                                                  support in the laboratory. The tests per             20     40    60    80     100   120   140                                         330     350        370      390         410     430       formed in the laboratory differ in many                                                                                                                     pixel                               ways from the tests at the telescope.                               Sx                                                                                        Sy                              Some of the features of the telescope and                                                                                                                                                         the atmosphere that affect the wavefront      10                                                                             10                                                                                                                                                         cannot be simulated sufficiently realisti      20                                                                             20                                                                  cally or at all. The list includes variations     30                                                                              30                                                                  in the optical quality of the telescope,     40                                                                              40                                                                                                                                                         pointing, tracking, vibrations generated                                                                                                                                                         by the wind or by the motors, rotation of      50                                                                             50                                                                                                                                                         the obstruction by the spider, field or pupil     60                                                                              60                                                                  rotation, variations in the spectra of the      70                                                                             70                                                                  guide stars, often rapid variation of the     80                                                                              80                                                                  seeing, variations of the heights and char                                                                                                                                                         acteristics of the turbulence layers, etc.     90                                                                              90                                                                                                                                                         On the other hand, the tests in the more     100                                                                           100           10     20 30   40   50 60    70   80    90 100                                       10    20 30       40    50 60     70    80    90 100                                                                                                                                                         controlled and stable laboratory environ                                                                                                                                                         ment allow for a much more accurate                                                                                     0.8                                                                                                                                                         determination of the dependence of the      20                                                                             0.6                                                                 results on specific parameters, such as                                                                                     0.4                                                                                                                                                         the light intensity, the algorithm and the      40                                                                                                                                                 choice of the estimator.                                                            Normalised Amplitude
                                                                                     0.2      60                                                                                      0                                                                  The fully functional APE was tested for      80                                                                                                                                                 three months during the summer of                                                                                   –0.2                                                                                                                                                         2008 with three weeks dedicated to each     100                                                                           –0.4                                                                  OPS. The measurements demonstrated     120                                                                           –0.6                                                                  the capability of all OPSs to measure                                                                                                                                                         the piston steps with narrowband, broad                                                                                   –0.8     140                                                                                                                                                 band and multi-λ techniques using dif             20     40    60    80     100   120   140                                                                                     –1                                                                                           0     20     40    60         80 100       120    140   160                                                                                                                                                         fraction-limited wavefronts, as well as                                                                                                                        pixel                            wavefronts distorted by atmospheric see                                                                                           × 10 5                                                        ing up to 0.8 arcsec. PYPS and SHAPS                                                                                     1.6                                                                 also showed that they could measure the     160                                                                                                                                                         tip and tilt errors of the segments. In     180                                                                                     1.4                                                                 addition, all sensors were tested with dif                                                                                                                                                         ferent light intensities equivalent to star     200                                                                             1.2                                                                 magnitudes up to 16.                                                                   Amplitude
     220                                                                                      1     240                                                                                                                                                         Figure 3. Typical images and signal cross-sections                                                                                     0.8                                                                 through active segments obtained with the four opti     260                                                                                                                                                         cal phasing sensors (DIPSI, PYPS, ZEUS and                                                                                     0.6                                                                 SHAPS, shown top to bottom) during on-sky obser     280                                                                                                                                                         vations with a wavefront piston step of 150 nm                                                                                                                                                         (except SHAPS with steps of 150 nm and 300 nm)     300                                                                             0.4           280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420                                                                                                               and seeing conditions between 0.8” and 1.2”. All                                                                                           0    10     20    30        40 50     60    70     80   90                                                                                                                                                         image units are pixels.                                                                                                                        pixel
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                                                                                                                     Figure 4. A 360-degree view of the APE bench (top).
                                                                                                                     The APE bench in the laboratory, with its main sub                                                                                                                     systems indicated, before the cover was installed                                                          Internal            ZEUS                                   (left).                                                        Metrology             (LAM)                                                        (FOGALE)                          DIPSI (IAC)
                                  MAPS                                                                               protecting the IM–ASM optical path by an
                                                                                                        SHAPS                                  (ESO)                                                                                                         (ESO)       additional internal enclosure. Neverthe                                                                                        PYPS (INAF)                  less, the resolution was always better                                                                                                                     than 5 nm rms and even fell below 3 nm                                                                                                                     rms during the second half of the night.                                                                      ASM                                                                     (ESO)                                           First light and preliminary results

                                                                                                                     The first light images of the four optical
                                                                                                                     phasing sensors obtained on the                                                                                                                     6 December 2008 are shown in Figure 6.                                                                                                                     After the commissioning run, APE had                                                                                                                     three more runs with a total of 23 nights.                                                                                                                     Two types of measurements were                                                                         APE bench                                                                           (ESO)                                                                                                                     obtained. The first type did not involve                                                                                                                     closed-loop corrections of piston, tip and                                                                                                                     tilt of the segments. This included meas                                                                                                                     urements, performed in parallel by all                                                                                                                     sensors, on the dependence of the sig                                                                                                                     nals on parameters like the piston steps,                       Integration on Paranal                           On the telescope, APE, as expected, was      tip and tilt of the segments and specifi                                                                        confronted with perturbations that did       cally measurements with telescope aber                       APE was dismounted in Garching at the            not occur in the laboratory environment.     rations, as well as the test of the coher                       end of September 2008. A total of 22             A pneumatic support structure could not      ence method. For some sensors it                       crates with a volume of 50 cubic metres          be used since it would not have allowed      produced calibration data required for                       and a weight of 9 tons were shipped              for a proper alignment of the bench with     the second type of measurements                       to Paranal. The re-assembly, including the       respect to the telescope. Therefore, all     with closed-loop corrections. In this case                       support structure and the cooling inter         the electronics cabinets that are equipped   the ASM was controlled by one sensor                       faces, in the integration hall, located in the   with fans generating vibrations were         whereas the other sensors were just                       VLT control building took three weeks.           isolated from the Nasmyth platform by        measuring the wavefront errors. The                       After two weeks of tests and verifications,      damping devices. Another source of           results reported below were all obtained                       APE was installed as a complete unit at          vibrations was the movement of the tele     with closed-loop measurements.                       the visitor focus on the Nasmyth A plat         scope itself. To minimise the transfer                       form of Melipal. A few days were required        of telescope vibrations to the bench, the    Based on narrowband measurements                       to align the APE bench with the tele            system had been designed such that           by the OPSs with bright stars under see                       scope. Figure 5 shows APE fully assem           the lowest eigenfrequency was as high as     ing conditions better than 1”, the closed                       bled on its support structure, with some         possible. During the on-sky measure         loop corrections of the piston steps                       scaffolding around it for easier access          ments, the most important sources of         achieved precisions between 6 and 18 nm                       and two of the three electronics cabinets        noise turned out to be the wind forces on    wavefront rms. Less than five loops                       on the right. APE was ready for its first        APE and temperature gradients inside         were usually sufficient to converge to the                       light on 6 December 2008.                        APE. This noise was strongly reduced by      final residual error. This is illustrated in
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                                                                                                                               Figure 7c with SHAPS being the master
Credit: Gerhard Hudepohl
                                                                                                                               sensor. Clearly, the seeing has an impact
                                                                                                                               on the final residual error of each OPS.                                                                                                                               However, ZEUS, owing to the presence of                                                                                                                               the mask adapted to the seeing and filter                                                                                                                               ing out, in particular, the low spatial                                                                                                                               frequency modes dominating the aberra                                                                                                                               tions generated by the atmosphere,                                                                                                                               seems to be the most robust sensor with                                                                                                                               respect to this perturbation.
                                                                                                                               For each OPS with a broadband filter, the
                                                                                                                               limiting star magnitudes for which the                                                                                                                               closed loop corrections would still con                                                                                                                               verge have been determined. The conver                                                                                                                               gence has been obtained with magni                                                                                                                               tudes between 14 and 18 depending on                                                                                                                               the sensor. The PYPS measurement                                                                                                                               is shown in Figure 7b. Starting from an                                                                                                                               initial configuration with 45 nm rms piston                                                                                                                               wavefront error, the loop converged                                                                                                                               with a final precision of 23 nm rms. With                                                                                                                               the multi-λ technique, most sensors were                           Figure 5. APE fully assembled on the visitor focus of                                               capable of extending the capture range                           Melipal (UT3).                                                                                                                               typically to a few μm. Figure 7a shows a                                                                                                                               closed-loop correction with DIPSI using                                                                                                                               a set of four optical filters. After seven                                                                                                                               iterations, the initial random wavefront                                                                                                                               piston error of 550 nm (rms) was reduced                                                                                                                               to 30 nm. Three sensors were also able                                                                                                                               to close the loop for the correction of                                                                                                                               segment tip and tilt errors. Figure 7d                                                                                                                               shows a typical sequence obtained with                                                                                                                               ZEUS achieving a final precision better                                                                                                                               than 0.4 arcsec rms. This is equivalent to                                                                                                                               a residual error at the borders of the seg                                                                                                                               ments of 16 nm wavefront rms.
                                                                                                                               So far, only a fraction of the data gathered
                                                                                                                               at the telescope has been analysed. In                                                                                                                               addition, the teams working with the four                                                                                                                               sensors used different methods to esti                                                                                                                               mate the piston steps. A better under                                                                                                                               standing and comparison of the sensors                                                                                                                               requires a thorough analysis of all the data.                                                                                                                               APE conclusions

                                                                                                                               With tests in the laboratory and on-sky at
                                                                                                                               the VLT, APE demonstrated that the four                                                                                                                               tested optical phasing sensors, all based                                                                                                                               on different technologies, are capable of                                                                                                                               phasing a segmented primary mirror. In                                                                                                                               particular, they supplied sufficient ranges
                                                                                                                               Figure 6. Raw first light signals of the “segmented”
                                                                                                                               primary mirror of the VLT obtained by the four optical                                                                                                                               phasing sensors. Top row: ZEUS, SHAPS; bottom                                                                                                                               row: PYPS, DIPSI.
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                                             DIPSI multi-wavelength piston correction                                                                       PYPS faint star piston correction                        Figure 7. The resulting rms                           600                                                                                                        40                                                                             error on closed-loop correc                                                                                                                                                                                                                     tions for the four OPSs:                           500                                                                                                                                                                                       (a) DIPSI, piston correction                                                                                                                                      35                                                                             using multi-λ technique;                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (b) PYPS, piston correction                                                                                                            RMS wavefront in nmRMS wavefront in nm

                           400                                                                                                                                                                                       with a faint star (magnitude
                                                                                                                                      30                                                                             18); (c) SHAPS, piston correc                           300                                                                                                                                                                                       tion with a bright star; (d)                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ZEUS, tip and tilt correction.                                                                                                                                      25                           200                                                                                                                                      20                           100
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for the capture of large piston errors. In

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Credit: Arthur Vigan
addition, for the correction of piston steps,precisions of the order of 6 nm wavefrontrms could be reached with bright starsand precisions of the order of 23 nm withstars as faint as magnitude 18. A thorough analysis of all the data during thenext few months will further improve ourunderstanding of the capabilities of thefour optical phasing sensors. The success of this experiment has also been theresult of a good cooperation amongthe partners of the consortium, shown inFigure 8 at first light.References
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ALMA Receivers Invading Chile
Gie Han Tan1                                   published in this magazine (Tan et al.,                          ALMA receiver statusBrian Ellison 2                                2004), major progress has been made.Paul Lilley1                                  In the past five years the baseline design                        The performance goals initially set by theFerdinand Patt1                               has been largely completed, a pre-                               project for the ALMA receivers were                                              production phase of crucial Front End                             considered as challenging and at the very                                              subassemblies has been successfully                                edge of what had so far been demon1 ESO                                          achieved and the project has now em                              strated (Tan et al., 2004). Over the past2 Science and Technology Facilities            barked on the final production run of                              few years all groups involved in the devel Council, Rutherford Appleton Labora         receiver systems. The other noteworthy                             opment and construction of these re tory, Didcot, UK                             news is that the scope of this essential                           ceivers have worked very hard and dem                                              ALMA subproject has been substantially                             onstrated that it is possible to achieve                                              expanded with the entrance of Japan                                this performance. It is also very rewardingThe ALMA Project has moved into the           into the ALMA Project. This important                              to note that, for example, a key performproduction phase, perhaps most notably        event has allowed a further expansion                            ance parameter like receiver temperature,for the advanced receiver systems, or         of the Front Ends by the addition of                               a fundamental measure of the sensitivityFront Ends that are required by the           another three receiver cartridges for                              of the receiver, is maintained over a broadproject. This article provides a summary      Bands 4 (125–169 GHz), 8 (38–500 GHz)                              frequency range and is repeatable fromof the technical and production status        and 10 (787–950 GHz) in addition to the                            one receiver system to another (Barkhof etof the various Front End subassemblies        four baseline receiver bands. Funding                              al., 2009), as shown in Figure 1. Table 1and some of their recent deliveries.          has also been made available by the                                provides a summary of the ALMA receiverThe first complete Front End has been         European Commission under the 6th                                  bands, including achieved sensitivity perdelivered by the European Front End           Framework Programme for the develop                               formance (values in parentheses) whereIntegration Centre to the ALMA Observ-         ment and pre-production (six units) of                            available.atory in Chile.                                Band 5 (163–211 GHz) receivers as part                                               of the project for the Enhancement                               Table 1 also shows that work is ongoing                                               of ALMA Early Science. The design and                            on four additional frequency bandsThe Atacama Large Millimeter/submillim        construction of the cold cartridges,                             as well as to the four baseline bands —eter Array (ALMA), an international astron    including superconductor insulator semi                         Bands 3, 6, 7 and 9 — with which theomy facility, is a partnership of Europe,     conductor (SIS) mixers and intermediate                           bilateral project started. NAOJ tookNorth America and East Asia in coopera       frequency (IF) amplifiers, has been                               responsibility for Bands 4, 8 and the mosttion with the Republic of Chile. ALMA         undertaken by Chalmers University in                             recently approved in 2008, Band 10.is funded in Europe by the European            Gothenburg, Sweden. The matching local                           The European Community has fundedOrganisation for Astronomical Research         oscillator needed for this heterodyne                            the development and preproduction ofin the Southern Hemisphere (ESO), in           receiver is being designed and built by                        six units for the Band 5 receivers. MoreNorth America by the US National Sci         the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in                             recently, informal discussions betweenence Foundation (NSF) in cooperation          the UK. Programme and system manage                              various institutes in the ALMA partnerwith the National Research Council of         ment of this activity is undertaken by the                        regions have started on a collaborationCanada (NRC) and the National Science         Front End Integrated Product Team                                 for the development and production ofCouncil of Taiwan (NSC) and in East Asia      (FE IPT) within the ALMA Division at ESO.                         the ALMA Band 1 receivers.by the National Institutes of NaturalSciences (NINS) of Japan in cooperation                                                                                  Total Power Receiver Noise of 14 Cartridges          Figure 1. Receiver noise with the Academia Sinica (AS) in Taiwan.                     300                                                                      performance as a func ALMA construction and operations                                                                                                      tion of frequency as are led on behalf of Europe by ESO, on                                                                                                measured on 14 different                                                              250                                                                      Band 9 cartridges. The behalf of North America by the National                                                                                                                                       two blue curves deviat Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO),                                                                                                   ing from the other which is managed by Associated Univer                       200                                                                      curves, for Cartridge#12,                                                                      Cart. 1 sities, Inc. (AUI) and on behalf of East                             Cart. 2                                                                                                                                       are due to the use of a                                                                                                                                       different type of SIS Asia by the National Astronomical                                    Cart. 3                                                 Tnoise (K)

                                                              150     Cart. 4                                                          junction.
 Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The Joint                               Cart. 5 ALMA Observatory (JAO) provides the                                  Cart. 6
 unified leadership and management                            100
                                                                      Cart. 7                                                                      Cart. 8 of the construction, commissioning and                               Cart. 9 operation of ALMA. The recent status                                 Cart. 10                                                                      Cart. 11 and progress of the project was reported                     50                                                                      Cart. 12 by Haupt & Rykaczewski (2007).                                       Cart. 13                                                                      Cart. 15                                                               0Since the previous article in 2004                                  600          620         640         660          680       700dedicated to the ALMA receivers and                                                            FLO (GHz)
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  ALMA            Frequency              Receiver noise temperature              Mixing     Supplier  Band              Range             Trx over 80%            Trx at any         scheme                                     of the RF band         RF frequency    1            31.3–45 GHz             17 K                    28 K             USB       Not assigned    2             67–90 GHz              30 K                    50 K             LSB       Not assigned    3            84–116 GHz            37 K (40K)             62 K (50K)          2SB       Hertzberg Institute of Astrophysics    4            125–169 GHz           51 K (45K)             85 K (55K)          2SB       National Astronomy Observatory of Japan    5            163–211 GHz             65 K                   108 K             2SB       Onsala Space Observatory**    6            211–275 GHz           83 K (40K)             138 K (60K)         2SB       National Radio Astronomy Observatory    7           275–373 GHz*          147 K (75K)           221 K (100K)          2SB       Institut de Radio Astronomie Millimétrique    8           385–500 GHz          196 K (160K)           294 K (270K)          2SB       National Astronomy Observatory of Japan    9            602–720 GHz          175 K (120K)          263 K (150K)          DSB       Netherlands Research School for Astronomy (NOVA)    10           787–950 GHz             230 K                  345 K             DSB       National Astronomy Observatory of Japan* Between 370 – 373 GHz Trx is less than 300 K                                                                   Table 1. ALMA frequency bands and associated** Limited to 6 units, funded by the EC under FP6                                                                noise performance requirements. The values within                                                                                                                 brackets indicate actual measured performance.                                                                                                                 In column 5, USB = Upper Sideband, LSB = Lower                                                                                                                 Sideband, 2SB = Sideband separating and                                                                                                                 DSB = Double Sideband.
For all of the four baseline receiver car                power measurements each antenna, in                   enabling observations of the Sun. This istridges, the design, after successfully                   cluding all ACA antennas, will be equipped              basically a broadband attenuator, operatpassing a Critical Design Review (CDR),                   with a so-called Amplitude Calibration                 ing across the 30 to 950 GHz range,went into preproduction phase, and eight                  Device (ACD). This ACD consists of two                 which reduces the radio frequency (RF)units have been completed. The final pro                 loads, both blackbody radiators, which                 signal from the Sun, which has a brightduction phase of these baseline receivers                 have different accurately known physical               ness temperature of approximatelyhas started and covers the production                     and radiometric temperatures, and which                6 000 K, to a lower level that does not satand delivery of another 65 units to equip                 are used as a power reference (see Murk                urate the sensitive ALMA receivers. Thethe whole ALMA array and provides suffi                  et al., 2008). One load is at an ambient               other widget consists of an optional Quarcient spare units (Jackson et al., 2009b).                temperature of about 293 K, while the                  ter Wave Plate (QWP), optimised for                                                          other is actively kept at a well-stabilised            operation in Band 7 (275–373 GHz). This                                                          temperature of between approximately                   device converts an incoming circularlyAmplitude Calibration Device                              343 K and 353 K. By inserting the loads                polarised signal into a linearly polarised                                                          in front of one of the receiver inputs,                signal very accurately. The QWP might beOne of the important science require                     the amplitude scale of each receiver can               required to enhance high fidelity obserments for the ALMA instrument is that it                  be calibrated. The loads are moved by                  vations of polarised sources. The ACDshould be able to measure the strength of                 a robotic arm in front of one of the ten               concept using the robotic arm was conthe incoming astronomical signal accu                    receiver inputs (see Figure 2).                        ceived by Matt Carter from the Institutrately. The objective is to achieve an accu                                                                     de Radio Astronomie Millimétrique (IRAM)racy of better than 3% below 300 GHz                      In addition to these calibration loads, the            in Grenoble. The actual design has beenand better than 5% above this frequency.                  ACD can carry two so-called “widgets”.                 done through a collaboration betweenIn order to enable this high precision in                 One of these widgets is a solar filter                 ESO, IRAM, the Institute of Applied                                                                                                                 Physics (IAP) at the University of Bern,                                                                                                                  STFC/RAL in the UK and NTE SA near                   RF Loads                     Arm#2 motor & gearbox                Figure 2. CAD overview       Barcelona.                                                                                     drawing of the Ampli         Solar Filter                                   Arm                          tude Calibration Device.                                                                                                                 In 2008 the development activities led                                                                  Arm#1 gearbox                                                                                                                 to the completion of two prototype ACDs.                                                                    Arm#1 motor                                                                                                                 In August 2008 the first prototype ACD,                                                                                                                 #1, successfully passed the Test Readi                                                                                                                 ness Review and Preliminary Acceptance                                                                                                                 In-house (PAI) at ESO Garching. Subse                                                                                                                 quently the unit was shipped to the Oper                                                                     Structure                                   ations Support Facility (OSF) in Chile                                                                                                                 where it passed the Provisional AcceptCalibration Wheel                                                                                                ance on-Site (PAS) in mid-September                                                     QWP translation unit                                        2008. A support team from the ALMA               Hot load controller                                                                                                                 Division at ESO travelled to the OSF to                                                                                                                 assist the local Assembly, Integration and
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Telescopes and Instrumentation                       Tan G. H. et al., ALMA Receivers Invading ChileFigure 3. ACD#1 during installation in the antenna                                                Figure 4. ACD#1 installed in a MELCO antenna.receiver cabin.
Verification (AIV) team with these activities,       and interim calibration loads, during PAI    European Front End Integration Centreas well as for the first installation of the         testing in the ESO ALMA Laboratory.ALMA calibration device into a 12-metre              Final production of the robotic arms was     The ALMA European Front End Integrationantenna, manufactured by Mitsubishi                  contracted to NTE AS in Spain. These will    Centre (EU FEIC) is located at the RutherElectrical Company (MELCO), on 29 Sep               be initially integrated into complete ACDs   ford Appleton Laboratory within the Spacetember 2008. Figure 3 shows the ACD                  by the ALMA Division at ESO. Develop        Science and Technology Departmentmounted on an xy-translation stage during            ment of the final load design, meeting all   (SSTD). The Centre is nearing completioninstallation in the receiver cabin. The              the demanding technical requirements, is     of its Phase 1 infrastructure preparationinstallation equipment was designed by               still underway at ESO with support from      and much of the receiver assembly andthe ESO team, who also provided the pro             IAP, University of Bern and industry, and    test equipment is in place, and a key itemcedure for a safe and smooth installation.           is scheduled to be completed by summer       — the receiver tilt-table (Figure 6) —wasFigure 4 shows ACD#1 after installation in           2009.                                        recently installed and commissioned. Thethe MELCO antenna. The calibrationdevice itself is installed on top of an annular ring, the Front End Support Structure                                                                                   Figure 5. ACD#3 during                                                                                                                            PAI testing in the ESO(FESS), which acts as the mechanical                                                                                                                            ALMA laboratory.interface between the antenna and theFront End subassemblies. Below theFESS, a box containing the control andpower electronics for the ACD is mounted.

The second prototype, ACD#2, passed
PAI in November 2008 and was shippedto the OSF. ESO assisted the AIV teamwith the PAS in February 2009. The calibration device was installed in a Vertex12-metre antenna shortly afterwards. Following the successful delivery of thesetwo prototype ACDs a preproduction runof five units, still using loads based on aninterim design, has started. ACD#3 and#4 passed PAI on 8 April 2009. Figure 5shows ACD#3, with the calibration wheel
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                                                                                                 Figure 6. Receiver tilt-table installed at the European                                                                                                 Front End Integration Centre. The table emulates an                                                                                                 ALMA antenna interface.
                                                                                                  groups from IRAM and the Netherlands
                                                                                                  Research School for Astronomy (NOVA),                                                                                                  North America and East Asia — worked                                                                                                  hard to provide appropriate subassem                                                                                                 blies, perform integration, and complete                                                                                                 testing, all in the required timescale. The                                                                                                 fully assembled and verified receiver                                                                                                 system, a first for an FEIC, was duly dis                                                                                                  patched from RAL in March 2009 and                                                                                                  successfully completed its journey to the                                                                                                  OSF in Chile, where it arrived on 2 April                                                                                                  (Figure 7). Since then it has successfully                                                                                                  undergone PAS verification, performed                                                                                                  by a joint team from the ALMA Observa                                                                                                  tory, ESO, NOVA, NRAO and RAL (see                                                                                                  Figure 8), and currently preparations for                                                                                                  deployment on one of the ALMA antennas                                                                                                  are underway.
                                                                                                 The delivery of this receiver represents a
                                                                                                 major milestone, not only for the Europeanremaining test infrastructure, particularly    Front End, as a partially qualified engineer     element of ALMA, but also the ALMAthe critical millimetre and submillimetre      ing model, should be shipped to the               observatory itself, as once the receiver iswave beam scanner, is at an advanced           project in spring 2009 — some six months          installed on a telescope then interferomstage of development and the EU FEIC           earlier than originally anticipated for a first   etry becomes possible. In addition, ais able to perform essential tests on re     fully qualified Front End. The ALMA man          pioneering step was taken with regard toceiver Front Ends that demonstrate             agement accepted this recommendation               the methodology of shipping that demonreceiver functionality and operation. By      and plans were initiated at ESO and RAL            strated the feasibility of safe delivery ofthe end of 2009, the EU FEIC will be           to bring forward the delivery schedule.            a single fully integrated system to Chile —completely ready for the full integration      Technical and administrative teams at RAL          this improves the efficiency of deliveryand verification of ALMA Front Ends when       and ESO — and with the support of                  and substantially eases the test and inthe Operational Readiness Review (ORR)         groups within the ESO member states,               stallation process at the observatory. Thiswill be held. This ORR is a formal valida     especially the Band 7 and 9 cartridge              success was also appreciated by thetion by the ALMA Project that a FrontEnd Integration Centre meets the requirements to perform its tasks as defined                                                                                         Figure 7. Arrival of the                                                                                                                              first ALMA Front Endby the project. At this ORR, not only a                                                                                                                              from the European Fronttechnical evaluation of the test equipment                                                                                    End Integration Centreand integration tools will be made, but                                                                                       at the temporary assemalso much attention will be paid to                                                                                           bly integration and                                                                                                                              verification laboratoryaspects related to product assurance, to                                                                                                                               at the ALMA Operationsassure that the integration and verification                                                                                   Support Facility.activities are performed in a consistentand controlled manner. This ORR is heldfor all three ALMA FEICs and ensuresthat the Front Ends delivered, irrespectivewhere they have been integrated andverified, are built in an identical way and fulfil the same project requirements.
In fact, the state of readiness is such that
the European ALMA Executive recommended to the Joint ALMA Office management that the first European integrated
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Joint ALMA Observatory, which now
would also like to apply this shipmentmethod to the other two FEICs in EastAsia and North America.
Water Vapour Radiometer

Another important milestone for the
ALMA Project has recently been achievedwith the delivery and successful provisional acceptance of the project’s firstWater Vapour Radiometer (WVR) systemat the OSF. When fully commissioned,the WVR will provide near real-timemeasurements of the brightness temperature of the atmosphere at the ArrayOperations Site (AOS). These data willenable subsequent delay correction ofthe astronomical signal received by eachantenna that is impaired by the continually fluctuating water vapour conditionspresent within the Earth’s atmosphere(Nikolic et al., 2008). This delay correctionprocedure is important in achieving the                                                        Figure 8. The first ALMA Front End from the Euro                                                                                               pean Front End Integration Centre undergoingoverall performance specification for                                                                                               Provisional Acceptance on-Site verification with aobtaining high dynamic range maps with                                                         subgroup of the international team supportingthe ALMA system. Each 12-metre diame                                                          the delivery.ter ALMA antenna, including the fourso-called total power antennas within the ALMA Compact Array (ACA), will there          of the water emission lines is located. This   thermally regulated blackbody internal fore be provided with its own dedicated        RF signal is subsequently down-converted       calibration loads. The WVR system also WVR, operating as a passive receiver           and filtered into four IF frequency bands      includes sophisticated thermal manage system at submillimetre frequencies, to        from 0.5–8 GHz and the atmospheric             ment electronics, precision mechanical monitor the sky temperature along each         water vapour content can be determined         components and embedded monitoring antenna’s boresight. The smaller 7-metre       by comparing the power level in the four       and control software, all packaged and diameter antennas within the ACA are           IF channels to each other. The WVR sys        contained within a relatively lightweight grouped closely together, within a circle      tem design is based on a “Dicke-switched”      and compact structure. Each WVR is of diameter less than 300 m, and are           radiometer configuration that includes         then integrated and mounted into the thus less affected by the water vapour         a rotating chopper wheel subsystem and         antenna cabin alongside other ALMA variations in the atmosphere above the         also features two highly accurate and          subsystems. site. For this reason these 7-metre anten nas are not equipped with WVRs.                                                             Mounting Frame       FESS                          Figure 9. CAD overview drawingThe WVR has been designed to an                                                                                 of the 183 GHz water vapour radiexacting and demanding technical speci                                                                         ometer.fication that necessarily takes into                                                     Optical Relayaccount the harsh climatic and environmental conditions that exist at an altitudeabove 5 000 m. The WVR has also beendesigned to operate continuously forextended periods in the field without routine maintenance. The design of theWVRs is based on an uncooled heterodyne receiver and incorporates precisionquasi-optical mirror assemblies and RFcomponents designed for operation at a                                   WVRcentre frequency of 183 GHz, where one
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The first production water vapour radiom                                                                                                 Figure 10. First produc                                                                                                                                          tion water vapour radieter was delivered to the OSF on the                                                                                                                                          ometer being unpacked1 April 2009 and underwent a successful                                                                                                   after arrival at the ALMAon-site provisional acceptance test.                                                                                                      Operations SupportThis period of testing was followed by an                                                                                                 Facility.initial installation check and sky-temperature test with the WVR integrated intoa Vertex 12-metre antenna. This testingwas accomplished smoothly and successfully, which bodes extremely well forfuture integration testing and operationsat the AOS.
The WVR is a complex, multidisciplinary
project that has been system-designedand developed by Omnisys InstrumentsAB based in Goteborg, Sweden. OmnisysAB has given serious attention to developing a receiver that can be effectivelymanufactured for series production andoptimised for efficient operational use.                                                                                    Figure 11. First production water                                                                                                                            vapour radiometer mounted insideThis latter aim is achieved by avoiding the                                                                                                                            an ALMA antenna.use of any cryogenic components, sincethe cooling system would need regularmaintenance. It is easy to handle by maintenance staff because of the low massand small size. See Emrich et al. (2008,2009) for a description of the system.Omnisys AB has also provided personneland extensive technical support to theWVR acceptance trial, carried out withclose liaison and interaction between theALMA AIV team, ESO Front End and science IPT personnel.
The WVR work package is managed and
has been procured for ALMA by the ESOFE IPT of the ALMA Division in Garchingand complements a range of Front Endsystems being procured and provided tothe ALMA Project.
Successful delivery and acceptance of
the first WVR is a fitting tribute to thededication and work of all the personnelinvolved in this project, including staffand personnel from Omnisys AB, ESOand ALMA, as well as other supporting                  Referencesteams and organisations.                                                       Barkhof, J. et al. 2009, Proc. 20th Int. Symp. on      Murk, A. et al. 2008, Proc. 19th Int. Symp. on Space                                                       	 Space THz Technology, Charlottesville, USA,          	THz Technology, Groningen, The Netherlands, 530                                                       Emrich, A. et al. 2008, Proc. 19th Int. Symp. on       Nikolic, B. et al. 2008, The Messenger, 131, 14Acknowledgements                                       	Space THz Technology, Groningen, The Nether         Tan, G. H. et al. 2004, The Messenger, 118, 18                                                         lands, 528.We would like to thank all our collaborators spread    Emrich, A. et al. 2009, Proc. 20th Int. Symp. onaround many organisations within the three ALMA        	 Space THz Technology, Charlottesville, USA,partner regions for supporting the work described in   Haupt, C. & Rykaczewski, H. 2007, The Messenger,this article.                                          	 128, 2007                                                       Jackson, B. D. et al. 2009, R. Proc. 20th Int. Symp.                                                       	 on Space THz Technology, Charlottesville, USA,
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                                                       The nearby (~ 3.5 Mpc) barred spiral galaxy
                                                       NGC 253 is shown in an MPG/ESO 2.2-metre WFI                                                       colour image formed from broadband exposures in                                                       V and R and narrowband images in [O iii] and Ha.                                                       The image size is 20 x 29 arcminutes. The galaxy                                                       is undergoing a nuclear starburst that was imaged                                                       by VLT NACO (see ESO 02/09 for more details).
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The UVES M Dwarf Planet Search Programme
Martin Kürster1                                   main sequence stars of spectral types F7           from April 2004 to March 2006 (KürsterMathias Zechmeister1                              through K with masses in the range                 et al., 2006). This programme wasMichael Endl2                                     0.7–1.2 M0. M dwarfs have only been               designed to search for terrestrial planetsEva Meyer1                                        included in search programmes in the last          in the habitable zone of M dwarfs.                                                  few years, because of their faintness              The first brown dwarf desert companion                                                  requiring large telescopes and/or a sub           object around an “early-type” M dwarf1 Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie,              stantial amount of observing time to               (spectral types M0–M5) was found in this Heidelberg, Germany                              perform RV measurements with a preci              programme, but the small sample did2 McDonald Observatory, University of              sion of the order of a few ms−1. Among             not reveal any planetary companions. Texas at Austin, USA                             the more than 300 known extrasolar                 This is consistent with the small number                                                  planets currently known, only thirteen             (only 13 planets orbiting eight different M                                                  planets accompanying eight different               dwarfs) found to date by other RV surWe present results from our search                M dwarfs have orbits determined by RV              veys that are observing several hundredprogramme for extrasolar planets                  measurements.                                      stars. In our sample we can excludearound M dwarfs carried out with UVES                                                                the presence of Jupiter-mass planets forbetween 2000 and 2007 and enjoying                Table 1 lists all planets around M dwarfs          a wide range of orbital periods. WeESO Large Programme status from                   so far discovered with the RV method.              did however find significant variability inApril 2004 to March 2006. In our sample           Masses are the minimum masses that                 Barnard’s star that we attribute to stellarof 41 stars we have found one “brown              correspond to the RV effect observable             activity, thus indicating that this stardwarf desert” companion candidate,                when viewing in the plane of the orbit.            may have non-solar surface convectionbut no planetary mass companions. We              Since the RV method does not allow the             patterns.have determined upper limits to the               determination of all parameters of themass of possible companions, which,               orientation of the orbit, only minimumin the habitable zones of our better              masses are obtained. As can be shown,              Why M dwarfs?observed stars, reach the regime of a             a viewpoint from within the plane of thefew Earth masses. Significant periodic            orbit is the most probable case, so that           For an understanding of the formation andvariability observed in Barnard’s star is         these minimum masses are also the most             abundance of extrasolar planets, it is ofattributed to stellar activity.                   probable masses. For two of the M dwarf            utmost importance to determine the pres                                                  planets, GJ 436b and GJ 876b, the true             ence and orbital characteristics of planets                                                  masses could be obtained. GJ 436b is               around stars of as many different typesThere are now first indications that M            observed to transit in front of its host star,     as possible, and especially around thedwarf stars provide a less efficient envi        thereby slightly dimming the star light,           most abundant type of star, the M dwarfs.ronment for the formation of Jupiter-type         and confirming that we are really viewing          It is currently estimated that M dwarfsplanets than G–K main sequence stars,             from close to the orbital plane. For               make up 70−75% of the stars in the Solarwhereas Neptune-mass planets and                  GJ 876b the astrometric displacement               Neighbourhood and probably a similar figplanets with a few Earth masses (“Super-          on the sky could be measured, which                ure holds for the fraction of M dwarfs inEarths”) could be numerous around M               allows for the complete determination of           the Galaxy as a whole. M dwarfs havedwarfs. It has also become clear that the         the orientation of the orbit on the sky.           smaller masses than Solar-type stars.striking paucity of brown dwarf compan                                                              Dwarf stars of spectral types M0, M3 andions orbiting G–K stars at separations            In this article we report on our RV moni          M6 have, respectively, 0.5, 0.29 and 0.2of a few astronomical units (known as the         toring programme of 41 M dwarfs carried            solar masses. The smaller the stellar mass“brown dwarf desert”) extends into the           out with the UVES spectrograph at UT2              the greater is its reflex motion inducedM dwarf regime.                                   on Paranal between 2000 and 2007 and               by a planet. Given a sensitivity to find RV                                                  enjoying ESO Large Programme status                signals of a certain amplitude lower massHigh precision differential radial velocity(RV) measurements of stellar reflexmotions, induced by an orbiting compan           Star        Components                                             Referenceion, have so far been the most success-                       b              c            d            eful method of discovering extrasolar plan        GJ 876      2.53 MJup      0.79 MJup    7.53 M ⊕                   Delfosse et al. (1998),                                                                                                                     Marcy et al. (1998),ets and characterising their orbital                                                                                                                     Rivera et al. (2005)properties. Originally, RV planet search                                                  GJ 581      15.7 M ⊕       5.4 M ⊕      7.1 M ⊕      1.94 M ⊕      Mayor et al. (2009),programmes mostly concentrated on                                                                                    Bonfils et al. (2005),                                                                                                                     Udry et al. (2007)                                                  GJ 436      21 M ⊕                                                 Butler et al. (2004)                                                  GJ 317      0.71 MJup                                              Johnson et al. (2007)                                                  GJ 674      11.1 M ⊕                                               Bonfils et al. (2007)Table 1. Masses of the RV-discovered planets      GJ 849      0.82 MJup                                              Butler et al. (2006)around M dwarfs. Values in bold face are true     GJ 176      8.4 M ⊕                                                Forveille et al. (2009)masses (see text). All other values are minimum                                                  GJ 832      0.64 MJup                                              Bailey et al. (2009)masses.
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Astronomical Science                            Kürster M. et al., The UVES M Dwarf Planet Search Programmeplanets can be found around M dwarfs,           The UVES sample                                                           all-sky survey or have an X-ray luminosityand terrestrial planets of just a few Earth                                                                               below 1027 ergs –1 (Hünsch et al., 1999).masses are within the reach of state-of-        Target selection for our UVES search pro                                 Two exceptions to this rule are the knownthe-art spectrographs.                          gramme was based on the following cri                                    flare star Proxima Cen, which was                                                teria. Since high resolution spectrographs                                included, since it is the star nearest to us,Another interesting characteristic of M         strongly disperse the light and are there                                and the star GJ 229, which was knowndwarfs is that the potentially life-bearing     fore hungry for photons, all stars had to                                 to have a wide brown dwarf companion atregion around it, called the “habitable         be brighter than V = 12 mag to achieve                                    a separation of at least 44 AU (Nakajimazone”, is much closer to the star than it       the necessary high RV measurement pre                                    et al., 1995). We initially selected 21 stars,is for Solar-type stars. Depending on the       cision. With the exception of one misclas                                but added another 20 when the surveyspectral subtype, the habitable zone cor       sified M giant that had an erroneous dis                                 became an ESO Large Programme in Aprilresponds to orbital periods from a few          tance entry in the catalogue of nearby                                    2004.days to several weeks. This is a conse         stars, all stars are closer than 37 parsec.quence of the low luminosity of M dwarfs.In the visual a dwarf star of spectral type     The sample stars were also selected                                       Achievable RV precision and allocatedM0, M3 or M6 is, respectively, 4.2, 6.9         for small X-ray luminosity as an indicator                                timeor 11.8 magnitudes fainter than the Sun;        of low levels of activity. To meet thistheir total luminosities reach just 6%, 3%      criterion a star must either not have been                                To achieve high RV measurement precior 0.5%, respectively, of the Solar value.      detected in the ROSAT X-ray satellite                                     sion, the UVES spectrograph was used,

The habitable zone                                                                                              Year
                                                                           2000      2001    2002    2003         2004   2005     2006    2007    Figure 1. Time series ofThe habitable zone is defined as that                                                                                                             UVES differential RV                                                                                                                                                  measurements of Barregion around a star where liquid water                                  20       Barnard’s star (M4V)                                                                                                                                                  nard’s star. The solidcan exist on a rocky planet with a suita                                 15                                                                      line represents the pre                                              Radial Velocity RV (m/s)
ble CO2/ H2O /N2 atmosphere (Kasting                                                                                                              dicted RV secular accel
                                                                          10et al., 1993). Here the key term is “suita                                                                                                       eration. The scatter ofble”, which means that quite a number                                      5                                                                      the data around this line                                                                                                                                                  (rms) and the RV measof atmospheric parameters need to have                                     0                                                                      urement error (σRV ) arethe right values. Overall, the term habita                              –5                                                                       listed in the plot.ble zone is not a very well defined con                                 –10cept and it may well be that it will have                                                                         –15                                                    rms = 3.3 m/sto be expanded should life be found inmore exotic environments.                                                –20                                                    σRV = 2.7 m/s                                                                         –25                                                                           1500        2000     2500         3000      3500              4000M dwarfs and Jupiter-mass planets                                                        Barycentric Julian Date BJD – 2450 000
Due to the low masses of M dwarfs, Jovian                                                                       Year
planets in orbits up to a few astronomical                                 2000      2001    2002        2003     2004   2005     2006    2007    Figure 2. Same as Figunits (AUs) would be relatively easy to                                                                                                           ure 1, but for Proxima                                                                                                                                                  Cen.find with current precision RV surveys. To                               20       Proxima Cen (M5.5V)date only five such companions to M                                       15                                              Radial Velocity RV (m/s)
dwarfs have been found orbiting four dif
                                                                          10ferent stars (see Table 1). First analysesindicate that the frequency of Jovian plan                               5ets around M dwarfs is relatively low.                                    0Endl et al. (2006) have shown that it is                                 –5below 1.27% for orbital separations up to                                                                         –10one AU. This value is considerably higher                                                                         –15                                                    rms = 3.6 m/saround G–K main sequence stars, ofwhich 2.5% are known to harbour Jovian                                   –20                                                    σRV = 2.3 m/splanets within AU.                                                       –25                                                                           1500        2000     2500         3000      3500              4000                                                                                         Barycentric Julian Date BJD – 2450 000
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together with its iodine gas absorption                                                                                      Figure 3. Differential                                                            10                                                               RV data for Barnard’scell, a self-calibrating device that corrects                                                                                                                             star phase-foldedfor instabilities of the instrument over time.                                                                               with a period of 44.9 d.The RV precision achievable in long expo                    5                                                               The dashed line corresures (i.e., with high signal-to-noise ratios)                                                                               sponds to the best-                                                 RV (m/s)                                                                                                                             fitting sinusoidal variais 2 ms –1, which corresponds to determin                   0                                                               tion.ing the position of the stellar spectrumon the CCD detectors to within 1/700 of a                                                            –5pixel, or 22 nm.

In order to make the best use of the time                   –10
available time for our sample of stars, we                                                              0    0.2          0.4           0.6          0.8          1decided to sacrifice some of the achieva                                                                                      Phaseble RV precision and work at typicalvalues of 2.5–4 ms –1. The observing timeallocated to our survey was 160 h for            RVs v. activity in Barnard’s star                  blueshift of the stellar absorption lines,the four-semester Large Programme                                                                   it appears that in Barnard’s star a netphase plus 280 h for nine single-semester        If this purely geometric effect is subtracted      redshift is produced, pointing at fundanormal programmes.                               from the data, the data can then be                mental differences in the underlying                                                 subjected to period analysis in an attempt         behaviour of the surface convection of                                                 to find periodic signals that would be             Solar-type stars and this M4 dwarf (seeRV time series                                   indicative of an orbiting companion. In the        Kürster et al., 2003, for details).                                                 case of Barnard’s star we find a significantThe 41 stars in our sample were observed       signal with a period of 44.9 d and anwith different frequencies. The number           RV amplitude of ± 2.9 ms –1 (Zechmeister           Mass upper limitsof visits per star ranged from just two vis     et al., 2009; Kürster et al. 2003). Figure 3its, for two of our stars (that were imme       shows the RV data phase-folded with this           Faced with the lack of a signal from andiately identified as double-lined spectro      period. If this signal could be attributed to      orbiting planet one can determinescopic binaries and not followed up any          an orbiting companion, this object would           which types of planets can be excludedfurther), up to 75 and 76 visits, respec        be a Super-Earth with a minimum mass               around a given star, because their signalstively, for our best observed targets —          of 4.7 M⊕. It would orbit somewhat outside         would have been found. This kind ofBarnard’s star and Proxima Centauri. On          of the habitable zone of Barnard’s star.           analysis requires detailed simulations inaverage we have 20 measurements per                                                                 which signals of hypothetical planetsstar and no more than one visit for any          However, there are reasons to believe that         are added to the observed data, and thegiven star was made in a single night.           the signal is produced by the star itself,         modified data are subjected to the                                                 i.e. by its surface activity and its influence     same tests that are employed to discoverThe RV time series for our best-observed         on the convective motions that carry               signals.stars are shown in Figure 1 (Barnard’s           the heat transport from the interior to thestar) and Figure 2 (Proxima Cen; see also        outer regions of a low-mass star. When             Figures 4 and 5 show the results ofEndl & Kürster, 2008). The data are              examining the line strength of the Hα line         such simulations for Barnard’s star andshown together with a solid line corre          one finds the same 44.9 d periodicity.             Proxima Cen, respectively (from Zechsponding to the predicted change in the          The Hα line originates in the stellar photo       meister et al., 2009). Upper limits to theRV of these nearby stars resulting from          sphere as an absorption line, but it has           mass of planets that would have beentheir movement on the sky, called the            superimposed emission components                   found are shown. They are plotted as“RV secular acceleration”. The RV can be         generated in localised, so called “plage”,         a function of orbital distance of the planetdefined as the change in distance of a           regions in the chromosphere, a higher              from the star and of orbital period. Instar from us. When a star passes by us           and hotter layer of the stellar atmosphere.        both figures vertical dashed lines delimitits RV is first negative, reaches zero at the                                                       the habitable zone. In both cases planetspoint of closest approach and becomes            Examining in detail how the behaviour of           with more than five Earth masses canpositive afterwards. RV secular accelera        the Hα line strength is correlated with            be excluded from the habitable zone.tion is thus an ever-increasing effect (see      our RV measurements we find evidence               Note again that these values correspondKürster et al., 2003).                           that the convection must be locally dis           to the most probable viewing direction                                                 turbed by the magnetic fields of active            from within the orbital plane, so that a                                                 regions. While this is a well-known effect         lower mass planet could still be hidden                                                 in Solar-type stars, where it causes a net         in our data, if the viewing angle were
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Astronomical Science                                     Kürster M. et al., The UVES M Dwarf Planet Search ProgrammeFigure 4. Upper limits to the projected mass msini                                                                                   Orbital Period P (d)of hypothetical planets around Barnard’s star as afunction of separation (lower x-axis) and orbital                                                          1               10                 100              1000             10000period (upper x-axis). Planets above the solid linewould have been detected. Vertical dashed lines                                                 1000                            HZ                             Barnard’s star

                                                                                                                                                                                           Detection Limit msini (MJup )
                                                      Detection Limit msini (M⊕ )delimit the habitable zone (HZ).                                                                                                                                                                                    1                                                                                                  100grossly different. At 1 AU we excludeNeptune-mass (17 M ⊕) planets, whereas                                                                                                                                              0.1Jupiter-mass (318 M ⊕) planets shouldhave been found at 5 AU.                                                                           10
                                                                                                                                                                                    0.01For the majority of our stars for which wecould not secure as many measurements                                                                  1as for Barnard’s star and Proxima Cen,                                                                     0.01                       0.1                       1the same type of simulations lets us                                                                                                                                 Orbital Distance a (AU)exclude planets with masses in the rangebetween the masses of Neptune (17 M ⊕)and Saturn (95 M ⊕) from the habitablezone around the star.                                                                                                             Orbital Period P (d)                                                                                                           1           10                  100               1000               10000Note that the necessary sensitivity to discover a given planetary signal depends                                                          1000                   HZ                                       Proxima Cenvery much on the phase of the signal with

                                                                                                                                                                                           Detection Limit msini (MJup )
                                                      Detection Limit msini (M⊕ )
respect to the temporal measurement                                                                                                                                                 1
window. Data taken near the maxima and                                                           100minima of the signal carry much moreinformation than data taken at intermedi                                                                                                                                           0.1ate phases. In order to exclude a planetwith a given mass, we must consider                                                                10all possible phases, also those for which                                                                                                                                                                                    0.01we are least sensitive. Therefore, ourupper limits are relatively conservative. A                                                            1lower-mass planet could still be discov                                                                   0.01                    0.1                          1ered, if its RV signal has a favourable                                                                                                                                Orbital Distance a (AU)phase. If it corresponded to a planet, the44.9-d signal in Barnard’s star (Figure 3)                                                                                                              Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for Proxima Cen.would be an example.
An oasis in the brown dwarf desert                                                                                                          Year
                                                                                                       2004.5     2005.0        2005.5         2006.0       2006.5         2007.0   Figure 6. Time seriesSo far no brown dwarfs in orbits up to a                                                         2.5                                                                                of UVES differentialfew AU around their host star (“brown                                                                                                                                               RV measurements of                                                      Differential Radial Velocity dRV (km/s)
                                                                                                 2.5                                                                                GJ 1046 along with the
dwarf desert” objects) have been found                                                                                                                                                                                    best-fitting Keplerianaround M dwarfs of spectral types                                                                2.5                                                                                                                                                                                    orbit corresponding toM0–M5. Our survey has now found the                                                              2.5                                                                                a brown dwarf desertfirst such object, a companion to the                                                            2.5                                                                                                                                                                                    candidate.M2.5 dwarf star GJ 1046 (Kürster et al.,2008). Figure 6 shows the RV time series                                                         2.5along with the best-fitting Keplerian orbit                                                      2.5with a period of 169 d and an eccentricity                                                       2.5of 0.28. The star-companion separationis 0.42 AU.                                                                                     –1.5                                                                                                 –2From the RVs we determine a minimum                                                             –2.5mass of 26.9 Jupiter masses. Consider                                                                  3200        3400              3600         3800             4000ing all possible orbital orientations we find                                                                      Barycentric Julian Date BJD – 2450000
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a chance probability of 6.2% that the        orbital reflex motion of GJ 1046 relative to            preparation of the service mode observations,                                                                                                     carried them out, or processed, verified and discompanion mass exceeds the mass              a background star separated by just 30”                                                                                                     tributed the data. A number of people have contribthreshold of 80 Jupiter masses between       on the sky. This chance encounter makes                 uted in many ways to make this survey happen.brown dwarfs and stars. When combining       precise astrometric measurements possi                 Our thanks go to Stéphane Brillant, William D.our RV data with the astrometric meas       ble, from which the orientation of the orbit,           Cochran, Sebastian Els, Artie P. Hatzes, Thomas                                                                                                     Henning, Andreas Kaufer, Sabine Reffert, Florianurements made by the Hipparcos satellite     and hence the true mass of the compan                                                                                                     Rodler, Frédéric Rouesnel and Steve S. Saar.(using the new reduction by van Leeuwen,     ion, can be derived.2007), we can place an upper limit to thecompanion mass of 112 Jupiter masses         From our RV measurements we can pre                    Referencesand narrow down the chance probability       dict that the astrometric signal is at least                                                                                                     Endl M. et al. 2006, ApJ, 649, 436that the companion is a star to just 2.9%.   3.7 milliarcseconds (peak-to-peak)                      Endl M. & Kürster M. 2008, A&A, 488, 1149Most likely, it is a genuine brown dwarf.    corresponding to 14% of an image pixel in               Hünsch M. et al. 1999, A&AS, 135, 319                                             the employed NACO S27 camera, but,                      Kasting, J. F. et al. 1993, Icarus, 101, 108                                                                                                     Kürster M. et al. 2003, A&A, 403, 1077                                             depending on the orientation of the orbit,                                                                                                     Kürster M., Endl M. & Rodler F. 2006, The Messenger,Astrometric follow-up                        the true signal may be considerably larger.             	 123, 21                                                                                                     Kürster M., Endl M. & Reffert S. 2008, A&A, 483, 869To determine the true mass of the com                                                               Meyer E., & Kürster M. 2008, in Proceedings of the                                             Acknowledgements                                        	15th Cambridge Workshop on Cool Stars, Stellarpanion to GJ 1046, and thereby its nature,                                                                                                       Systems and the Sun, AIP Conf. Proc. 1094, 549we have begun an astrometric follow-up       We thank the ESO Observing Programmes Commit           Nakajima T. et al. 1995, Nature, 378, 463study with the NACO adaptive optics sys     tee and the Director’s Discretionary Time Committee     van Leeuwen F. 2007, A&A, 474, 653tem and infrared camera at UT4 (Meyer        for generous allocation of observing time. We are       Zechmeister M., Kürster M. & Endl M. 2009, A&A,                                             also grateful to all of ESO staff who helped with the   	 submitted& Kürster, 2008). We aim to measure the
                                                                                                     The star forming region NGC 346 in the Small
                                                                                                     Magellanic Cloud is shown in this colour composite                                                                                                      image. The picture combines images from the infra                                                                                                      red (NASA Spitzer Space Telescope, in red), the                                                                                                      v isible (ESO NTT, in green) and the X-ray (ESA XMM,                                                                                                       in blue) to reveal the multi-component structure of                                                                                                       dust, stars and hot gas. See ESO PR 55/07 for more                                                                                                       details.
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Tracing the Dynamic Orbit of the Young, Massive High-
eccentricity Binary System θ1 Orionis C. First results from VLTIaperture-synthesis imaging and ESO 3.6-metre visual speckle interferometryStefan Kraus1                                  important parameter is the stellar mass,         one to derive direct constraints on theGerd Weigelt1                                  which, together with the chemical                stellar masses as well as the dynamicalYuri Balega 2                                  composition and the angular momentum,           distance to the Orion Trapezium Cluster.Jose Docobo 3                                   determines the entire stellar evolution.        While stellar mass measurements areKarl-Heinz Hofmann1                             Thus, direct and unbiased mass estimates,       urgently required for the calibration ofThomas Preibisch4                               such as those provided by the dynamical         stellar evolutionary models of O-typeDieter Schertl1                                 masses accessible in binary systems,            stars, distance estimates are of generalVakhtang Tamazian 3                             are very important to advance our knowl        importance for all studies on the ONCThomas Driebe1                                 edge about the earliest phases of stellar        star-forming region. An interesting aspectKeiichi Ohnaka1                                evolution.                                       of the dynamical history of the ONC wasRomain Petrov5                                                                                  presented by Tan (2004), who proposedMarkus Schöller6                                 Due to its relative proximity at just          that the Becklin–Neugebauer (BN) object,Michael Smith7                                   ~ 400 pc, the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC)       which is located 45” northwest of the                                                 is the best-studied star-forming region        Trapezium stars, might be a runaway                                                 where high-mass stars are forming.             B star ejected from the θ1 Ori C multiple1   Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie,      θ1 Ori C in the Orion Trapezium is the         system about 4 000 years ago. Although  Bonn, Germany                                brightest and most massive (~ 40 M 0) of         still a matter of ongoing debate, this2    Special Astrophysical Observatory,          the ONC members and has been the                 scenario is based on proper motion   Russia                                      target of numerous studies. With an age         measurements, which show that the BN3    University of Santiago de Compostela,        of less than one million years, this            object and θ1 Ori C recoil roughly in   Galicia, Spain                               O7V-type star is also one of the youngest      opposite directions. Therefore, a high-4    Universitäts-Sternwarte, München,            O-type stars known in the sky, and             precision orbit measurement of θ1 Ori C    Germany                                    its strong Lyman radiation dominates the         might offer the fascinating possibility5     Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, Nice,      whole Orion Nebula. θ1 Ori C also illu          of recovering the dynamical details of this    France                                     minates the proplyds and shapes its envi        recent stellar ejection.6     ESO, Garching                              ronment by strong stellar winds. Further7     University of Kent, Canterbury, UK         more, θ1 Ori C is one of only two O-stars                                                 with a detected magnetic field (the            Diffraction-limited imaging at 440 nm                                                 other one being the much more evolvedLocated in the Orion Trapezium Cluster,          object HD 191612). The strong magnetic         Bispectrum speckle interferometry isθ1 Ori C is one of the youngest and              field (1.1 ± 0.1 kG, Donati et al., 2002)      a powerful technique to overcome atmosnearest high-mass stars known. Besides           might also channel the radiation-driven        pheric perturbations and to reach theits unique properties as an oblique              winds from both hemispheres along the          diffraction-limited resolution of ground-magnetic rotator, the star happens to be         magnetic field lines to the equatorial          based telescopes. In contrast to adaptivea close (~ 20 milliarcseconds) binary            plane, where the winds collide at high          optics, which currently only providessystem, which makes it an ideal labora-          velocity, forming a thin, nearly stationary     a good Strehl ratio at near-infrared wavetory to determine the fundamental                shock region in the equatorial plane.           lengths, bispectrum speckle interferomparameters of young hot stars. In this           This “magnetically confined wind shock”         etry can provide diffraction-limited imagesarticle, we report on our 11-year interfer-      (MCWS) model (Babel & Montmerle,                even at visual wavelengths. Since theometric monitoring campaign, which               1997) can explain not only the hard X-ray       discovery of the θ1 Ori C companion incovers nearly the full dynamic orbit of          emission from θ1 Ori C, but also the           1997, we have employed the BTA 6-metrethe system and resulted in the first inter-    periodic variability of the Hα line, several    telescope to trace the orbital motion of theferometric images obtained with the            UV spectral lines, the X-ray flux, as            system at near-infrared (J-, H- andVLT interferometer (VLTI) in the infrared      well as the magnetic field (see Stahl et al.,   K-bands) and visual wavelengths (V-band).(~20 µm) and diffraction-limited bispec-       2008, for a brief review).                       In January 2008, we also used our visitortrum speckle interferometry at the ESO                                                          speckle camera at the ESO 3.6-metre tel3.6-metre telescope at visual (440 nm)         In 1997, near-infrared bispectrum speckle        escope on La Silla and obtained diffracwavelengths.                                   observations obtained with the Russian           tion-limited images of θ1 Ori C even at a                                               BTA 6-metre telescope revealed a visual          wavelength of 440 nm (B-band; see Fig                                               companion around θ1 Ori C (Weigelt et            ure 4). In spite of the small binary separaThe formation and early evolution of high-     al., 1999), contributing about 30% of the        tion of 20 mas, the astrometry could bemass stars is still a matter of ongoing        total flux at visual to near-infrared wave      measured with an accuracy of better thandebate. In particular, for young O-type        lengths. The discovery of this very close        3 mas, which is approximately a factorstars, stellar evolutionary models are still   companion star situated at 33 milliarc          of ten smaller than the diffraction-limitedhighly uncertain and require further           second (mas) offset is important, since          resolution of the 3.6-metre primary mirrorempirical verification. In order to test and   the observation of orbital motion allows         at this wavelength. With 3.6-metre-classrefine these models, perhaps the most                                                           telescopes such as the ESO 3.6-metre or
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the NTT, this technique allows one to                                  interferometry in spectral lines) and can                                                           some a priori knowledge about the sourceobtain diffraction-limited images of targets                           also increase the observing efficiency by                                                           structure, which allows the astronomer tobrighter than K ~ 14 mag or V ~ 17 mag,                                sampling radial tracks of the Fourier plane                                                         choose an appropriate geometric or physwith a typical observing time of 1 hour                                (uv-plane) with each observation. This                                                              ical model. In many cases, this informationper target/calibrator pair (including over                            effect is illustrated in Figure 1, where we                                                         might not be available (or could potentiallyheads). Given these favourable character                              show the uv-coverage of a single AMBER                                                              be biased), which makes it highly desiraistics, bispectrum speckle interferometry                              observation taken in low spectral resolu                                                           ble to enable optical interferometers, suchis also a very promising technique for                                 tion mode (LR-mode, λ/∆λ = 35) together                                                             as VLTI/AMBER, to directly recover the8-metre-class telescopes such as the VLT,                              with the expected wavelength-differential                                                           source brightness distribution without anylikely enabling diffraction-limited imaging                            visibility and closure phase signatures                                                             model assumptions. Although the princiwith an angular resolution down to                                     of a binary star. In Figure 2 we show actual                                                        ples of interferometric imaging through~11 mas (B-band).                                                      VLTI measurements obtained on θ1 Ori C,                                                             closure phases are practically identical to                                                                       revealing the expected wavelength-                                                                  the ones routinely applied in radio interfer                                                                       differential signatures. These wavelength-                                                          ometry, optical interferometry faces addiVLTI/AMBER high accuracy astrometry                                    differential signatures can then be fitted                                                          tional challenges, which are mainly related                                                                       to geometric models, which allowed us to                                                            to the very small number of telescopesOf course, even higher angular resolution                              derive the binary astrometry with a very                                                            combined in current-generation opticalcan be achieved with long-baseline inter                              high precision of ~0.5 mas. As a matter of                                                          interferometers and in the resulting poorferometry. Combining the light of sepa                                fact, the astrometric precision achievable                                                          uv-plane coverage.rate apertures, infrared interferometers,                              with AMBER’s LR-mode is currently notsuch as the VLTI, can now provide a res                               limited by the interferometric constraints,                                                         Given that our VLTI/AMBER observationsolution corresponding to the separation                                but by the precision with which the in                                                            on θ1 Ori C (including 18 measurementsof the individual apertures in an array of                             strument wavelength calibration can be                                                              on one Unit Telescope triplet and threetelescopes. The VLTI near-infrared beam                                performed.                                                                                          Auxiliary Telescope (AT) triplet configuracombination instrument AMBER (Petrov                                                                                                                                       tions) provide a relatively good coverageet al., 2007) combines this revolutionary                                                                                                                                  of the uv-plane, we applied our imagetechnique with spectral capabilities,                                  Model-independent VLTI aperture-                                                                   reconstruction algorithm (Building Blockallowing the measurement of the interfer                              synthesis imaging                                                                                   Mapping; Hofmann & Weigelt, 1993) toometric observables (visibility and closure                                                                                                                                reconstruct a model-independent aperphase) as a function of wavelength.                                    To date, model-fitting, as described                                                                ture-synthesis image. The reconstructed                                                                       above, represents the most commonly                                                                 image (Figure 3) shows the θ1 Ori CAdding the spectral information can open                               applied approach to extract scientific                                                              system with a resolution of ~ 2 mas andup unique new science applications (for                                information from infrared interferometric                                                           independently confirms the binaryinstance, by performing long-baseline                                  data. Of course, this approach requires                                                             astrometry determined by model-fitting.
                                                                                    1.00                                                            1.00                                         Figure 1. VLTI/AMBER
                                                                                                                                                                                                 three-telescope spectro-                                                                                                                                                                                                 interferometry allows one to                                    Visibility                                      0.75                                                            0.75                                                                                                                                                                                                 cover simultaneously the                                                                                                                                                                                                 H- and K-band spectral                                                                       Visibility                                                                                                                                    Visibility
                 0.0   0.20       0.40       0.60        0.80   1.0                 0.50                                                            0.50                                         window, resulting in radial              100                                                                                                                                                                                tracks in the uv-plane (left).                                                                                                                                                                                                 These radial tracks allow                                                                                    0.25                                                            0.25                                                                                                                                                                                                 one to sample the sinusoi                                                                                              (1)                                                              (2)                               dal visibility and closure               50                       (1)                        (2)                               0.00                                                            0.00                                         phase modulation expected                                                                                        1.4         1.7    2.0    2.3   2.6                             1.4          1.7      2.0   2.3   2.6    for a binary star, such as                                                                                                     Wavelength (μm)                                                  Wavelength (μm)            θ1 Ori C with a singlev (10 6 λ )
                0                                                                                                                                    25.0                                                                                                                                                                                                 AMBER observation (middle                                                                                    1.00                                                                                                                                                                                                 and right columns).                                                  (3)                                                                                                                              Closure Phase (deg)
                                                                                    0.75                                                             12.5              –50                                                                       Visibility
                                                                                    0.50                                                              0.0
              –100                                                                                    0.25                                                            –12.5                 100         50          0              –50     –100

                                    u (10 6 λ )                                               (3)                                                             (CP)
                                                                                    0.00                                                            –25.0                                                                                        1.4         1.7    2.0    2.3   2.6                              1.4         1.7      2.0   2.3    2.6                                                                                                     Wavelength (μm)                                                  Wavelength (μm)
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Astronomical Science                            Kraus S. et al., Tracing the Dynamic Orbit of θ1 Orionis CThe dynamic orbit of the θ1 Ori C system                              2007 Dec 03                  2007 Dec 03                   2007 Dec 05                 2007 Dec 05                                                                       A0-D0-H0                     A0-D0-H0                      A0-K0-G1                    A0-K0-G1Including earlier astrometric measure                    0.3                                               59.4m/74˚                                                  88.8m/31˚ments obtained with bispectrum speckle                    0.2interferometry (Weigelt et al., 1999; Schertl             0.1et al., 2003; Kraus et al., 2007) as well       δV          0as IOTA (Kraus et al., 2007) and NPOI                    –0.1(Patience et al., 2008), the available data              –0.2                                                         –0.3covers the period from 1997 to 2008                             57.8m/74˚         47.6m/72˚   56.5m/73˚     46.1m/71˚       88.2m/30˚      90.5m/35˚    89.2m/32˚      90.3m/35˚
and shows that since its discovery, the                   0.3                                               29.7m/74˚                                                  85.3m/117˚binary system has nearly completed a full                 0.2orbit cycle (Figure 4). The good orbital                  0.1coverage allows us to solve for the astro                                                δV
                                                            0metric orbit of the system, yielding a                   –0.1short-period (P ~ 11.2 yrs), high-eccen                 –0.2                                                         –0.3   28.9m/74˚         23.8m/72˚   28.3m/73˚         23.0m/71˚   86.9m/116˚     71.7m/125˚   84.0m/118˚     67.1m/129˚tricity (e ~ 0.6) orbit. According to thisorbit solution, the physical separation                   0.3                                               89.2m/74˚                                                  127.3m/73˚between the two high-mass stars varies                    0.2between ~ 7 AU at periastron passage                      0.1and 28 AU at apastron. From the orbital                     0                                                δV
                                                         –0.1elements, we derived constraints on the                                                         –0.2system mass (M1 + M2 = 47 ± 4 M 0) and                                                         –0.3   86.7m/74˚         71.4m/72˚   84.8m/73˚     69.1m/71˚       127.9m/73˚     115.1m/74˚   126.7m/73˚     109.2m/73˚on the distance to the ONC (410 ± 20 pc;see Kraus et al. [2009] for a description                 60of the applied methods). Our distance esti               40mate is in excellent agreement with recent                20                                                CP (˚)

trigonometric parallax measurements                       0
                                                         –20of some Orion non-thermal radio emitters,                                                         –40which yielded a distance of 414 ± 7 pc                                                         –60(Menten et al., 2007).                                                                1.5         2.0          2.5 1.5          2.0          2.5 1.5           2.0       2.5 1.5           2.0       2.5Various earlier spectroscopic studies also                              λ (μm)                        λ (μm)                        λ (μm)                      λ (μm)measured the radial velocity of θ1 Ori C,revealing long-term radial velocity vari                                                                              Figure 2. VLTI/AMBER data obtained on θ1 Ori C                                                                                                                       during two half-nights in December 2007 (points),ations (Stahl et al., 2008). Combined with                                                                             overlaid with our best-fit binary model. The upperour solution for the astrometric orbit,                                                                                three rows show wavelength-differential visibilities,these radial velocity measurements can                                                                                 while the bottom row shows the recorded closurebe used to constrain the mass ratio of                                                                                 phases.the two stars to M2/M1 = 0.23 ± 0.05.Accordingly, the individual stellar massesare ~ 39 M 0 and ~ 8 M 0, corresponding         Other very exciting science could perhaps                              the capabilities of the VLTI/AMBER facilityto spectral types of O5.5 and B2,               be achieved in the immediate future                                    for high quality interferometric imaging.respectively.                                   using AMBER’s higher spectral resolution                               Considering the large number of exciting                                                modes (λ/∆λ = 1500 or 12 000). These                                   upcoming science applications which                                                modes will allow one to spatially resolve                              rely on model-independent imaging, theseFuture science prospects                        the distribution of the line-emitting gas                              capabilities will be of utmost importance                                                in the inner few stellar radii around the                              not only for AMBER but, in particular, forBeing well suited to high-accuracy mass         θ1 Ori C primary star. According to the                                the second generation VLTI instruments.estimates, the θ1 Ori C binary system           MCWS model, this line emission traces                                  Given the large demand for observingrepresents an important benchmark for           the magnetically channelled stellar winds,                             time and the relatively small number ofevolutionary models of young massive            providing unique insights into the mass-                               AT stations offered, interferometric imagstars. Interferometric as well as spectro      loss mechanism and the dramatic mag                                   ing with the 3-telescope beam-combinerscopic observations over the next few           netohydrodynamic effects around this                                   AMBER currently remains a challengingyears will be important to tighten the          intriguing young hot star.                                             task. The second generation instrumentsobservational constraints further, in par                                                                             GRAVITY, MATISSE and VSI will simultaticular as the system is approaching the        Our successful aperture-synthesis imag                                neously combine four and more apernext periastron passage around 2013.9.          ing of the θ1 Ori C system demonstrates                                tures, which should significantly increase
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the imaging efficiency and ultimately pushinterferometric imaging into mainstreamastronomy.References
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                                                                                                       N    Figure 4. Dynamical orbit of the high-e ccentricity
                                                                                                            binary system θ1 Ori C, as derived from the inter                                                                                                            ferometric monitoring campaign, covering the period                                                                                             E              1997 to 2008.
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Astronomical Science
Chemistry of the Galactic Bulge: New Results
Manuela Zoccali1                              evolution of the Milky Way Bulge is a very        are looking at a true Bulge star, and weVanessa Hill2                                 difficult task, but we hope to be able to         would have to resort to other evidenceBeatriz Barbuy3                               understand the major events, or establish         (such as photometry and kinematics).Aurelie Lecureur4, 5                          an approximate sequence for its developDante Minniti1, 6                             ment, aided by the study of Bulge chemi          Our brave team of astronomers was notAlvio Renzini7                                cal evolution. We have learned relatively         daunted by these difficulties, and decidedOscar Gonzalez1                               recently how to interpret the chemical            to undertake the major enterprise ofAna Gómez 2                                   composition of different stellar popula          measuring elements for Bulge red giants.Sergio Ortolani 8                             tions as a result of enrichment by differ        In this tour de force we measured hun                                              ent supernovae and asymptotic giant               dreds of Bulge stars, which is a sample                                              branch stars. The abundances of differ           size more than an order of magnitude1  epartamento de Astronomía y D                                            ent elements act for astronomers as               larger than earlier studies. While we Astrofísica, Pontificia Universidad          ancient bones do for palaeontologists;            have not found all the answers, we are Católica de Chile, Chile                     they can be used to establish a sequence          extremely pleased with the progress2 CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur,        of generations of stars from past times.          made using ESO telescopes. This is our France                                                                                         story and the major results.3 Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil            Since high resolution spectroscopy of a4 GEPI, Observatoire de Paris, France          large number of stars is prohibitive in5 Astronomisches Rechen-Institut,              terms of observing time, in the past the          Data for Bulge red giants Zentrum für Astronomie der Universität      metallicity distribution was determined  Heidelberg, Germany                         via low resolution spectra for a few hun6 Vatican Observatory, Italy                   dred stars and sometimes obtaining high           Target selection7 INAF–Osservatorio Astronomico di             resolution spectra only for a few dozen Padova, Italy                                stars, used as calibrators (McWilliam &           In the colour-magnitude diagram illus8 Università di Padova, Dipartimento di        Rich, 1994). All agreed that the Galactic         trated in Figure 1, the target stars are Astronomia, Italy                            Bulge was metal-rich, but there was con          located on the red giant branch (RGB),                                              tradictory evidence regarding the mean,           roughly one magnitude above the red                                              spread and shape of the distribution.             clump. The astrometry and the V, IVLT–FLAMES observations provide by            The Bulge metallicity is far from that of a       photometry come from OGLE and ESOfar the largest sample of high disper-        simple stellar population like a globular         Wide Field Imager (WFI) observations.sion spectra of Bulge red giants availa-      cluster, and therefore a large number of          Cross-identification with the 2MASS pointble. Five years of work on these 900          stars needed to be measured to sample             source catalogue (Carpenter et al., 2001)spectra have yielded the abundances of        the whole metallicity range.                      allowed us to obtain V, I, J, H and Kdifferent elements in the Milky Way                                                             magnitudes for each of the target stars.Bulge, and new results on its formation.      The main obstacles to reliable metallicity        Some of the fields contain a globularThe results so far include the Bulge          determination are: the distance and line          cluster, namely NGC 6528 and NGC 6522metallicity distribution, the Bulge metal-    of sight depth to the Bulge; large and vari      in Baade’s Window, NGC 6558 in thelicity gradient, the metallicity depend-      able reddening; field crowding; and the           b = – 6o field, and NGC 6553 in the eponence on kinematics, the history of            composite nature of the stellar population.       ymous field. Member stars of theseenrichment with alpha-elements, as            The large mean distance to the Bulge              clusters are the subject of other dediwell as the lithium abundance. The evi-       (8 kpc) makes the stars faint, and the non-       cated papers (see Barbuy et al., 2007, fordence collected on Milky Way Bulge            negligible depth along the line of sight          NGC 6558). Also, in order to avoid strongchemical enrichment supports a rapid          makes it difficult to determine the abso         biases in the resulting iron distributionearly formation scenario, and the metal-      lute stellar luminosities accurately. The         function (IDF), we included targets spanlicity gradient argues against formation      large reddening makes stars fainter and           ning the whole colour range of the RGBvia secular bar evolution.                    redder, and its spatial variation adds a          at that magnitude.                                              significant uncertainty to the conversion                                              between colour and effective temperature.Introduction to the Milky Way Bulge: a        Field crowding is a real issue, because           Observations with FLAMEScomplex evolution?                            it is always difficult to determine whether                                              the spectrum we are looking at has been           Spectra for a sample of K giants in fourThe central part of our Milky Way galaxy      emitted by one star, or represents the            Bulge fields have been collected at theis called the Bulge, and it is the region     superposition of several. The composite           VLT-UT2 with the FLAMES–GIRAFFEthat contains the densest concentration       nature of the stellar population is due           spectrograph, at resolution R ~ 20 000. Aof baryonic matter. We live in the Galactic   not only to the fact that we have to look         total wavelength range of about 760 Å hasdisc, a relatively calm place in compari     throughout the Galactic disc, but also to         been covered through the setup combinason with the Bulge, which might have          the possible presence of disc as well as          tions HR 13 + HR 14 + HR 15 (programmehad a very complex formation and evolu       halo stars in situ. When measuring chemi         071.B-0617), and HR 11 + HR 13 + HR 15tion. Unravelling the whole history of the    cal compositions, it is difficult to tell if we   (programme 073.B-0074) for different
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                        13                                                                                                  Figure 1. The location of      sample. These higher resolution spectra                                                                                                                            target stars in the col                                                                                                                                                           (R ~ 45 000) are useful for more precise                                                                                                                            our-magnitude diagram                                                                                                                            of the field at b = – 6°.      determinations of element abundances                                                                                                                            GIRAFFE targets are            and a check for systematic errors in the                                                                                                                            marked in orange, UVES         GIRAFFE (R ~ 22 000) measurements.                                                                                                                            ones in cyan. The broad                                                                                                                            vertical sequence is the                        14                                                                                                  Bulge red giant branch,        Individual spectra were reduced with                                                                                                                            with the red clump just        the GIRBLDRS pipeline provided by the                                                                                                                            below our targets. Par        FLAMES consortium, including bias,                                                                                                                            tially visible as a vertical                                                                                                                                                           flatfield, extraction and wavelength cali                                                                                                                            sequence on the left is                                                                                                                            the disc main sequence,        bration. All the spectra for each star (a                                                                                                                            spread along the line of       number between 1 and 5, depending on            I                        15                                                                                                                            sight.                         the field) were then registered in wave                                                                                                                                                           length to correct for heliocentric radial                                                                                                                                                           velocity and co-added to a single spec                                                                                                                                                           trum per setup, per star. In each plate,                                                                                                                                                           about 20 GIRAFFE fibres were allocated                                                                                                                                                           to empty sky regions. These sky spectra                                                                                                                                                           were visually inspected to reject the few                        16                                                                                                                                                           that might have evident stellar flux, and                                                                                                                                                           then co-added to a single sky spectrum.                                                                                                                                                           The latter was then subtracted from the                              1                      1.5                                 2                       2.5                                       spectrum of each target star. The equiva                                                                         V–I                                                                               lent widths (EWs) for selected iron lines                                                                                                                                                           were measured using the automatic code                                                                                                                                Figure 2. The spec        DAOSPEC (Stetson & Pancino, 2008).                                                                                                                                trum of a typical star                                  Fe I
                                           OI                                          Fe I                                          Fe I                                           Ti I
                                                         Sc I
                                                                  Fe I
                                                                         Sc II                                                                                 Fe I                                                                                  Ti I
                                                                                             Ni I                                                                                             Fe I
                                                                                                      Fe I                                                                                                      Mg I
                                                                                                                     Fe I
                                                                                                                                of our sample, as                         2                                                                                                      observed with UVES                                                                                                                                (top) and GIRAFFE          Analysis of abundances and errors                                                                                                                                (bottom). The oxygen                                                                                                                                line at 6300 Å and         The V–I colour was used to obtain photoFlux (Arbitary Units)

                                                                                                                                the magnesium tri
                        1.5                                                                                                     plet at 6318 Å are         metric temperatures, based on the infra                                           Sc II
                                                                                                          UVES                  marked, together           red flux method. As an additional indicator
                                                                                                                                with all the other         of the star temperature we measured the                                                                                                                                identified lines. The      strength of the TiO band using an index                                                                                                                                high density of spec                         1                                                                                                      tral lines is evident,     defined between 6190–6250 Å (band) and                                                                                                                                complicating the           6120–6155 Å (continuum region). Finally,                                                                                                                                location of the stellar    it is worth emphasising that the photo                                                                                                                                continuum.                 metric temperature has only been used as                                                                                                          GIRAFFE                        0.5                                                                                                                                an initial first guess. The final adopted                                         [Fe/H] = 0.00          Teff = 4250        log g = 1.65                                                            temperature is the spectroscopic one,                                                                                                                                                           derived imposing excitation equilibrium on                                         6300        6305                6310                6315          6320                                            a sample of around 60 Fe i lines.                                                                         λ (Å)                                                                                                                                                           Photometric gravity was calculated from                                                                                                                                                           the mass and the radius, the latter derived fields. A portion of a typical star spectrum                                                In fact, the actual S/N is not identical                      from the Stefan–Boltzman law, relating observed with both the GIRAFE and                                                           among the targets of a given field. Simul                    the total flux (absolute bolometric magni UVES modes is shown in Figure 2. The                                                        taneous to the GIRAFFE observations                           tude), the temperature and the radius of characteristics of the observed fields,                                                     we collected UVES spectra for around                          a blackbody. For this calculation we have together with the number of target stars                                                    50 stars, in common with the GIRAFFE                          adopted a mean distance of 8 kpc for contained in each, are listed in Table 1. The total exposure time varied from about 1 hour to almost 5 hours, depend                                                     Nr.    Identification          l           b           RGC      E(B–V)   N stars        Table 1. Characteris                                                                                                                                                                                     tics of the four Bulge ing on the setup and on the star lumi                                                                                                             (pc)                                                                                                                                                                                     fields. In column 5 nosity (targets have been divided into a                                                    1      Baade’s Window          1.14        – 4.18      604      0.55     204 (+ 205)                                                                                                                                                                                     RGC is the offset dis bright and a faint group) in order to                                                       2      b = – 6° field          0.21        – 6.02      850      0.48     213            tance from the ensure that the final signal-to-noise (S/N)                                                 3      b = –12° field          0.00        –12.0       1663     0.20     104            Galactic Centre. of each co-added spectrum is around 60.                                                     4      NGC 6553 field          5.25        – 3.02      844      0.70     201
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Astronomical Science                                      Zoccali M. et al., Chemistry of the Galactic Bulge: New Resultsthe Bulge, T0 = 5770 K, log g 0 = 4.44,                   possible causes of errors. Putting              population turns out to be between zeroM 0,bol = 4.75 and M* = 0.85 M 0. Note                    together the different tests, and consider     and 2% in all the fields, and hence it canthat, at each step of the iterative process               ing that some of the systematics (non-          be safely neglected.used to converge on the stellar parame                   LTE effects, uncertainties in the modelters and metallicity, described below,                    atmospheres themselves, etc.) have not          Finally, note that our knowledge ofthe photometric gravity was re-calculated                 been taken into account here, we can            the disc properties far from the Sun is stillusing the appropriate (spectroscopic) tem                conclude that ± 0.2 dex is a conservative       extremely poor. The Besancon modelperature and metallicity.                                 estimate of our uncertainty on the metal       predicts many thick disc stars in the cen                                                          licity of an individual star, including both    tral region of our Galaxy. However, thereLocal Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)                     the effect of statistics and systematics.       is certainly a hole in the H i and CO disabundance analysis was performed using                                                                    tribution inside ~ 3 kpc, and we know thatstandard procedures and the new MARCS                                                                     in most barred galaxies disc stars arespherical models. Excitation equilibrium                  Results: the detailed Bulge chemical            cleaned up in the central region. We dowas imposed on Fe i lines in order to refine              abundances                                      not know if the real thick disc follows thethe photometric Teff, while photometric                                                                   thin disc and gas distribution, or whethergravity was imposed, even if ionisation                                                                   it keeps growing towards the centre.equilibrium was not fulfilled. The micro                 The contamination due to disc and halo          Thus, the relative contributions of the varturbulence velocity (V T ) was found by im                                                              ious Galactic components in fields soposing a constant [Fe/H] for lines of differ             Before analysing the abundances, we             close to the Galactic Centre need to beent expected strengths (predicted EWs                     boldly estimated the contamination in the       handled with caution.for a given stellar model). Finally, once                 survey fields coming from the Galacticconverged on the best stellar parameters,                 thin disc, thick disc and halo using anwe calculated the [Fe/H] of each star as                  updated version of the Besancon Galaxy          The Bulge metallicity gradienta weighted mean of the line-by-line meas                 model (Robin et al., 2003). Simulatedurements. The weight associated with                      colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) have           Based on the metallicity distributioneach line is given by the inverse square of               been constructed for the three fields           obtained from high dispersion spectrosits abundance error, as derived from the                  along the Bulge minor axis. Minor adjust       copy of hundreds of stars in differenterror in the measured EWs.                                ments were made in the assumed red             Bulge fields, we confirm that the Bulge is                                                          dening law to ensure that the simulated         predominantly metal-rich, with a metallicThere are three independent estimates of                  red clump would coincide in colour              ity dispersion much larger than the errors.the internal errors: i) via repeated and                  and magnitude with the observed one.independent analysis; ii) by comparison                   The model CMDs reproduce well many              The iron distribution functions (IDFs)with the UVES results; and iii) using glob               characteristics of the observed CMDs,           obtained in the three fields along theular cluster stars. These indicate                        although some differences, especially in        Bulge minor axis are shown in Figure 4.σ [Fe/H] = 0.09, 0.16, and 0.12 dex, respec              the colour spread (likely due to differential   We do not show the IDF for the fieldtively. Figure 3 shows a comparison                       reddening), are evident.                        around NGC 6553 here as this field hasbetween GIRAFFE and UVES iron abun                                                                       the strongest differential reddening,dances for stars observed with both                       Contaminating foreground thin disc              and none of the reddest stars were insetups. All those estimates include the                   stars are estimated to be giant stars (not      cluded in our target list. In addition, thesmaller (< 0.06 dex) statistical error                    dwarfs as one might naively expect)             separation between cluster and fielddue to line-to-line dispersion, but each of               located mostly between 2 and 5 kpc from         stars is very difficult to establish in thisthem includes only a subset of all the                    the Sun. The contamination from the halo        field because the cluster shares the mean

                                                                                                          Figure 3. Difference between the [Fe/H] abundance
                                                                                                          ratio measured in the GIRAFFE and in the UVES                    0.4                                                                                   spectra for the same stars. The mean difference                                                                                                          between the two (solid line) is consistent with zero                                                                                                          on average, and, in particular, around [Fe/H] = 0∆[Fe/H] GIR–UVES
                    0.2                                                                                   where most of our stars are located. The spread
                                                                                                          of the distribution (dotted lines) is σ = 0.16 dex,                                                                                                          included in our conservative error estimate of                     0                                                                                    σ [Fe/H] = ± 0.2 dex, for the GIRAFFE spectra.                   –0.2
                   –0.4
                          –1                  –0.5                  0                     0.5                                                          [Fe/H]
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                                                                                                         Figure 4. Iron Distribution Function (IDF) in the                                                                                                         three fields along the Bulge minor axis. The inner                                 Thin 5%                                             b = –4˚             most field (upper), at Galactic latitude b = – 4o                                 Thick 5%                                                                (Baade’s Window) contains 409 target stars, with                                                                                                         mean metallicity <[Fe/H]> = +0.03. The intermediate                           0.1                                                                           field (middle) at b = – 6 o includes 213 target stars,                                                                                                         with <[Fe/H]> = – 0.17. The outermost field (lower) at                                                                                                         latitude b = –12o, includes 104 target stars, with                                                                                                         <[Fe/H]> = – 0.28. The blue Gaussians qualitatively                                                                                                         show the percentage of target stars estimated to                            0                                                                            belong to the Galactic thin and thick disc, and their                                                                                                         approximate IDF, assuming it is similar to the thin/                                 Thin 10%                                            b = –6˚       Fraction of Stars
                                                                                                         thick disc IDF in the Solar Neighbourhood.
                                 Thick 11%
                           0.1                                                                           goes down along the Bulge minor axis,
                                                                                                         from σRV = 105 km/s in Baade’s Window,                                                                                                         σRV = 84 km/s in the b = – 6° field, and                                                                                                         σRV = 80 km/s in the field at b = –12°.                            0                                                                            The latter would be further reduced to                                                                                                         σRV = 60 km/s if the five stars with abso                                 Thin 20% ?                                          b = –12˚            lute velocity |VRV| > 150 km/s are rejected                           0.2   Thick 30% ?                                                             (e.g., if they are halo stars).
                                                                                                         Second, the velocity dispersion of the
                           0.1                                                                                                         metal-rich tail is very different in the three                                                                                                         fields along the minor axis, being hotter                            0                                                                            than the metal-poor one in the innermost                                  –1.5         –1   –0.5           0           0.5              1        field, about the same in the intermediate                                                      [Fe/H]                                             one, and extremely cold in the outermost                                                                                                         field. The outermost field is contaminatedmetallicity and radial velocity of Bulge               at b = – 6° has been derived from 213             with disc stars, and we propose thatstars. Figure 4 clearly shows a difference             giant stars and shows a hint of bimodal          the metal-rich tail is in fact made up ofin the mean metallicity of the three fields,           ity, unlike the other fields. Again, the          thin disc stars. On the other hand, thewith the inner one being on average                    relative disc contamination is low in this       two innermost fields have negligible discmore metal-rich than the intermediate and               field, and would not have a significant          contamination, and the interpretationouter one. Two Gaussians are plotted                    impact on the shape of the derived               of the different kinematics of the metal-over the metallicity distribution of Bulge              Bulge IDF. The field at b = –12° has the         rich component with respect to thestars (histograms) showing the estimated                lowest metallicity, but also the highest         metal-poor one is not straightforwardpercentage contamination by thick and                   field contamination (due to a very rapid        (Babusiaux et al., 2009, in preparation).thin discs. The Gaussians do have the                   decrease of the Bulge density withmean and sigma values characteristic of                 respect to the disc one), thus the highestthe thick (Reddy et al., 2006) and thin                 uncertainty in the true Bulge IDF. However       The important light elements O, Mg, Nadisc (Nordström et al., 2004) IDF, in the               even if we consider only the innermost           and Al in the BulgeSolar Neighbourhood. According to                       two fields, there is a radial metallicitythe model, the contaminating disc stars                 gradient, with the IDF mean value going         We measured oxygen, magnesium,are closer to the Bulge than to us, but the              from <[Fe/H]> = +0.03 at b = – 4° to            sodium and aluminum in the 50 K-giantsinner disc radial gradient for intermediate-             <[Fe/H]> =  – 0.12 at b = – 6°. More spe       observed through the FLAMES simultaage and old stars has never been meas                   cifically, it seems that rather than a solid    neous fibre link to UVES. These haveured, hence where exactly these Gaus                    shift towards more metal-poor mean              [Fe/H] covering a wide metallicity range,sians would lie is not very well known.                  values, it is the metal-rich stars that grad   from −0.8 to + 0.3 (Zoccali et al., 2006;                                                       ually disappear, while the metal-poor             Lecureur et al., 2007). The result is shownThe Baade’s Window IDF has been                        ones are always roughly in the same               in Figure 5, where it is evident that Bulgederived from the combination of our data,              position.                                         stars have larger [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe]plus a very similar set of spectra for red                                                               than both thin and thick disc stars. This isclump stars, obtained within the GTO                                                                     the signature of a chemical enrichmentprogramme and reduced in a consistently                Metallicity dependence on kinematics              by massive stars, progenitors of Type 2way (cf. Lecureur et al., 2009, in prepa                                                                Supernovae (SN ii), with little or no contriration). In spite of the uncertainty on the            We studied the dependence of the radial           bution from SN ia, and thus of a shortermean metallicity of the contaminating                  velocities versus metallicity for Bulge           formation timescale of the Bulge withdisc stars, it is clear that their number is           field stars in the three fields. First, as        respect to both disc components. In thisnegligible in this field. The IDF of the field         expected, the velocity dispersion (σRV )          sense, the Bulge (including its globular
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                                  [O/Fe]                                                                             [Fe/H]clusters) is the most extreme Galactic               RGB, acting either on a very short times        Figure 5. Oxygen to iron (left) and magnesium to iron                                                                                                      (right) ratios for Bulge stars, as determined in thepopulation. This result is in agreement              cale, or selectively only in some stars. The                                                                                                      present analysis, compared with the same quantitieswith previous studies of a smaller number            proposed Li production phase associated          available in the literature for thin and thick disc stars.of stars (10–15) covering a narrower                 with the RGB bump cannot be excluded,            It is evident that both [O/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] are highermetallicity range (e.g., McWilliam et al.,           although our targets are signiﬁcantly            in the Bulge than in the thin and thick disc.2003; Rich & Origlia, 2005; Cuhna et al.,            brighter than the predicted RGB bump2006) and has been confirmed by Ful                 magnitude for a population at 8 kpc.bright et al. (2007). However, Melendez et                                                            sponding to a redshift betweenal. (2008) found similar [O/Fe] ratios in                                                             3 and 2, then star formation cannot haveBulge and thick disc stars, due to a new             What this all means: the formation of the        taken much more than approximatelyabundance analysis of thick disc giants,             Galactic Bulge                                   1 Gyr. Thus, the main uncertainty affectshowing higher oxygen content (while                                                                  ing the duration of the star formation inBulge giants have abundances consistent              Zoccali et al. (2003) have shown that            the Bulge comes from the uncertainty inwith the present ones).                              a simulated CMD with an age of 13 Gyr            its age: the older it is, the shorter the star                                                     (which includes the Bulge metallicity            formation era.                                                     distribution) gives a good match to theLithium in the Bulge: a scarce element               Bulge CMD. This match includes the               The second constraint on the formation                                                     luminosity difference between the hori          timescale of the Bulge comes from theLithium, due to its fragility, is expected           zontal branch and the main sequence              measured alpha-element enhancementto be strongly diluted in giants. In marked          turnoff, a classical age indicator. How         (Barbuy et al., 2006; Zoccali et al., 2004,contrast with this expectation, several              ever, due to metallicity, reddening, and         2006; Lecureur et al., 2007). This is interLi-rich red giants have been found to                distance dispersion, the Bulge turnoff           preted as a result of the interplay of thedate. Very intriguingly, no difference has           cannot be located to better than 0.2–0.3         fast delivery of iron-poor nucleosynthesisyet been found between Li-rich stars and             mag, corresponding to an age uncer              products of massive stars by SN ii, withthose showing normal Li abundance.                   tainty of ~ 2–3 Gyr. Conservatively, we          the slow delivery of iron-rich products                                                     take the age of the bulk of Bulge stars          by SN ia. A star formation timescale ofThe spectra of about 400 K giants, in                to be in excess of 10 Gyr. This limit            approximately 1 Gyr is generally derivedBaade’s Window and the b = −6o fields,               is confirmed by the recent analysis of a         from chemical evolution models, whichincluding the region around the Li line              Bulge CMD that was cleaned of fore              typically assume a distribution of SN iaat 6767.18 Å, were observed. Only 13 of              ground disc contamination via proper             delay times. Thus, the derived timescalethem have a detectable Li line, with six             motions (Clarkson et al., 2008). Such an         is modulo the adopted distribution ofof them having logarithmic abundances                age limit implies that star formation and        SN ia delay times. Other equally plausibleA(Li) > 1.5 (González et al., 2009). No              chemical enrichment had to be confined           distributions would have given somewhatclear correlation was found between the              within a time interval that is definitely        shorter or longer timescales. Thus,Li abundance and those of other ele                 shorter than the age of the Universe at          until the actual mix of SN ia progenitors isments. Except for the two most Li-rich               a lookback time of 10 Gyr, or ~ 3.7 Gyr          fully identified, we shall remain with thisstars, the others follow a fairly tight A(Li)−       according to the current concordance             uncertainty on how to translate an alpha-Teff correlation. We conclude that there             cosmology. If the bulk of Bulge stars            element overabundance into a star formust be a Li production phase during the             formed in the cosmic time interval corre        mation timescale. All in all, combining the
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age and the alpha-element enhancement          prediction (the so-called G dwarf problem,        us to measure abundances in Bulgeconstraints, we conclude that the forma       solved with the inclusion of some infall          main sequence stars. These are hotter,tion of the Bulge cannot have taken much       in the model) and must have ejected a             thus have cleaner continua, and arelonger than approximately 1 Gyr.               substantial fraction of the iron it produced      unevolved, i.e., they maintain on their                                               (outflow). In addition, from the overabun        surface the exact chemical pattern of theIn addition, the radial metallicity gradient   dance of alpha-elements quoted above,             gas from which they were born.found here would argue against the             we can conclude that the Bulge cannotformation via secular evolution of the bar,    have accreted stars already significantlybecause obviously the vertical heating         enriched by SN ia products, such as disc          Referencesthat transforms a bar into a pseudo-bulge      stars, or stars born in the surviving satellite   Barbuy, B. et al. 2007, AJ, 134, 1613would not act preferentially on metal-poor     galaxies in the Local Group.                      Bensby, T., Feltzing, S. & Lundström, I. 2004, A&A,stars. However, combining our result with                                                        	 421, 155previous ones on the inner Bulge, at the       We are currently completing the analysis          Clarkson, W. 2008, ApJ, 684, 1110                                                                                                 Cuhna, K. & Smith, V.V. 2006, ApJ, 651, 491moment there is evidence of a flat metal      by measuring the alpha-elements in the            Fulbright, J.P., McWilliam, A. & Rich, R.M. 2007,licity distribution inside ~ 600 pc, and       complete GIRAFFE sample. The different            	ApJ, 661, 1152a radial gradient outside. Should those        abundances of these elements in Bulge             González, O. et al. 2009, A&A, submittedfindings be confirmed, they might indicate     and disc stars will allow us to pose a            Lecureur, A. et al. 2007, A&A, 465, 799                                                                                                 McWilliam, A. & Rich, R.M. 1994, ApJ, 91, 749the presence of a double-component             stronger constraint on the fractional disc        McWilliam, A. & Rich, R.M. 2003, in Origin andBulge, an inner pseudo-bulge, and an           contamination in the IDFs of Figure 4.            	Evolution of the Elementsouter classical one, as already found by       In addition, we will measure other heavier        Melendez, J. et al. 2008, A&A, 484, L21Peletier et al. (2007) within the SAURON       elements, adding independent con                 Nordström, B. et al. 2004, A&A, 418, 989                                                                                                 Peletier, R. et al. 2007, MNRAS, 379, 445survey of galaxy bulges.                       straints on the chemical enrichment his          Reddy, B.E., Lambert, D.L. & Allende Prieto, C.                                               tory, thus the formation timescale.               	2006, MNRAS, 367, 1329Finally, concerning the Bulge chemical         We look forward to the E-ELT: its fantastic       Rich, R.M. & Origlia, L. 2005, ApJ, 634, 1293evolution, from the IDF we conclude            collecting power, coupled with the high           Stetson, P., & Pancino, E. 2008, PASP, 120, 1332                                                                                                 Zoccali, M. et al. 2003, A&A, 399, 931that the Bulge must have accreted primor      spectral resolution of one of the pro            Zoccali, M. et al. 2006, A&A, 457, L1dial gas, due to the lack of metal-poor        posed instruments (the near-IR spectro           Zoccali, M. et al. 2008, A&A, 486, 177stars with respect to the simple model         graph SIMPLE, at R ~ 100 000), will allow
                                                                                                 A VLT/NACO K-band exposure was combined
                                                                                                 with HST/ACS B and I-band images to form this                                                                                                 colour image of the interacting galaxy system                                                                                                 ESO 593-IG 008 (IRAS 19115-2124), dubbed “The                                                                                                 Cosmic Bird”. The three components are a barred                                                                                                 spiral, an irregular galaxy and an irregular luminous                                                                                                 infrared galaxy (the head of the Bird) with a very                                                                                                 high rate of star formation (~ 200M 0 /year). See ESO                                                                                                 PR 39/08 for details.
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The ESO Distant Cluster Sample: Galaxy Evolution and
Environment out to z = 1Bianca Poggianti1                               19	                                                     Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics,         ones able to probe galaxy clusters andAlfonso Aragón-Salamanca 2                          Victoria, Canada                            massive groups, and to reach the highSteven Bamford2                                 20	                                                     Max-Planck-Institut für Astrophysik,        end of the local density distribution.Fabio Barazza 3                                     Garching, Germany                           Studies of galaxy clusters have traditionPhilip Best4                                    21	                                                     Steward Observatory, Tucson, USA            ally opened the way to some of the majorDouglas Clowe 5                                                                                 discoveries of galaxy evolution, such as:Julianne Dalcanton 6                                                                            the first recognition of the strong declineGabriella De Lucia7                             The ESO Distant Cluster Survey (EDisCS,         of star formation activity occurring inVandana Desai 8                                 P.I. Simon D.M. White, LP 166.A-0162)           clusters in the last 7 Gyr; the existence ofRose Finn 9                                     is an ESO Large Programme aimed at              a relation between local galaxy densityClaire Halliday1                                studying clusters and cluster galaxies          and the distribution of morphologicalPascale Jablonka 3,10,11                        at z = 0.4–1. How different is the evolu-       types; the completion of both the star forOlivia Johnson 2                                tion of the star formation activity in          mation activity and mass assembly inBo Milvang-Jensen12                             clusters, in groups and in the field?           massive ellipticals at high redshift; andJohn Moustakas13                                Does it depend on cluster mass and/or           the observed evolution of galaxy morStefan Noll14                                   the local galaxy density? How relevant          phologies. Today, it is now possible toNina Nowak15                                    are starburst and post-starburst galax-         study galaxy evolution across a wideRoser Pelló16                                   ies in the different environments? Is           range of environments (in clusters,Sebastien Poirier11                             there an evolution in the galaxies’ struc-      groups, poor groups and the field), usingGregory Rudnick17                               tures, and if so, is this related to the        optically-selected cluster fields. Here weRoberto Saglia15                                changes in their star formation activity?       present one such cluster survey.Patricia Sánchez-Blázquez18                     These are some of the main questionsLuc Simard19                                    that have been investigated using theJesus Varela1                                   EDisCS dataset.                                 The surveyAnja von der Linden 20Ian Whiley2                                                                                     The ESO Distant Cluster Survey is aSimon White 20                                  There is no shortage of evidence that gal      multiwavelength survey of galaxies inDennis Zaritsky21                               axy properties vary systematically with          20 fields containing galaxy clusters at                                                the environment where the galaxy                 z = 0.4–1 based on an ESO Large Pro                                                resides. The distributions of star forma        gramme approved in Period 66.1	     INAF-Osservatorio Astronomico di            tion histories, morphologies and masses,    Padova, Italy                               all strongly depend on galaxy location at       Candidate clusters were chosen from2	     University of Nottingham, UK                all redshifts probed so far. For large sta     among the brightest objects identified in3	     Ecole Polytechnique Federale de             tistical studies, there are two main com       the Las Campanas Distant Cluster Survey    Lausanne, Switzerland                       plementary ways to “measure” environ           (Gonzales et al., 2001). They were con4	     Institute for Astronomy, Edimburgh, UK      ment: the local galaxy number density           firmed by identifying the red sequence in5	     Ohio University, Athens, USA                (the number of galaxies per unit volume         moderately deep two-colour data from6	     University of Washington, Seattle, USA      or projected area around the galaxy of          FORS2 on the VLT (White et al., 2005).7	     INAF-Osservatorio Astronomico di            interest), and the virial mass of the cluster   For all 20 fields, EDisCS assembled deep    Trieste, Italy                              or group in which the galaxy of interest        three-band optical photometry with8	     Spitzer Science Center, California Insti   may reside, usually derived from the            FORS2 (Figure 1, see White et al., 2005),    tute of Technology, Pasadena, USA           velocity dispersion of the system.              near-IR photometry in one or two bands9	     Siena College, Loudonville, USA                                                             with SOFI on the NTT (Aragón-Sala10	     Université de Geneve, Observatoire,         Traditionally, studies of the dependence        manca et al., in prep.), deep multi-slit    Switzerland                                 of galaxy evolution on environment were         spectroscopy with FORS2 (Halliday et al.,11	     GEPI, Observatoire de Paris, Meudon,        largely based on cluster studies, and their     2004; Milvang-Jensen et al., 2008), and    France                                      comparison with the “field”. Recently,          wide-field three-band imaging with MPG/12	     Dark Cosmology Centre, Niels Bohr           understanding the role of environment           ESO 2.2-metre telescope and Wide Field    Institute, University of Copenhagen,        has become a major theme of all deep            Imager (WFI), as well as Hubble Space    Denmark                                     galaxy redshift surveys. Fully characteris     Telescope (HST) Advanced Camera for13	     New York University, USA                    ing environment is a challenging task           Surveys (ACS) mosaic imaging of ten of14	     Observatoire Astronomique Marseille-        even for the largest field surveys, but         the highest redshift clusters (Desai et al.,    Provence, France                            great advances have been made in stud          2007). Other follow-up programmes have15	     Max-Planck-Institut für Extraterres        ying the local galaxy density as well as        included XMM-Newton X-ray observa    trische Physik, Garching, Germany           significant samples of groups at high-z.        tions (Johnson et al., 2006), Spitzer IRAC16	     Universite de Toulouse, France              Even the widest area field surveys, how        and MIPS imaging (Finn et al., in prep.),17	     NOAO, Tucson, USA                           ever, include only a few distant massive        and Hα narrow-band imaging (Finn et al.,18	     University of Central Lancashire,           systems. Pointed surveys are the only           2005). Photometric redshifts were    Preston, UK
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Figure 1. Examples of EDisCS clusters: Colourcomposite (VRI) FORS2 images of Cl 1216 (z = 0.79,                                                                          for which a velocity dispersion between              can be used to assess how the evolutionvelocity dispersion σ = 1018 km/s, left), Cl 1054-11(z = 0.70, σ = 589 km/s, centre) and Cl 1103                              150 and 400 km/s could be measured,                  of galaxy properties depends on their(z = 0.96, 0.70, 0.63, σ = 534, 252, 336 km/s, right).                    as well as comparison samples of poor                host mass, providing a sample of high-z                                                                          groups (galaxy associations of three to              clusters that will evolve into a wide range                                                                          six galaxies) and of “field” galaxies not            of cluster masses today.derived by combining optical and near-IR                                  belonging to any cluster, group or poorimaging using two independent codes                                       group. One of the most valuable charac(Pello et al., 2009).                                                     teristics of this dataset has proved to be           Galaxy evolution: from star-forming to                                                                          the large range of velocity dispersions,             passively evolving...The EDisCS dataset has allowed galaxies                                   and thus masses, of the cluster sampleto be studied in a wide range of environ                                 (see Figure 2). The quality of the cluster           Early-type galaxies in clusters exhibit aments using homogeneous data. The                                         mass estimates based on VLT spectros                well-defined relation between colour andEDisCS fields contain 16 clusters with                                    copy has been confirmed by weak lens                luminosity, the so-called red sequence.velocity dispersion greater than                                          ing (Clowe et al., 2005) and X-ray (John            Distinct red sequences have been400 km/s, ten groups with at least eight                                  son et al., 2006) estimates. EDisCS is               observed for clusters up to z = 1.5, indispectroscopically-confirmed members,                                      thus the first distant cluster sample that           cating the existence of significant num                                                                                                                               bers of passively evolving galaxies whose                                                                                                                               star formation activity terminated well                                                                                              Figure 2. The distribution of    before the observation epoch. However,                                                                                              velocity dispersion v. look                                       ACS GTO                                                                                 not all today’s red sequence galaxies                                                                                              back time for EDisCS (black                              1500                                       EDisCs                                                 points) and for two other        have been red and passive since high-z.                                                                                              well-studied cluster sam        There is solid evidence of a downsizing                                       MORPHS                                                 ples at similar redshifts (red   effect in the red sequence build-up in                                                                                              and blue points), as well as     clusters: on average, the most massive/                                                                                              for a well-studied local sam                                                                                              ple (histogram). Dashed          luminous galaxies stopped forming stars, Velocity Dispersion (km/s)                                                                                              lines show how the velocity      and therefore were already on the red                              1000                                                            dispersion is expected to        sequence, at an earlier epoch than the                                                                                              evolve with time. From this      less massive and less luminous ones.                                                                                              plot it is apparent that: a)                                                                                              EDisCS clusters span a           This has been demonstrated using                                                                                              wide range of velocity dis      EDisCS data in various independent                                                                                              persions, and hence              ways. The evolution in the number ratio of                                                                                              masses; and b) the majority      luminous-to-faint red galaxies clearly                                                                                              of EDisCS clusters can be                              500                                                                                              progenitors of “typical” low     shows a deficit of faint, red galaxies in                                                                                              redshift clusters. From Mil     distant clusters compared to local clus                                                                                              vang-Jensen et al. (2008).       ters (Figure 3 left panel, see also De                                                                                                                               Lucia et al., 2004; 2007). In agreement                                                                                                                               with this finding, the luminosity function                                     SDSS                                                                                                                               of red galaxies is consistent with passive                                 0              2     4            6          8          10                                                                                                                               evolution at the bright end, but shows a                                                    Lookback Time (Gyr)                                                        significant build-up at the faint end                                                                                                                               towards lower redshifts (Figure 3 right
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 Astronomical Science                                        Poggianti B. et al., The ESO Distant Cluster Sample              1.2                                                                                                          0.6 < z< 0.8                            Not Evolution                     EDisCS                                                                                                                       Corrected                                                                                                          0.4< z< 0.6              1.0    Coma                                                                                 SDSS                                                                                                2                     SDSS > 600 km/s

              0.8    SDSS < 600 km/s
                                                                                                1                     truncation modelnlum/nfaint
              0.6    delay model
                                                                                      log (N)                                                                                                0
                                                                                                                                                  Corrected for              0.4                                                                                                                                 Passive Evolution
                                                                                                2              0.2

              0.0           0.2              0.4                0.6            0.8
                                           redshift                                                                                                0 Figure 3. (Left) Ratio by number of luminous to faint                                              –24     –20             –24      –20        –24       –20 red-sequence galaxies as a function of redshift.                                                           Mg                       Mr                   Mi EDisCS results (black points) are compared with Coma and SDSS clusters at low-z. The arrows indi cate the expected evolution if star formation is            with previous findings, BCGs in EDisCS                      This evolution in the fraction of star-form instantaneously or slowly truncated in star-forming         clusters do not show a significant change                   ing galaxies parallels the strong evolution galaxies infalling onto clusters (De Lucia et al., 2007).   in stellar mass since z = 1 (Whiley et al.,                 observed in the galaxy morphological (Right) Composite rest-frame g, r and i luminosity functions of red sequence EDisCS and SDSS cluster           2008). The clusters with large velocity                     fractions. Visually classifying galaxies into galaxies. Luminosities are corrected (bottom panels)        dispersions, and therefore masses, tend                     Hubble types on the basis of our HST/ or uncorrected (top panels) for passive evolution.          to have brighter and more massive                           ACS images, we have confirmed previous From Rudnick et al. (2009).                                 BCGs, but this dependency is weak: the                      results — from the MORPHS team and                                                             stellar mass of the BCG changes only by                     others — finding lower S0 and higher spi                                                             70% over a two-order-of-magnitude                           ral fractions in distant clusters compared panel, see Rudnick et al., 2009). Relative                  range in cluster mass.                                      to nearby ones, suggesting that a large to the number of bright red galaxies, the                                                                               number of distant spirals have turned into field has more faint red galaxies than                                                                                  (some of the) present day S0s (see Fig clusters at z = 0.6–0.8, but fewer at                       ...in different environments...                             ure 5 and Desai et al., 2007). In contrast, z = 0.4–0.6. This variation in evolutionary                                                                             no evidence for evolution in the elliptical rate with environment implies that cluster                  By comparing the fraction of emission                       fraction is observed out to z = 1. The environments are more efficient than the                    line galaxies in EDisCS clusters with that                  comparison of the stellar population anal field at adding galaxies to the red                         in low-z clusters, Poggianti et al. (2006)                  ysis and the morphologies also confirms sequence at z < 1. Finally, an analysis of                  have studied in detail the evolution of the                 previous evidence that the timescale for spectral line indices yielding stellar popu                star-forming galaxy fraction as a function                  morphological evolution is longer than lation ages, metallicities and α-element                    of cluster mass. At high-z, there is a                      the timescale over which the star forma enhancements confirms that massive red                      broad anticorrelation between the star-                     tion activity ceases (Sánchez-Blázquez et galaxies are well described by passive                      forming fraction and the system velocity                    al., 2009). EDisCS results demonstrate evolution and high formation redshifts,                     dispersion (Figure 4). Low-z clusters have                  that cluster morphological fractions pla while less massive galaxies require a                       much lower star-forming fractions than                      teau beyond z ~ 0.4, implying that most more extended star formation history                        clusters at z = 0.4–0.8 and, in contrast                    of the morphological evolution in lumi (Sánchez-Blázquez et al., 2009).                            with the distant clusters, show a plateau                   nous galaxies has occurred in the last                                                             for velocity dispersions above ~ 500 km/s,                  5 Gyr (Desai et al., 2007). The most massive of all galaxies, the                       where the star-forming fraction does not Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs), are no                   vary systematically with velocity disper                   Combined with other distant cluster sam exception to the downsizing effect: the                     sion (Figure 4). Thus, the evolution in the                 ples, the EDisCS dataset shows a corre evolution of their colour and rest-frame                    average proportion of star-forming galax                   lation between morphological content K-band luminosity is consistent with stel                  ies is strongest in intermediate-mass sys                  and cluster velocity dispersion similar to lar populations formed at z > 2 and sub                    tems, those with velocity dispersions                       the relation between star-forming fraction sequent passive evolution. In contrast                      ~ 500–600 km/s at z = 0.                                    and velocity dispersion described above
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    Figure 4. Fraction of star-forming galaxies v. cluster
    velocity dispersion in EDisCS clusters at z = 0.4–0.8                                  that internal processes are crucial for bar                                                                Analysing the proportions of morphologi    (left) and in a cluster sample selected from Sloan at    z = 0.04–0.08 (right) from Poggianti et al., 2006. In                                  formation. On the other hand, cluster                                                                      cal types as a function of local galaxy    the left panel, black points are EDisCS structures,                                    centres are found to be favourable loca                                                                   density, EDisCS galaxies are found to fol    red points are data from the literature. The solid line                                tions for bars, which may suggest that                                                                     low a morphology–density relation similar    in both panels show the best fit to the high-z data                                    the internal processes responsible for the                                                                 to that observed in previous cluster stud    points.                                                                                           bar growth are supported by the kinds of                                                                   ies, with ellipticals being more common in                                                                                           interactions often taking place in these                                                                   high density regions and spirals being    (Desai et al., 2007). Altogether, these                                                environments.                                                                                              more frequent in low density ones. The    results demonstrate that morphological    evolution at z < 1 involves a significant    fraction of cluster disc galaxies, and it is                                                                            Redshift                                                                              Redshift    stronger in lower mass clusters than in                                                                     0    0.16      0.37                                                        0.65       0       0.16   0.37     0.65     1.08    the most massive ones, as it is for the                                                               1.0                                                                                                                              1.0    changes in star-forming fractions (Pog    gianti et al., 2009b). Thus, the strongest                                                            0.8                                                                                                                                  0.8    evolution between z ~ 1 and today                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     S0 Fraction                                                                                          E Fraction
    appears to affect galaxies in intermedi                                                              0.6                                                                                                                                  0.6
    ate-mass environments, those commonly                                                                 0.4                                                                                                                                  0.4    named low-mass clusters or massive    groups.                                                                                               0.2                                                                                                                                  0.2
    Disc-dominated galaxies in the EDisCS                                                                 0.0                                                                                                                                  0.0
    dataset are also found to have a higher                                                               1.0                                                                                                                                  1.0    fraction of large-scale bars than bulge-                                                                                                          0.8                                                                                                                                  0.8    dominated galaxies, in agreement with                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Sp+Irr Fraction                                                                                          E+S0 Fraction
    local studies (Barazza et al., 2009). Sam                                                            0.6                                                                                                                                  0.6
    ples of disc galaxies selected in clusters    and in the field both show similar bar                                                                0.4                                                                                                                                  0.4    fractions and bar properties, indicating                                                                                                          0.2                                                                                                                                  0.2
    Figure 5. Evolution of the elliptical, S0, early-type                                                 0.0                                                                                                                                  0.0
    (E+S0) and spiral fractions (black points EDisCS,                                                           0      2      4       6                                                           8   0       2      4       6             8    empty points from the literature) is shown as a func    tion of redshift. From Desai et al. (2007).                                                                     Lookback Time (Gyr)                                                                    Lookback Time (Gyr)
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Astronomical Science                            Poggianti B. et al., The ESO Distant Cluster Sampledecline of the spiral fraction with density     from their similarity to an elliptical galaxy                0.6is entirely driven by galaxies of types         spectrum with strong Balmer lines of ASc or later, while early spirals (Sa’s and      type stars, or called “k+a” from their mix                                                        e(a)/emiSb’s) are equally frequent at all densities,    ture of K stars and A stars) are character
                                                                                                  Fractionsimilar to S0’s (Poggianti et al., 2008). In    ised by their exceptionally strong Balmer                    0.4addition to measuring the morphology–         lines in absorption and the lack of emis density relation, we have been able to         sion lines, belong to galaxies in which the quantify the relation between star forma      star formation activity ended abruptly                       0.2 tion activity and local density in distant     sometime during the past Gyr. In EDisCS clusters for the first time. The star forma   we find that the incidence of k+a galaxies tion–density relation in EDisCS clusters       at these redshifts depends strongly on                         0 qualitatively resembles that observed at       environment (Poggianti et al., 2009a).                                                                                                             0.4 low-z. In both nearby and distant clusters,    Galaxies with k+a spectra reside preferhigher density regions contain propor          entially in clusters and, unexpectedly, in ationally fewer star-forming galaxies. This      subset of those groups that have a low                       0.3                                   k+a/act
                                                                                                  Fractionis observed using both the [O ii] and the       fraction of [O ii] emitters (Figure 6). In Hα lines (Poggianti et al., 2008; Finn et      these environments, 20–30% of the star-                      0.2 al., 2005). Moreover, the average [O ii]       forming galaxies have had their star forequivalent width of star-forming galaxies       mation activity recently and suddenlyis independent of local density both at         truncated. In contrast, there are propor                    0.1high- and low-z. Although this seems to         tionally fewer k+a galaxies in the field, thesuggest that the star formation in star-        poor groups and groups with a high [O ii]                     0
                                                                                                                                        o                                                                                                                                              ups
                                                                                                                                                      dforming galaxies is not affected by the         fraction.
                                                                                                                    ster
                                                                                                                            I gr
                                                                                                                                     II gr
                                                                                                                                                     Fiellocal environment, that is not the case:
                                                                                                                                             g ro                                                                                                                           - OI                                                                                                                   Clu
                                                                                                                                    h- Othe current average star formation rate in      The properties of k+a galaxies are con
                                                                                                                         Low
                                                                                                                                               r                                                                                                                                           Poo                                                                                                                                  Higstar-forming EDisCS galaxies does               sistent with previous suggestions thatdepend on the local density, and seems          cluster k+a galaxies are observed in ato peak at intermediate densities (15–40        transition phase: at the moment they are        Figure 6. Fraction of candidate dusty starburst gal                                                                                                axies among all emission-line galaxies as a functiongalaxies/Mpc2), declining at higher densi      rather massive S0 and Sa galaxies, evolv                                                                                                of environment (upper). Fraction of post-starburstties and also, possibly, at lower densities.    ing from star-forming, recently infallen,       (k+a) galaxies among all galaxies with recent orSo far, no one has studied how the star         later types to passively evolving cluster       ongoing star formation activity, in the five differentformation activity in star-forming galaxies     early-type galaxies. The incidence of k+a       environments: clusters; groups with a low star-form                                                                                                ing fraction (low-[O ii] groups); groups with a highvaries with local density at low-z, thus our    galaxies correlates with the cluster veloc                                                                                                star-forming fraction (high-[O ii] groups); poor groups;findings await a local comparison.              ity dispersion: more massive clusters           and the field (lower). From Poggianti et al. (2009a).                                                have a higher proportion of k+a galaxies.Finally, for galaxies of a given Hubble         The correlation between k+a fraction andtype, we see no evidence that star forma       cluster velocity dispersion supports the        Group bimodality?tion properties depend on local environ        hypothesis that k+a galaxies in clustersment. In contrast with recent findings at       originate from processes related to the         One of the unexpected and perhapslow-z, the star formation–density relation      intracluster medium, while the origin of        more striking results emerging from theand the morphology–density relation in          the high k+a frequency in low-[O ii] groups     EDisCS data is that two types of groupsour distant clusters seem to be fully           is currently an important, but poorly           can be identified, with notably distinctequivalent, suggesting that neither of the      understood, piece of the puzzle.                galaxy properties, but similar velocity distwo relations is more fundamental than                                                          persion estimates of 100–400 km/s.the other at these redshifts and/or in          Spectra of dusty starburst candidates,          There are groups with a star-forming fracthese environments (Poggianti et al.,           with strong Balmer absorption and emis         tion higher than 80% (high-[O ii] groups),2008).                                          sion lines, present a very different envi      which consist mostly of morphologically                                                ronmental dependence from the post-             late-type galaxies, with no post-starburst                                                starburst galaxies. They are numerous in        galaxies, and thus are quite similar to the...through a starburst and then a post-         all environments at z = 0.4–0.8, but they       “field” in all their galaxy properties. Thestarburst phase?                                are especially numerous in all types of         other type of groups (low-[O ii] groups)                                                groups, favouring the hypothesis that           have low star-forming fractions (lowerA crucial question is, of course, on what       they are triggered by a merger or tidal         than 50%), consist mostly of galaxies withtimescale do galaxies turn from blue to         interaction (Figure 6). Hence, at least from    early-type morphologies, and have highred in different environments, as the           the optical point of view, starbursts do        proportions of post-starburst galaxies,timescale provides important clues to the       not appear to be triggered by the cluster       i.e. their galaxy populations resemblephysical processes involved. The spectra        environment, while they probably do feed        those of the most massive clusters.of post-starburst galaxies (called “E+A”        the cluster post-starburst population after                                                they have fallen into the clusters.
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It can be argued that this dichotomy may       could be the key to discriminating which     Desai, V. et al. 2007, ApJ, 660, 1151                                                                                            Finn, R. et al. 2005, ApJ, 630, 206arise simply because the low-[O ii] groups     physical processes establish the depend                                                                                            Gonzalez, A.H. et al. 2001, ApJS, 137, 117are “true” virialised groups, while the        ence of galaxy properties on environ        Halliday, C. et al. 2004, A&A, 427, 397high-[O ii] groups are just groups in forma   ment. The answer will be found in future     Johnson, O. et al. 2006, MNRAS, 371, 1777tion or, more generally, unbound galaxy        large (cluster or field) surveys with high   Milvang-Jensen, B. et al. 2008, A&A, 482, 419                                                                                            Pello, R. et al. 2009, A&A in pressassociations. However, this hypothesis is      quality data.                                                                                            Poggianti, B.M. et al. 2006, ApJ, 642, 188unlikely to explain the observed bimodal                                                   Poggianti, B.M. et al. 2008, ApJ, 684, 888ity since a very large spread in star-form                                                 Poggianti, B.M. et al. 2009a, ApJ, 693, 112ing fraction is also observed among X-ray      References                                   Poggianti, B.M. et al. 2009b, ApJL, 697, L137                                                                                            Rudnick, G. et al. 2009, A&A in pressselected groups, all of which have a hot       Barazza, F. et al. 2009, A&A, 497, 713       Sánchez-Blázquez, P. et al. 2009, A&A, in pressintra-group medium within a potential          Clowe, D. et al. 2006, A&A, 451, 395         	 (arXiv:0902.3392)well. The very different galaxy popula        De Lucia, G. et al. 2004, ApJL, 610, L77     Whiley, I. et al. 2008, MNRAS, 387, 1253tions observed in the two types of groups      De Lucia, G. et al. 2007, MNRAS, 374, 809    White, S. et al. 2005, A&A, 444, 36
                                                                                            A part of the large (14.1 x 21.6 arcminute) colour
                                                                                            composite of the Chandra Deep Field South,                                                                                            observed in the U-, B-, and R-bands as part of                                                                                            GOODS. The VIMOS U-band image is the deepest                                                                                            ground-based U-band image taken (40 hours expo                                                                                            sure). The deep B-band image was made with the                                                                                            MPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope and WFI in the frame                                                                                            of the GaBoDS survey and the 15-hour R-band                                                                                            image with VIMOS. More details can be found in                                                                                            ESO Release 39/08.
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                    Two views from the JENAM meeting
                    at Hatfield, UK: Lord Drayson, the                    British Minister of State for Science                    and Innovation, takes a closer look at                    the E-ELT with an explanation of its                    pivotal role for raising the European                    scientific, technological and indus-                    trial profile by ESO Director General                    Tim de Zeeuw (upper).
                    Michel Mayor announces the lowest-
                    mass planet yet found outside the                    Solar System to the media present at                    the conference (lower). See Leibund                    gut et al. page 72.                    captionAstronomical News

You and Your Observatory — The ESO Users Committee
Jacco van Loon1                                       Things that have remained the same over        Importantly, also, new member states(Chairperson of the UC)                               the past eight years                           have acceded. After the United Kingdom                                                                                                     joined early this century, Finland, Spain                                                      Lutz Wisotzki last described the role and      and the Czech Republic have followed1 Astrophysics Group, Keele                            functioning of the UC in 2001 (Wisotzki,       suit, and Austria is being welcomed as University, UK                                       2001). Many features remain the same.          the youngest ESO member state. This                                                      The UC still has the same remit, to advise     means that the UC has increased in size,                                                      ESO of the views of its users, and to help     both in terms of the number of its memThe European Southern Observatory                     ESO communicate with its users. UC             bers and the size of the community itis an international organisation serving              members are appointed by the Director          directly represents (see Table 1 for a lista large scientific community. Financed                General, and normally serve for four           of the current members). The enlargedby its member states, its facilities are              years. Each member state, as well as the       ESO user community no doubt contribopen to all professional astronomers                  host country, Chile, is represented by one     utes to the continuously growing demandaround the world. ESO and its users                   UC member. The UC and representatives          on telescope time, presenting both ESOform a partnership, aimed at maximis-                 from ESO meet for two days each year to        and its users with serious challenges.ing scientific progress: ESO provides                 discuss user feedback reported in end-the infrastructure and logistical support,            of-mission forms or made known to the          The way in which feedback is gatheredand the users carry out the most excit-               UC in other ways, and to discuss updates       from users has also evolved. End-of-mising measurements and publish these in                 on telescope operations and develop           sion forms are now also solicited from thea timely fashion in respectable journals.             ments, usually through presentations           principal investigators of service mode                                                      made by ESO staff. Each year there is a        programmes, and the UC annually polls                                                      special topic, to allow time to go deeper      users through an online questionnaireThe Users Committee (UC) is an advisory               into a more specific issue, for which ESO      about two months before their meeting.body set up to liaise between the users               invites specialist users to that part of the   The UC collects all feedback from eachand ESO. Now a well-established institu              meeting. This year’s special topic was         of the representatives and the UC Chairtion, its 33rd annual meeting took place              “Target of Opportunity and Rapid               person sends this to ESO in advance ofon 27 and 28 April 2009 at ESO Head                  Response Mode”.                                the meeting, accompanied by a summaryquarters in Garching. It is seen by some                                                             of the feedback and users poll.as a platform for users to tell ESO what              There are two important ways in whichthey think of it, but it is also used by ESO          this meeting becomes effective, and both       Likewise, ESO prepares factsheets forto inform users and, increasingly, to ask             parties become accountable: firstly, the       the UC, which summarise statistics of telusers for input into some of their initia            minutes are made public online1; and           escope demand and usage, etc., andtives. My personal view is that the role of           secondly, the UC proposes, and ESO             reports on recent developments withinthe UC is to facilitate the collaboration             agrees, on a set of action items and rec      the various ESO departments. ESO, asbetween ESO and its users, where ideally              ommendations. Progress on these action         well as the UC, certainly take their rolesmost interaction would take place in a                items and recommendations are reported         very seriously — this is reflected not leastnatural way outside the UC.                           at the next meeting.                           in the fact that most ESO personnel in                                                                                                     charge of relevant divisions participate in                                                                                                     the meeting, including the ESO Director                  E-ELT                               Things that have evolved over recent                                                      years     ALMA                        A&A                                                      Over the past decade, ESO has grown                                                      enormously. When I returned home from                                                      an ESO studentship twelve years ago, the La Silla                        Workshops            VLT had yet to start operation. Now,                                                      Cerro Paranal is a fully mature observa                                                      tory site, with an increasingly powerful                                                      interferometer, ready for its second gen                                                                                                     Users                    UC                  ESO                                 Employment           eration of instrumentation and two wide- Paranal                                              field survey telescopes poised for opera                                 Studentships                                                      tions. ALMA is on the doorstep, and the                  VISTA                               E-ELT is becoming a reality. ESO employs                   VST                                more people than ever before and new                                                      buildings are planned on the Vitacura andFigure 1. Summary of the services provided by ESO.                                                   Figure 2. The role of the UC. The ESO Users ComESO not only constructs and operates the most                                                      Garching premises.                             mittee acts not just as a relay station between thepowerful telescopes at some of the best sites on                                                     users and ESO, but more importantly as a mechaEarth, but also provides various other services for                                                  nism for facilitating direct interaction between ESOthe benefit of the scientific community.                                                             and its users.
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Austria                Werner Zeilinger        werner.zeilinger@univie.ac.at   Vice-Chair        sometimes led to missed opportunities,
Belgium                Martin Groenewegen      marting@oma.be                                    e.g., to correct observing strategy, toChile                  Manuela Zoccali         mzoccali@astro.puc.cl                             prepare for follow-up observations, orCzech Republic         Jiri Grygar             grygar@fzu.cz                                     simply to publish rapidly. In particular,Denmark                Frank Grundahl          fgj@phys.au.dk                                    users with access to other observatoriesFinland                Seppo Katajainen        sekataja@utu.fi                                   where data were made accessible withinFrance                 Vanessa Hill            Vanessa.Hill@obspm.fr                             a day or two (or even quicker) could notGermany                Jochen Heidt            jheidt@lsw.uni-heidelberg.de    (until 2009)      understand why ESO could not deliverItaly                  Bianca Poggianti        bianca.poggianti@oapd.inaf.it   (until 2009)      the same service. This was at least inthe Netherlands        Walter Jaffe            jaffe@strw.leidenuniv.nl        (until 2009)      part due to the way the data flow wasPortugal               Jorge Melendez          jorge@astro.up.pt                                 organised, the way the ESO archive operSpain                  Ignacio Negueruela      ignacio@dfists.ua.es                              ates, and the fixation on data qualitySweden                 Nils Ryde               ryde@astro.uu.se                                  assurance. The recent addition of theSwitzerland            Frederic Courbin        Frederic.Courbin@epfl.ch        (until 2009)      User Portal now provides the necessaryUnited Kingdom         Jacco van Loon          jacco@astro.keele.ac.uk         (Chair)           interface for data exchange between the                                                                                                 archive and the user, and initially thisTable 1. The Users Committee currently                                                           made access possible within around tenhas 15 representatives.                                                                          days, after validation by ESO personnel.                                                                                                 For many applications, in particular                                                                                                 exploiting the highly successful rapidGeneral (DG). Users should thus be reas          These now take place shortly before each       response mode for the observation ofsured that their voice is heard and the DG        OPC meeting. They should allow the UC          fast transients, this was still far too slow.is open to discussion. The ESO DG sets            to learn about OPC procedures for that         Less than a year later, ESO is now offerhigh standards for his employees, and             semester, and to inform the OPC Chair         ing access to unvalidated (raw) dataencourages the UC and ESO users in                person of user feedback related to the         within half an hour or so. Faster accessgeneral to set similarly high standards for       proposal submission and evaluation             will require a high speed data-linkthemselves. This has proved a construc           process. This should increase the sense        between Paranal and the intercontinentaltive approach, and matters are being              of “ownership” of the time allocation          grid. The archive and User Portal interattended to rapidly nowadays.                     process, as user feedback sometimes            face are also subject to continued devel                                                  gives the impression that the users are        opment, promising simpler retrieval ofThe UC has assumed an active role in              alienated from this process, whereas in        associated calibration data and easiercontributing to ESO, in an attempt to             actual fact the OPC is composed entirely       access for co-investigators.transcend the stigma of a complaining             of ESO users. In that respect, I wouldand demanding “trade union”. I am a               urge anyone being asked to serve on the        Another pertinent item that enjoys continstrong believer in sharing responsibility.        OPC or its subpanels to accept — one           uous attention is the availability of dataHence, for the past year the UC has also          learns a lot, besides performing an            reduction tools. In the past, ESO develset action items for itself, for instance to      important task for ESO and ultimately          oped Midas as a software environmenthelp ESO advertise new features or to             oneself.                                       within which it offered recipes for reducsolicit input from the community on spe                                                         ing imaging and spectroscopy datacific issues. I have also called for a tele                                                     obtained with ESO instruments (genericconference between the UC and a select            Examples of recent and current burning         enough to often also be useful for datanumber of ESO representatives, offset by          issues                                         obtained at other observatories). Howhalf a year from the annual face-to-face                                                         ever Midas has not been the preferredmeeting. This allows for much more con           There have been several recurrent items        software environment for some time now.tinuous interaction, and has no doubt             on the UC meeting agenda of late, some         Instead, ESO has concentrated on develcontributed to the accelerated pace at            of which have now been addressed,              oping data reduction pipelines for its VLTwhich action items are being addressed            whilst others require more resources and       instruments, but for the main purpose of(resulting in the fact that most past action      setting of priorities.                         data quality control — not to produceitems could be deemed closed at the                                                              science products. Users have felt left torecent annual meeting).                           A recent success story is that of the          their own devices when it comes to                                                  timely access to service mode data. Pre       reducing their data, and this causes notMy predecessor introduced an informal             viously, principal investigators had to wait   only frustration, but is also a waste ofteleconference between the Chairper              until the end of the semester before they      time and resources and has ultimatelysons of the UC, Observing Programmes              received their data, on disc. This delay       reduced scientific productivity. That said,Committee (OPC) and the Head of the               between the time of the data acquisition       it is a huge undertaking to provide dediObserving Programmes Office (OPO).                and the time when it could be analysed         cated software for each and every mode
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of the many diverse and advanced instru       solution of this delicate and not trivial      that the ESO scientific community clearlyments that have come into operation at         “luxury problem”. La Silla is still operated   echoes the cultural diversity of Europe:the four VLT telescopes, and priority was      by ESO, and there are no plans for this        a certain field of research may dominategiven to ensuring the correct operation of     to change in the foreseeable future. How      the research agenda of one country,these instruments and the requisite qual      ever, a streamlined and, by necessity,         but the situation will be very different inity of the products that enter the ESO         more limited operation model has been          another country, and this is oftenarchive. Limits to resources continue to       adopted, and efforts have concentrated         reflected in the popularity of instrumentsplay a role, but over the past year ESO        on a smaller number of productive tele        that best suit the respective researchhas demonstrated a clear intent to pro        scopes and instruments (see the article        requirements.vide (or require instrument teams to pro      by Saviane et al. on page 18). La Sillavide) reduction tools that produce sci        welcomes large programmes, which can           If only for this reason, it is probably aence-grade data products. In some              last up to twice as long as large pro         good thing that ESO’s committees genercases this may be in the form of a sci        grammes at Paranal, as well as visitor         ally have one member from each countryence-grade pipeline — certainly a pre         instruments, and it responds kindly to         rather than proportional representation,requisite for reducing the extremely high      consortia interested in operating some of      which would lead to committees domidata flow expected to come from the sur       the remaining telescopes. The UC will          nated by the larger member states. In avey telescopes or from highly multiplex        continue to work with ESO to look into         similar vein, I am very happy that theinstruments. ESO is also working towards       ways in which users can be offered alter      representative of the newest ESO memdeveloping recipes that can properly treat     natives to the heavily oversubscribed VLT,      ber state, Austria, has agreed to servethe data reduction steps that are stand       and we are currently pursuing the idea          as Vice-Chairperson on the UC (seeardised in current pipelines. The UC wel      of combined programmes for La Silla             Table 1). Lastly, I believe that Europeancomes the electronic forum set up for          telescopes, which could overcome the           (and Chilean) astronomers have goodusers to discuss issues with regard to         minimum three-night rule by sending a          reasons to consider themselves very fordata reduction2. This could be a great          single observer to execute a number of         tunate to benefit from ESO, and I amway for users to provide input and help         programmes that would otherwise be too         confident that they can — and will — helpachieve what they have been asking for.         small. This could also be an effective          make ESO even better.                                                way of training novice observers, training                                                the next generation of astronomers surelyChallenges and opportunities that lie           being part of ESO’s directive.                Referencesahead                                                                                         Wisotzki, L. 2001, The Messenger, 106, 46                                               Also with a view towards the new instruThere are big challenges lying ahead, but      mentation choices that will be made forthese also present great opportunities,        existing and upcoming ESO facilities, we       Linkswhere users can make a real positive dif      are trying to improve the communication        1                                                                                                Overview of UC meetings: http://www.eso.org/ference. Some of these are associated          between the user community and the               public/about-eso/committees/;with the changing landscape of observ         Scientific and Technical Committee (STC).      2                                                                                                See the announcement on page 75 and refer toing facilities that ESO can maintain.          The latter makes recommendations to               http://www.eso.org/sci/data-processing/forum.                                                                                                htmlTherefore, the UC decided to poll the          ESO as to its strategy for telescope andusers this year on their views regarding       instrument development. To ensure thatcurrently available and future telescopes      the STC has all the information it needs,and instrumentation.                           the UC sees a role for itself in providing                                               the STC with the views and expectationsThe future of La Silla and ESO’s support       of the (prospective) users of ESO facilifor “small” telescopes has been a worry        ties. The results of this year’s users pollfor a significant fraction of the user com    pertaining to the STC’s remit have beenmunity for some time. This has recently        prepared and will be relayed in an effecbeen exacerbated by the steep rise in tel     tive format to the STC. One clear generalescope time applications and pressure          result emerging from this exercise wasfactors on some telescope/instrumentcombinations exceeding that of space-borne observatories. It is felt desirable toimprove the balance between the pressure on different telescope/instrumentcombinations (and to avoid as far as possible “unreasonably high” oversubscription rates), and La Silla might be part of a
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Wide-Field Spectroscopic Surveys
held at ESO Headquarters, Germany, 10–11 March 2009Jorge Melnick1                                 ESO invited the community to present             The core scientific requirements forYannick Mellier2                               their ideas and requirements at the work        wide-field spectroscopic surveys wereLuca Pasquini1                                 shop “Science with the VLT in the ELT            already anticipated by the scheduledBruno Leibundgut1                              Era”, where astronomers gathered in              ESO public surveys with VST and VISTA.                                               Garching in September 2007 to discuss            In fact these core themes had been                                               plans for the second generation instru          reviewed by the two ESA–ESO Working1 ESO                                           ments on the VLT (Moorwood, 2009).               Groups that focused on optimising the2 Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris, France     Following that conference and the               ground/space synergies in these core                                                announcement of VIMOS and GIRAFFE              themes: fundamental cosmology (Peacock                                                upgrades, ESO’s Scientific and Technical        et al., 2006) and populations, chemistryThe wide-field imaging surveys to be            Committee (STC) issued the following            and dynamics of the Milky Way (Turon etconducted with ESO VISTA and VST tel-           recommendation:                                 al., 2008). They were also discussed byescopes and with the ESA Gaia satellite                                                         the ASTRONET Science Vision workingdemand spectroscopic follow-up. Pres-          A Short-term Path to Successful Imple-           groups (see Bode, Cruz & Molster, 2008)entations and discussions on the role of       mentation of Spectroscopic Surveys               that envisioned an increasing demand forwide-field spectroscopic surveys with                                                           wide-field multiplex spectroscopic faciliESO telescopes at this dedicated work-         With the upgrades of GIRAFFE and                ties over the next few decades.shop are summarised. The instrument            VIMOS, ESO will provide to the ESO com-requirements for spectroscopic surveys          munity highly competitive facilities to runof large-scale galaxy structure, funda-         wide-field spectroscopic surveys as early       Fundamental cosmology and the highmental cosmology, and the structure of          as 2009. These instruments will be unique       redshift Universethe Milky Way and its neighbourhood             during the next 5 years and will put theare presented.                                  ESO community in a strong leading posi-         This broad heading encompasses not                                                tion in the field. STC then requests that a     only the quest for the fundamental                                                joint STC-ESO workshop be organised as          cosmological constants and related mysEver since the large surveys with the           early as possible in order to review the         teries, such as the nature of dark matterSchmidt telescopes in Chile and Australia,      scientific potential of these instruments for    and the origin of cosmic acceleration,the European astronomical community             public wide-field spectroscopic surveys          but also topics focused on the high-has been very active in the execution and       and to identify potential scientists in the      redshift Universe, the mass assembly ofexploitation of wide-area imaging surveys.      ESO community who would lead these               galaxies, and the star-formation historyThis has been reflected in the scientific       survey efforts. The workshop would also         of the Universe.policies within ESO and in particular has       be an opportunity for the community toled to the advent of two specialised sur       propose new concepts for the next gen-          The subject was reviewed by Jordivey telescopes on Paranal: the 2.4-metre       eration wide field instruments on ESO tel-      Miralda-Escude who described the ratherVLT Survey Telescope (VST) for optical          escopes consistent with the STC recom-           large number of ongoing or planned sursurveys and the 4.1-metre Visible and          mendations from STC-67 and STC-68.               veys to address the current most fundaInfrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy         Depending on the outcome of the work-            mental problem in observational cosmol(VISTA) for wide-field near-infrared sur       shop, ESO could then call for Large Pro-         ogy: the nature of dark energy. One ofveys. These telescopes have attracted a         grammes or Public Surveys in order to           the best techniques to investigate thevery strong interest from the community         begin wide field spectroscopic surveys as       nature of dark-energy is the so-calledto propose public surveys with these facil     soon as the VIMOS upgrade is completed          Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO —ities. A comprehensive set of three large       successfully.                                   also known as baryon wiggles). Thesesurveys with VST and six public surveys                                                         are fluctuations in the galaxy distributionwith VISTA, supported by almost 500            Thus, the Wide-Field Spectroscopic               at large spatial scales imprinted in theastronomers in total, have been allocated      Surveys Workshop was organised at               dark matter distribution by acousticmore than 2 000 nights with these tele         very short notice so as to be able to           waves in the early Universe. This transscopes over a period of five years1. To         report back to STC at its April 2009            lates into a peak in the galaxy power-exploit these imaging surveys fully, several    meeting, and start the process to enable        spectrum that defines a physical scaleprogrammes will require follow-up spectro-      large spectroscopic surveys as early            that can be used as a standard ruler toscopy, which in turn need proper facilities     as possible. In spite of the short notice,      map the geometry of the Universe aand policies to be implemented. Thus,           more than 100 astronomers from all              function of redshift. The effect of BAOsthe community has been asking ESO to            over Europe registered for the workshop,         is shown in Figure 1 from the Sloanenable wide-field spectroscopic surveys         again attesting to the strong interest of        Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) results at lowat either the La Silla or Paranal observato    the community in the subject. Each topic         redshift that clearly detect the BAOries. Besides the follow-up of ESO imag        was treated in considerable depth, lead         peak at a scale of about 100 Mpc (froming surveys, the community also antici         ing to an extremely pleasurable and              Eisenstein et al., 2005). The challenge,pates that wide-field spectroscopic survey      informative scientific meeting in spite of       of course, is to detect this peak at highercapabilities at ESO will be needed for          its rather technical background.                 redshift.future major space missions, like Gaia.
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Figure 1. The large-scale redshift-space correlation   Konrad Kuijken reviewed the imaging cos                                      Figure 2. The effect of redshift errors on the obserfunction of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Luminous                                                                                    vation of large-scale structure. All signal is erased if                                                       mological surveys that are planned withRed Galaxy sample. The different line types show                                                                                     the error is as little as 0.03(1 + z). (From Figure 2,different models, including a pure Cold Dark Matter    the VST and VISTA. He showed that the                                         Benitez et al., 2009).(CDM) model (i.e. with no dark energy) in magenta,     fundamental properties of the Universewhich lacks the acoustic peak. (From Figure 2,         outlined above could be investigated usingEisenstein et al., 2005).                                                       photometric redshifts of 60 million galax                                    from K  uijken’s presentation shows that                                                       ies studied through weak lensing. This                                        with 60 million galaxies and 3% redshifts itIn his presentation, Tom Shanks proposed               requires an accuracy of 3% in the photo                                      will be possible to extract the BAO signalfocusing on wide-field spectroscopic                   metric redshifts. Again this requires a large                                 from the weak-lensing potential spectrumsurveys of Lyman-break galaxies selected              number of spectroscopic redshifts to cali                                    illustrating the power of large multicolour from current deep imaging surveys to                  brate the photometric estimates. Figure 3                                     broadband imaging surveys. explore the properties of the BAO peak at z ~ 3. Several presenters showed beautiful                        10 –6                                                                                                       Figure 3. Estimated power                                                                                                                                                     Credit: Peter Schuecker
 simulations that clearly illustrate the effect                                                                                                                                spectrum in the galaxy distribu of redshift errors in the observation of                                                                                                                                      tion for the KIDS/VIKING sur the large-scale structure. One example,                           10 –7                                                                                                       veys for z = 0.6 (black); z = 1.0 shown in Figure 2, taken from the presen                                                                                                                                     (blue); and z = 1.4 (red) based                                                                                                                                                                               on photometric redshifts accu tation of Enrique Gaztañaga, shows that if                                                        P(K)

                                                                   10 –8                                                                                                       rate to 3% for 60 million galax
 the errors are larger than about 0.03(1 + z)                                                                                                                                  ies. The bottom panel shows the structure is completely washed out;                                                                                                                                       that with this sample it should to measure the structure, therefore, the                          10 –9                                                                                                       be possible to detect BAO in                                                                                                                                                                               the weak-lensing signals. redshift accuracy must be better than 0.003(1 + z). While the required accuracy can comfortably (but not trivially) be                            10 –9 achieved with spectrographs, Gaztañaga                            10 –10 claimed that it could also be achieved                                                                   10 –11 photometrically by using about 40 inter                                                        dP(K)/dk
 mediate-band interference filters, as the                         10 –12
 Physics of the Accelerating Universe (PAU)                        10 –13 project is planning to do. But of course                          10 –14 a very large number of spectroscopic red                                                                   10 –15 shifts will still be required to calibrate the photometric estimates.                                            10 –16                                                                        10            50                           100           500           1000                                                                                                                           K
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Another technique that also allows to                           20                                                                              Figure 4. Colour-coded
                                                                                                                                                representation of the galaxytest the effects of non-standard gravity                                                                                                                                                correlation function meas(e.g., braneworlds) was presented by Luigi                      15                                                                              ured using ~ 6 000 galaxyGuzzo in his discussion of the VIMOS                                                                                                            redshifts with 0.6 < z < 1.Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey                            10                                                                              The intensity describes the                                                                                                                                       1        measured degree of corre(VIPERS). The idea is to look for distor                                                                                                                                                lation as a function of thetions in the two-dimensional galaxy cor        π (h –1 Mpc)                                                                 5                                                                              transverse (r p) and radial (π)relation function (in the radial and spatial                                                                                           0.1      separation of galaxy pairs.directions). This so-called Kaiser effect                        0                                                                              The actual measurement is                                                                                                                                                replicated over four quadis illustrated in Figure 4 where the distor                                                                                                                                                rants to show the deviationstions from the VIMOS–VLT Deep Survey                            –5                                                                     0.01     from circular symmetry.(VVDS), at a redshift range between 0.6                                                                                                         Galaxy peculiar velocitiesand 1, are shown (Guzzo et al., 2008).                         –10                                                                                                                                                combine with the cosmo                                                                                                                                                logical expansion producingWhile the distortions are clearly detected,                                                                                                                                                the distorted pattern whenthe error bars are much too large to dis                      –15                                                                              the redshift is used as a discriminate models and, in particular, to                                                                                                         tance measure. From Guzzosay anything about alternative theories                        – 20                                                                                                                                                et al. (2008).of gravity. Many more galaxies at even                            – 20 –15 –10             –5      0    5        10       15     20higher redshifts are required for this cru                                                 rp (h –1 Mpc)cial distinction.The nature of star formation, its evolution                          Spectral resolution                    300 < R < 3 000           Table 1. Technical requirements forwith redshift, the role of environment and                           Wavelength coverage:                   350 nm – 2.2 microns      wide-field cosmological surveys.
the intergalactic medium, and the cosmic                             Number of objects                      >10 5 –10 6history of galaxies and haloes are the                               Multiplex                              200–1000most pressing issues that were presented                             Depth (continuum S/N 10–30)            22.5 < I AB < 25.0by O. Le Fèvre, S. Lilly, A. Renzini and L.                          Sky coverage                           100–5 000 deg2Tresse. All present-day spectroscopic                                Typical number of nights               > 300samples suffer from incompleteness, poor                             Targets                                Faint galaxies; QSOsspatial sampling, or insufficient uniformity,and are still not deep enough to probewith enough statistics large volumes of the     Chemistry, and Dynamics. The focus of                                     A serious problem with the exploitation ofvery high redshift Universe and the faintest    the report was on the synergy between                                     the Gaia data will be the incompletenessgalaxy populations. Beyond redshift ~ 1.5       the Gaia mission and ground-based                                         of the radial velocities. Gaia was originallythe need for near infrared spectra is           observations of the Milky Way, since the                                  conceived as a purely astrometric misessential. The presenters were insistent on     quality and the sheer volume of the Gaia                                  sion and the onboard spectrograph wasthe increasing demand for large subsam         data will revolutionise the study of the Gal                             considered a low-cost addition. Theples (~105 spectra) in order to unravel         axy. Gaia will provide astrometric informa                               ~ 50-cm telescopes on-board Gaia willbiases, selection effects, and the different    tion of a complete sample of stars out to                                  measure radial velocities only for starsphysical processes at work. There was a         distances of 10 kpc and will therefore                                     brighter than V = 16 mag. At that limitconsensus that it is of primary importance      allow investigating the properties of the                                  the radial velocity accuracy will bethat new surveys move towards very well-        major components: thin disc, thick disc,                                   degraded to about 14 km/s, to be comdefined spectroscopic subselections per         Bulge, spiral structure and halo with                                      pared to the astrometric precision on themagnitude, colour, and redshift bins, as        unprecedented depth and accuracy. Gaia                                     transverse velocity which will be aboutwell as towards extremely faint galaxy and      will thus allow questions such as the initial                              ten times better at that magnitude. In herquasar samples (IAB > 25), all of which are     mass function (IMF) of clusters and asso                                  talk Alejandra Recio-Blanco summarisedwithin the reach of an upgraded VIMOS.          ciations, the chemical enrichment history,                                the situation as shown in Figure 5 that                                                the dynamics of the central region and the                                shows that the full exploitation of thePutting all these science cases together        influence of the central black hole, among                                Gaia astrometric data for V > 15.5 magresults in the set of instrument require       others, to be addressed. The Gaia data                                    requires deep, high resolution spectroments summarised in Table 1.                    will also expand so-called near-field cos                                scopic surveys from the ground. In par                                                mology as it will be possible to map the                                  ticular, these ground-based complemen                                                history of mass assembly of the Galaxy                                    tary observations are required for theThe Galaxy and its neighbourhood                and in particular to address the problem of                               Galactic Halo and the Bulge. As several                                                the missing satellite galaxies predicted by                               participants pointed out, the HERMESThe second day of the workshop started          the CDM galaxy-formation scenarios.                                       survey on the AAT planned for 2011+with a review by Amina Helmi of the rec                                                                                  will likely skim all the cream of Gaia forommendations of the ESA–ESO Working                                                                                       faint targets unless something is startedGroup No. 4 on Galactic Populations,                                                                                      soon at the VLT or La Silla.
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                                                                                                                                                                       Figure 5. Plot of the number density and                                                                                                                                                                       locus of different components of the Milky                                                           APOGEE large extintion                                            Bulge                                                                                                                                                                       Way v. V magnitude and equivalent dis                                                           regions R ~ 20 000                                                low Av             Star counts            tance for two spectral types as relevant to                                                 5                                                                                                                                                from the Milky Way     the follow-up of stars from Gaia. (From theLOG (Cumulative number of stars/square degree)
                                                           HERMES R ~ 30 000                                Globular                            Besancon model         presentation by Recio-Blanco.) The locus
                                                           ½ southern sky                                   Clusters                            b > 20                 of some other spectroscopic surveys are                                                                                                                                                                       indicated.                                                           RVS R ~ 7500                                                 4                                                           RAVE R ~ 7500                                                           7200 sq. deg.                                                                        Gaia Astrometry                                                                                                                                                and BPRP covers                                                                                                                                                the entire plot!                                                 3                                                                                                                             Halo                                                 2
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                                                                                                                                                            Similar problems to those investigated
                                                                                                                                                            by the ESA–ESO Working Group for the                                                 1.0                                                                        Fornax                                                                              Galaxy can also be studied in the nearby                                                                                                                                                            dwarf satellites of the Milky Way, and                                                                        Sculptor                                                                            the spectroscopy case was presented                                                 0.8                    Sextans                                                                             by Maria Rosa Cioni and Giuseppina                                                                        Carina                                                                              Battaglia at the workshop. For example,                                                                                                                                                             Figure 6 shows that the distribution of                                                                        bootsrapped HES                                                                                                                                                             metallicities in the dwarf satellites of theN(<[Fe/H])
                                                 0.6                    bias corrected HES                                                                   Milky Way seem to be radically different
                                                                                                                                                             from the distribution of metallicities in                                                                                                                                                             the halo of the Milky Way itself (when                                                                                                                                                             suitably scaled). The recently discovered                                                 0.4                                                                                                         nearby dwarf galaxies with extremely                                                                                                                                                             low surface brightness have a metallicity                                                                                                                                                             distribution that is substantially lower                                                                                                                                                             again.                                                 0.2                                                                                                                                                            Janet Drew reviewed the current imag                                                                                                                                                            ing surveys of the plane of the Galaxy,                                                 0.0                                                                                                        in particular with UKIRT, and the plans                                                   –4.5                –4.0                –3.5              –3.0              –2.5                         for Galactic surveys with VST and                                                                                             [Fe/H]                                                         VISTA. She showed that the wide wave                                                                                                                                                            length coverage afforded by the addi    Figure 6. The cumulative metallicity distribution                                                                                                       tion of the near IR bands to the optical    function in the metal-poor satellites of our Galaxy is                                                                                                  wavelengths, plus the use of narrow-    shown as individual points for different galaxies. The    solid black line shows the distribution of metallicities                                                                                                band Hα filters, significantly narrow the    of stars in the Milky Way from the Hamburg–ESO    survey and the blue line for the Galactic halo (Fig    ure 10 from Tolstoy et al., 2009).
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Astronomical News                               Melnick J. et al., Report on the ESO workshop on Wide-Field Spectroscopic Surveysgap between photometric and spectro            Spectral resolution              5 000 < R < 40 000                   Table 2. Requirements for Galactic                                                                                                                      spectroscopic surveys.scopic surveys. However, imaging sur           Wavelength coverage:             370 nm –1.2 micronsveys can never replace spectroscopy for         Number of objects                >10 5 –10 6kinematics or abundances.                       Multiplex                        200–1000                                                Depth (continuum S/N 20–100)     14.0 < I AB < 20.0Table 2 summarises the instrument               Sky coverage                     100–5 000 deg2requirements demanded by the follow-up          Typical number of nights         > 300of the surveys by the VST, VISTA and            Targets                          Galaxy: Bulge, bar, spiral                                                                                 structure, clusters, haloGaia.                                                                                 streams. Magellanic Clouds.                                                                                 Dwarf satellites.

Proposals for new instruments
In addition to talks concentrating on the       Summary                                               Concerning the proposals for new instruscience cases for advanced wide-angle                                                                 ments, the outcome of the workshop is tospectroscopic surveys, several talks pre       The primary outcome of the workshop                   recommend that ESO make a call forsented actual proposals for instruments         was that there are two instruments at the             wide-field instrument concepts that couldto equip the VLT telescopes with wide-          VLT — VIMOS and FLAMES — that can                     either be entirely new instruments, orfield high-multiplex spectrographs. Tom         be immediately used to address some of                upgrades of existing instruments, in lineShanks presented a very interesting con        the most pressing scientific topics dis              with the ideas that were presented at thecept of a 3 deg2 field, 12 000-slit spec       cussed at the meeting. The current ESO                workshop. To be consistent with a previtrograph for VISTA, which could survey          wide-field multi-object spectrographs can             ous recommendation by STC, these conmore than 80 000 z = 0.7 galaxies per           then keep the ESO community at the                    cepts must not include modifications tonight. Adriano Fontana discussed a con         forefront of the field until 2015, when the           the VLT telescopes that could in any waycept for a 5 deg2 fibre-spectrograph with       next generation worldwide facilities come             compromise the VLT interferometrica multiplex factor of 5 000, which is being     on line. However, while FLAMES has been               mode. Thus, at the VLT such an instrustudied for one of the prime foci of the        recently upgraded (Melo et al., 2008) with            ment could have a maximum field of viewLarge Binocular Telescope (LBT). This           the addition of a new detector, VIMOS                 of 30 arcminutes, but must still have ainstrument could also be suitable for           needs some urgent repairs to reach the                large multiplex of 500 or more. The scienother 8-metre-class telescopes such as          survey efficiency required to meet the sci           tific cases require resolutions betweenthe VLT, but it would demand changes of         entific goals. An upgrade of VIMOS is                 R = 1000 and R = 40 000, and a verythe UT top end. Joss Bland-Hawthorn             planned for the coming year and hopefully             wide wavelength coverage betweenpresented FIREBALL, that would use the          will result in an enhanced reliability of the         350 nm and 2.2 microns.OzPoz positioner of FLAMES to feed five         instrument. Thus, the workshop particispectrographs with hexabundle fibres            pants applaud ESO’s plan to upgrade thefrom 50 deployable Integral Field Units         red-sensitivity of VIMOS (i.e. replace the            References(IFUs). Francoise Roques proposed an            CCDs) and to solve some of the mechani               Benitez, N. et al. 2009, ApJ, 691, 241instrument called ULTRAPHOT that would          cal problems that have bedevilled opera              Bode, M. F., Cruz, M. J. & Molster, F. 2008. Theinvestigate the time-variability of different   tions in the past.                                    	ASTRONET Infrastructure Roadmap: A Strategictypes of sources using the FLAMES posi                                                                  Plan for European Astronomy                                                                                                      Eisenstein, D. et al. 2005, ApJ, 633, 660tioner to feed up to 100 objects to a very      A call for large public surveys to                    Guzzo, L. et al. 2008, Nature, 451, 541fast CCD camera. Finally, Matt Lehnert          address some of the astrophysics prob                Melo. C. et al. 2008, The Messenger, 133, 17presented super-GIRAFFE, a third possi         lems described above could place the                  Moorwood, A. 2009, Science with the VLT in the ELTble upgrade of FLAMES/GIRAFFE, aimed            European community in a favourable situ              	 era, (Berlin: Springer)                                                                                                      Peacock, J. et al. 2006, ESA–ESO Working Groups,at expanding the overall multiplex and          ation before instruments with massive                 	Report No. 3, Fundamental Cosmologythroughput.                                     multiplexing go into operation at other               Tolstoy, E., Hill, V. & Tosi, M. 2009, ARAA, 47, in press                                                observatories. This discussion point was              Turon, C. et al. 2008, ESA–ESO Working Groups,                                                brought to the STC for recommendation                 	Report No. 4, Galactic Populations, Chemistry                                                                                                         and Dynamics                                                and advice. A call for large cosmological                                                redshift surveys is timely and would                                                put European astronomy at the forefront               Links                                                of the relevant fields, if these surveys can          1                                                                                                           ttp://www.eso.org/sci/observing/policies/                                                                                                          h                                                be completed before 2014. Similarly,                      PublicSurveys/                                                ground-based Gaia preparatory surveys                                                would go a long way towards generating                                                the data required to complement Gaia if                                                the surveys begin soon.
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ALMA and ELTs: A Deeper, Finer View of the Universe
held at ESO Garching, Germany 24–27 March 2009Markus Kissler-Patig1                          Telescope (E-ELT) — on the first day. This       each other much more than was originallyLeonardo Testi1                                was followed by two topical science days,        anticipated, leading to a situation where all                                               with the first dedicated to distant (extra      reviews already included the full wave                                               galactic), the second to nearby (the local       length range — not only in the context of1 ESO                                           Universe) research, before wrapping up           future research, but also in the current                                               with some technical talks as well as a           state-of-the-art! To many, this general                                               summary and final discussion on the last         overview strengthened further the impresThe workshop explored the scientific           day.                                             sion that ALMA and the ELTs cannot besynergies between ALMA and the                                                                  seen as stand-alone facilities, but eachextremely large telescopes that are            The ESO Director General opened the              must be viewed as an extremely strongbeing planned. The main goal of the            meeting by reminding all those present of        complement to the other, allowing us toworkshop was to bring the ALMA and             the privileged position of ESO in co-ordi       tackle the most exciting scientific quesELT communities together, to identify          nating both the European efforts on              tions in astrophysics and cosmology in thethe common science cases and to out-           ALMA, as well as leading the largest of the      coming decades. Towards the end of theline instrumentation/upgrade priorities        ELT projects. The impressive progress            meeting some talks highlighted the synerfor the ALMA and ELT facilities. We pro-       over the last year on ALMA construction          gies with other major facilities of the future,vide a brief account of the scientific         was reviewed by Richard Hills, Lars-Åke          the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)sessions and the wide-ranging discus-          Nyman presented the concepts of Sci             and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA),sions held during this very lively four-       ence Operations and Andrew Blain sum            demonstrating how modern astrophysicsday meeting.                                   marised the scientific cases for the ALMA        has gone beyond the old compartmentali                                               upgrades for the 2020 horizon. The ELT           sation of wavebands and ground- v.                                               projects were introduced by Pat McCarthy         space-borne facilities.The workshop on synergies between              and Steve Shectman (GMT), Paul HicksonALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter/submil         (TMT) and Roberto Gilmozzi (E-ELT),             Some of the highlights of the cosmologylimeter Array) and ELTs (Extremely Large       who each summarised the exceptional              reviews that would be tackled by a comTelescopes) was held at the ESO Head          capabilities of their projects and showing       bination of ALMA and ELTs included: thequarters in Garching from 24–27 March          all the projects to be at very similar stages,   prospects for studying both molecular2009. It was motivated by a growing            with completion expected for 2018.               and ionised gas in objects at the epochinterest the ALMA and ELT communities                                                           of reionisation; various tests of the variato understand the capabilities of these                                                         bility of fundamental constants, such aslarge infrastructures better, as they will     Science days                                     the fine structure constant (see Figure 1),dominate ground-based astronomy for                                                             the electron/proton mass ratio, the protonthe next two to three decades. The work       The two science days were organised              gyromagnetic ratio, as well as of generalshop was particularly timely as both           with four reviews in the morning and sci        relativity; several tests on the nature ofALMA and the ELTs are actively shaping         ence highlights and discussion in the            dark matter; the evolution of the intergatheir future in the coming months: investi    afternoon. The extragalactic day split the       lactic medium (IGM) and stellar populagating possible upgrade paths for the          reviews into “Fundamental physics, cos          tions with cosmic time and various waysfuture in the case of ALMA; and consoli       mology, relics of the early Universe”,           of measuring the cosmic deceleration. Indating the priorities for their sites, their   presented by Frank Bertoldi and Xiaohui         tackling many aspects of these topics,instrument suites and adaptive optics           Fan, and “Galaxy and ISM Evolution”             ALMA and the ELTs will complementcapabilities in the case of the ELTs.           presented by Linda Tacconi and Alvio           each other almost perfectly.                                                 Renzini. The following day, focusing onClose to a hundred participants from all         the local Universe, split into “Star forma    The extragalactic reviews emphasisedover Europe, North America and East              tion from re-ionisation to the present”        how the combination of ALMA and theAsia shared their views and ideas on             reviewed by Ewine van Dishoek and Rob          ELTs is ideally suited to the study of earlysubmm and optical/near-infrared astron          Kennicutt, and “Solar Systems near and         galaxy evolution from high redshifts toomy over the four days. The audience             far” scrutinised by Bryan Butler and           today (see Figure 2). Using examples ofwas delighted by outstanding reviews             Didier Queloz.                                 the synergies that have developedand many interesting scientific highlights.                                                     between the VLT and the Institut de RadiThe discussion sessions were very lively       The original idea was to hold discussions        oastronomie Millimétrique (IRAM), it wasand productive. All talks can be found         on the different strategies of approaching       shown that the interplay of the giant facilionline through the programme pages of          a given topic with ALMA or the ELTs and          ties will answer many questions, such as:the workshop1.                                 then highlight the synergies in the various      what fraction of star formation is due                                               science goals between the different facili      major v. minor mergers v. steady accreThe programme presented an overview            ties. Perhaps surprisingly, one of the           tion; how do galaxies get their gas; howof all the facilities under consideration —    clear outcomes of the meeting was that           do discs evolve and how do bulges form;ALMA, the Giant Magellan Telescope             the submillimetre and optical/infrared           what drives the internal evolution of high-z(GMT), the Thirty Metre Telescope (TMT)        communities have already approached             star-forming galaxies; how important isand the European Extremely Large                                                                feedback; how does chemical enrichment
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proceed; how does the co-evolution of                                                                                                                                               Figure 1. Prospects for
                                                                       1                             VLT/UVES (ε=17%)                                             20                measuring the possibleblack holes, Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)                                                                                                       R ≈ 50 k                                                                                                                                                                                    cosmic variation of the fineand their host galaxies vary with redshift?                                                                                                     R ≈ 150 k                                                                                                                                                                                    structure constant with cur                                                                      0.8                                                                                         15                rent and future high resoluThe second science day started with                                                                        VLT/ESPRESSO (ε=20%)                                                                                                                                                                                    tion optical spectrographs.                                                  δ (∆α/α) (10 –6 )                                                                                                                                                                                    The expected precisionreviews on star formation in which the                                0.6                                                                                         10
                                                                                                                                                                        δ v (m/s)                                                                                                                                                                                    reachable with high resoluimmense power of ALMA in studying the                                                                                                                                               tion ultra-stable opticalvarious phases of star and planet forma                              0.4                                                                                                                        GMT/??                                                                                                                                                                  5                 spectrographs is shown astion was emphasised, but also the key                                                                                               TMT/??               E-ELT/                                                                                                                                                                                    a function of the telescope                                                                                                                                                                                    effective diameter (adaptedrole of the ELTs in complementing these                                                                                                                  CODEX                                                                      0.2                                                                                         0.2               from Murphy). ALMA will bestudies was stressed, in particular for the                                                                                                                                         able to provide complemenunderstanding of the inner disc regions                                                                                                                                             tary constraints by measur                                                                       0                                                                                          0in protostellar systems (Figure 3). These                                                                                                                                           ing the cold narrow molecu                                                                                                                                                                                    lar lines at extremely highfacilities will straddle the boundaries of                                                          10               20               30                   40                       spectral resolution; as anGalactic and extragalactic star formation.                                                                      Effective mirror diameter (m)                                       example, the mm absorpTargets for ALMA–ELT studies have and                                                                                                                                               tion line system at z = 0.89will come from unbiased submillimetre and                                                                                                                                           along the line of sight to                                                                                                                                                                                    PKS 1830-211 is showninfrared wide-field surveys. We were also                                                            1                                                                                                                                                                                    (Muller et al., 2006).reminded that there are many areas where                                                                                                    0.9we currently know little or nothing atpresent, and how important their under                                                             0.8                                                                                                                 H15NC × 6standing will become for the full exploita                                                                      HN13C × 4tion of ALMA/ELT data. High impact will                                                             0.7          HNCcome from investigations of fundamentalssuch as the initial mass function (IMF), theCO to H ii ratio, the structure of the inter                                                                                                     1stellar medium, the formation of complexmolecules and stellar physics.                                                                                                   0.95          HC17O+ × 5Finally, the last science session consid                                                                        HC18O+ered our Solar System and exoplanets.                                                                            H13CO+Bryan Butler reminded us that the planets                                                           0.9in our Solar System are “not just calibrators” — understanding their structure and                                                                                                     1                                                                            Normalised intensity

properties is a very lively research field
and a “Rosetta Stone” for our under                                                               0.98standing of other planetary systems.Even in an era of in situ exploration by                                                           0.96space vehicles, ground-based facilities                                                                          HC15 N × 2                                                                                                   0.94          H13CNwill still play a key role in the study of theSolar System. ALMA and the ELTs will                                                                                                   1.05complement each other strongly in thestudy of planetary atmospheres, as well                                                              1as in characterising Trans-NeptunianObjects (TNOs) and minor rocky bodies                                                              0.95beyond their simple dynamical parame                                                                                                    0.9ters. This study would open the doors to                                                                         C34 S × 5a full understanding of the formation of                                                           0.85          CSplanetary systems. Beyond our SolarSystem, the strength of ALMA is to be                                                              1.05able to detect protoplanets forming withinprotoplanetary discs, while the ELTs will                                                            1observe young to old planets. Earth-likeexoplanets will probably have been found                                                           0.95
by the advent of the ELTs, but their char                                                          0.9          H234 S × 3
acterisation and systematic imaging will                                                                         H 2Sbe the tasks of the new facilities.                                                                0.85                                                                                                     –60       –40            –20       0           20          40                                                                                                                     Heliocentric velocity (km/s)
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Figure 2. The Antennae galaxy merger, a relatively      wavelength domains and are not waiting          discussions between the communities. Itnearby merger that triggered intense star formation                                                        for the giant facilities to operate in order    demonstrated, maybe even more stronglyand the production of super star clusters. From leftto right images in the optical (Hubble Space Tele      to prepare themselves for the optimal use       than had already been assumed, thescope), infrared (Spitzer Space Telescope) and milli   of the data. Yet, further cross-fertilisation   huge impact that the combination ofmetre continuum (Caltech Submillimeter Observa         activities should be organised to keep up       ALMA and the ELTs will have on the fulltory). ALMA and the ELTs will allow images to be                                                        breadth of observational astrophysics                                                        the momentum and institutes should aimobtained at a comparable level of detail for mergersat high redshift.                                       at hiring the right mix of researchers from     and cosmology, extending to planetary                                                        both communities. Top-rated instruments         science and fundamental physics. We are                                                        for ELTs that would clearly enhance the         truly looking forward to two most excitingDiscussions                                             synergy with ALMA are high resolution           decades in astronomy. A summary of the                                                        optical and infrared spectrographs and          workshop in the form of a 30-page bookThe discussion session focused on ques                 near-/mid-infrared imagers and integral         let will appear in the course of 2009.tions such as what are the main syner                  field spectrographs, while ALMA wouldgies between the facilities? Which ELT                  profit from long baselines and Bands 1instruments and/or ALMA upgrades                        and 5. Formal connections between the           Acknowledgementswould maximise the synergies? Do the                    projects seem premature at this point,          The organisers are most grateful to the SOC and thecommunities of the facilities need to be                but will certainly be thought of in due         LOC (in particular to Christina Stoffer for handlingbrought still closer together? Do formal                time. More importantly, the data from all       the full logistics, and Annalisa Calamida for her helplinks between the communities/facilities                facilities should be made accessible to         with the workshop pages). The review speakers are                                                                                                        also thanked for their excellent job in summarisinghave to be established? Should system                  the entire community and the reduction/         their fields, and all the speakers for very interestingatic programmes be established with                     analysis tools should be designed to            and enjoyable talks, all of a high standard.ALMA to prepare for ELT observations?                   encourage non-experts to use them.                                                                                                        LinksAll these questions were discussed in the               In summary, the meeting was veryvarious sessions and picked up in the                   well attended and enabled very lively           1                                                                                                            http://www.eso.org/almaelt2009conference summary presented byJames Di Francesco. The overall impression was that very strong synergies                                                                                            CRIRES Spectro-astrometryexisted in all fields of astrophysics and                                                                                                                  4.7 μm CO v =1– 0                                                                                            Keplerian disc modelthat the community had already identified                                                                                                             10the vast majority of them and was actively                                                                                                                        centroid × (1+FC /FL ) (AU)
preparing to meet the challenges. Young                                                                                                                5
astronomers are being trained across the                                                        20 AU                                                                                                                                                      –0

Figure 3. The inner regions of a protoplanetary disc
                                                                                                                                                      –5explored with spectroastrometry with CRIRES. TheELTs equipped with high spectral resolution infraredspectrographs will allow a detailed study of the gas                                                                                             –10eous component of the inner regions of protoplane                                                                                                  –20 –10 0 10 20tary discs, while ALMA will provide a unique view of                                                                                                    Velocity (km/s)the processes in the cold outer regions of the systems (adapted from Pontoppidan et al., 2008).                                                                          < 1 mas RMS @ λ/∆λ = 100 000
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Bruno Leibundgut1                                    The meeting was opened by Lord Dray          Five symposia and 26 special sessionsLars Lindberg Christensen1                           son, the British Minister of State for Sci   were organised in addition to the plenaryEd Janssen1                                          ence and Innovation, who emphasised           sessions. These symposia and sessions                                                     the importance of astronomy and space         covered essentially all of astrophysics                                                     science for today’s society. Lord Drayson     and many astronomers struggled to1 ESO                                                 then visited the various exhibitions —        decide which talks to attend and what to                                                     including the ESO stand, where he had         miss out on. Many exchanges took place                                                     a long conversation with Tim de Zeeuw,        between astronomers who were catchingFrom 20 to 24 April over 1100 astrono               the ESO Director General, and Patrick         up on a missed session. Three of themers celebrated the European Week of                 Roche, the UK member of the ESO               special sessions concerned specific ESOAstrophysics and Space Science at the                Council. Lord Drayson showed great            issues: status reports on the E-ELT study,University of Hertfordshire in Hatfield, UK.         interest in VLT operations, the ALMA con     updates on ALMA‘s construction andThe occasion was the joint meeting of the            struction activities and ESO’s plans for      plans for its scientific exploitation, and aRoyal Astronomical Society (RAS) and                 the future ELT (see the photograph on the     session devoted to informing the commuthe European Astronomical Society                    Astronomical News section page).              nity on how to make the best use of the(EAS). These meetings are generally                                                                existing telescopes on La Silla andknown as the National Astronomy Meet                The ESO plenary session was scheduled         Paranal.ing (NAM) for the UK and the Joint Euro             for the second day and was opened bypean National Astronomy Meeting                      Tim de Zeeuw with an overview of ESO’s        The ESO exhibition was centrally placed(JENAM). The scientific programme was                programmes and plans. He was followed         and many astronomers stopped by todivided into plenary sessions in the morn           by Michel Mayor (Geneva Observatory)          catch up on the latest developments atings, followed by parallel sessions during           who presented a discovery made with           ESO. In addition, ESO organised twothe afternoons and flanked by meetings               data from the 3.6-metre telescope at La       press conferences: a very successfulof the EAS and the RAS.                              Silla — that of the lightest yet known        conference to announce the discovery of                                                     exoplanet, with only 1.9 Earth masses,       the exoplanet with the lowest mass yetFrancoise Combes (Observatoire de                     orbiting Gliese 581. This star harbours a    and another, less visited, to inform theParis) received the EAS Tycho Brahe                   planetary system, now known to have          public about the progress in the planningprize and gave a lecture on galaxies with            at least four planets, one of which lies      for the E-ELT.decoupled kinematical components. ESO                within the habitable zone. Linda Tacconiand ESA were each asked to organise                  (Max-Planck-Institut für Extraterrestrische   This year’s JENAM was one of the largestone plenary session and to offer several             Physik) presented exciting results of the     astronomical meetings in Europe andparallel sessions. ESO also hosted a                 kinematics of massive galaxies at red        the organisers should be congratulatedprominent exhibition stand in the main               shifts between 1.5 and 3. She demon          for its smooth running and an excitingthoroughfare between the lecture halls               strated how the combination of millimetre     programme. The pictures from thethat became a popular meeting point for              and infrared observations can shed light      ESO exhibition reflect the breadth of theastronomers (see Figure 2).                          on the structure of these distant galaxies    ESO activities and the interest taken by                                                     and what can be learned about how             astronomers.                                                     these galaxies form and evolve.
Figure 1. The thin VLT mirrors explained to future                                                 Figure 2. ESO’s exhibition stand was a popular spotusers.                                                                                             at JENAM 2009.
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  ESO Fellowship Programme 2009/2010
  The European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the                    international observatories located in Chile. The anticipated 2010  Southern Hemisphere awards several postdoctoral fellowships each              completion of the new ALMA building next to ESO’s Santiago offices  year. The goal of these fellowships is to offer young, outstanding            will further enhance the stimulating scientific environment available  scientists opportunities and facilities to enhance their research             to ESO Chile fellows.  programmes by facilitating close contact with the activities and staff  at one of the world’s foremost observatories.                                 We offer an attractive remuneration package including a competitive                                                                                salary (tax-free), comprehensive social benefits, and provide  For all fellowships, scientific excellence is the prime selection             financial support for relocating families. Furthermore, an expatriation  criterion. The programme is open to applicants who have earned (or            allowance as well as some other allowances may be added. The  will have earned), their PhD in astronomy, physics or related                 Outline of the Terms of Service for Fellows provides some more  disciplines before 1 November 2010. Young scientists from all fields          details on employment conditions/benefits.  of astrophysics are welcome to apply.                                                                                Candidates will be notified of the results of the selection process  In Garching, the fellowships start with an initial contract of one year       between December 2009 and February 2010. Fellowships begin  followed by a two-year extension (three years in total). The fellows          between April and October of the year in which they are awarded.  spend up to 25% of their time on support or development activities in         Selected fellows can join ESO only after the completion of their  the area of instrumentation, operations support, archive/virtual              doctorate.  observatory, VLTI, ALMA, ELT, public affairs or science operations at  the Observatory in Chile.                                                     The closing date for applications is 15 October 2009.  In Chile, the fellowships are granted for one year initially with an          Please apply by filling the web form available at the recruitment  extension of three additional years (four years in total). During the first   page  http://jobs.eso.org attaching to your application (preferred  three years, the fellows are assigned to one of the operations groups         format is PDF):  on Paranal, ALMA or APEX. Fellows contribute to the operations at a  level of 80 nights per year at the Observatory and up to 35 days per          – your Curriculum Vitae including a list of publications (refereed  year at the Santiago Office. During the fourth year there is little or no        papers only);  functional work and several options are provided. The fellow may be  hosted by a Chilean institution (and will thus have access to all             – your proposed research plan (maximum two pages); and  telescopes in Chile via the Chilean observing time). Alternatively, she/  he may choose to spend the fourth year either at ESO’s Astronomy              – a brief outline of your technical/observational experience  Centre in Santiago, or at the ESO Headquarters in Garching, or at any            (maximum one page).  institute of astronomy/astrophysics in an ESO member state.                                                                                In addition three letters of reference from people familiar with your  In addition to pursuing independent research, all fellows will have           scientific work should be sent directly to ESO to vacancy@eso.org  ample opportunities for scientific collaboration within ESO, both in          by the application deadline.  Garching and Santiago. For more information about ESO’s  astronomical research activities and available projects open for              Please also read our list of FAQs regarding fellowship applications  collaborations to fellows please consult www.eso.org/sci/activities/          (http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/ESOfellowship-faq.html).  ESOfellowship.html. A list of current ESO staff and fellows and their  research interests can be found at www.eso.org/sci/activities/                Questions not answered by the above FAQ page can be sent to  personnel.html. ESO Headquarters in Munich, Germany, is situated              Marina Rejkuba, Tel. +49 89 320 06-453, Fax +49 89 320 06-898,  in the immediate neighbourhood of the Max-Planck-Institutes for               E-mail: mrejkuba@eso.org  Astrophysics and for Extraterrestrial Physics and only a few  kilometres away from the Observatory of the Ludwig-Maximilian  University. ESO is participating in the newly formed Excellence  Cluster on Astrophysics on the Garching campus. In Chile, fellows  have the opportunity to collaborate with the rapidly growing Chilean  astronomical community as well as with astronomers at other
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     ESO ALMA Fellowship Programme 2009/2010
     The European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the                Candidates will be notified of the results of the selection process     Southern Hemisphere awards several postdoctoral fellowships each          between December 2009 and February 2010. Fellowships begin     year. The goal of these fellowships is to offer young outstanding         between April and October of the year in which they are awarded.     scientists opportunities and facilities to enhance their research         Selected fellows can join an ARC node only after the completion of     programmes by facilitating close contact with the activities and staff    their doctorate.     at one of the world’s foremost observatories.                                                                               The closing date for applications is 1 November 2009.     As ALMA will become operational in a few years, ESO is offering     additional ALMA Fellowships — funded by the Marie-Curie COFUND            Please apply by filling the web form available at the recruitment     Programme of the European Community (http://cordis.europa.eu/             page http://jobs.eso.org attaching to your application (preferred     fp7/people/cofund_en.html) — to complement its regular fellowship         format is PDF):     programme. Applications by young astronomers with expertise in     mm/submm astronomy are encouraged.                                        – your Curriculum Vitae including a list of publications (only refereed                                                                                  papers);     The programme is open to applicants who have earned (or will have     earned), their PhD in astronomy, physics or related disciplines           – your proposed research plan (maximum two pages);     before 1 November 2010. Young scientists from all astrophysical     fields are welcome to apply.                                              – a brief outline of your technical/observational experience                                                                                  (maximum one page); and     For all fellowships, scientific excellence is the prime selection     criterion. The selected candidates may choose to work at one of the       – a list of three ARC nodes, in order of preference, where the     European institutes hosting an ALMA Regional Centre (ARC) node               fellowship will be taken.     (Bologna, Bonn, Grenoble, Leiden, Mancester, Onsala) or at ESO in     Garching. More information about the ARC nodes can be found at:           In addition, three letters of reference from people familiar with your     www.eso.org/sci/facilities/alma/arc/. Following the mobility rules of     scientific work should be sent directly to ESO to vacancy@eso.org     the Marie-Curie Programme, some restrictions may apply: a fellow          by the application deadline.     cannot be hosted by an institution if he/she has spent more than 12     months in the same country as the selected ARC node over the last         Please also read our list of FAQs regarding fellowship applications     three years.                                                              (http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/ESOfellowship-faq.html).     Fellowships last for three years, with an initial contract of one year    Questions not answered by the above FAQ page can be sent to:     followed by a two year extension. In addition to the excellent            Marina Rejkuba, Tel. +49 89 320 06-453, Fax +49 89 320 06-898,     scientific environment, where fellows can develop their scientific        E-mail: mrejkuba@eso.org     skills, fellows are encouraged, as part of the diverse training ESO     offers, to take part in some functional work related to ALMA (in     instrumentation, operations, public relations, etc.) for up to 25% of     their time.

     We offer an attractive remuneration package including a competitive
     salary (tax-free), comprehensive social benefits, and provide     financial support for relocating families. Furthermore, an expatriation     allowance as well as some other allowances may be added. The     Outline of the Terms of Service for Fellows provides some more     details on employment conditions/benefits.
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A New Service for the ESO Community:
The Science Data Products ForumESO supports its telescope users               for general users, it is often difficult to    – sharing calibration data produced bythrough a wide variety of avenues. At the      locate the specific knowledge they might          users, including those that apply toLa Silla Paranal Observatory, night            need. To help and encourage the sharing           special circumstances or non-supastronomers carry out service observa         of relevant knowhow, ESO has opened a             ported modes;tions and assist with observations under      new internet forum that can be used totaken by visiting astronomers. In Garch       discuss any issues related to ESO data.        – discussions of any other topic related toing, the User Support Department helps                                                           science products from ESO telescopes.throughout the observing process, start       This Science Data Products Forum ising with Phase I and II proposal prepara      intended for:                                  The forum can be used both to requesttions. The archive helps to publish fin                                                      information and to offer and share experiished data products. ESO also distributes      – discussions of observing strategies that    ence gained in dealing with ESO data.calibration data and software to reduce           impact on the science output, includingthe data.                                         alternative or refined methods and non-     The forum was established in response                                                  standard modes;                             to requests by users and its successIn addition to the years of direct experi                                                    will depend on the contributions from theence acquired by ESO staff with the tele      – discussions of calibration and reduction    ESO community. ESO encourages anyscopes, there is a vast pool of expertise         issues, including methods, algorithms       body with relevant experience to lookwithin the ESO community. Many experi            and software;                               at and post to this forum. To access theenced users are willing, or even eager, to                                                    forum, simply direct a Java-enabledshare their knowledge and the tools and        – sharing home-grown software such as         browser to http://eso.org/sci/data-methods they have developed. However,            scripts or small packages written by         processing/forum.html.                                                 users that are not otherwise distributed;

Announcement of the ESO/MPE/MPA/USM Joint Workshop

From Circumstellar Disks to Planetary Systems
3–6 November 2009, Garching, GermanyThe study of circumstellar disks and the       discuss transformational programmes            5. Young (proto-)planetsformation of planetary systems has made        that will be made possible with theseenormous progress in recent years. New         upcoming facilities. The meeting will bring    6. Planet–disk interactionsand exciting developments range from           together communities working withevidence for grain growth and settling         ground-based infrared large telescopes         7. Debris disks(the first steps in planet formation) as the   and interferometers, space observatoriesdisks evolve, to the development of gaps       and millimetre interferometers, as well as     The deadline for abstract submission isand holes in a new set of transition disks,    theorists.                                     1 July, and the closing date for registraand to the direct detection of (proto-)                                                      tion is 10 September 2009.planets around pre-main sequence stars.        The main topics to be addressed at theNew facilities with enormous potential are     workshop are:                                  Scientific Organising Committee:lining up and are expected to start pro                                                      Y. Aikawa (Kobe Univ.), M. van denducing a wealth of new data: the Her          1. Properties of circumstellar disks across   Ancker (ESO), J. C. Augereau (LAOG), A.schel Space Observatory in 2009 and the            the stellar mass spectrum                  Burkert (LMU), J. Carpenter (Caltech), F.Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter                                                        Comerón (ESO), E. van Dishoeck (Leiden/Array (ALMA) with the opening of early         2. Evolution of protoplanetary disks           MPE, co-chair), J. Greaves (St. Andrews),science in 2010. In the more distant                                                          Th. Henning (MPIA), U. Käufl (ESO), F.future, the topic of protoplanetary disks is   3. Chemistry in disks (gas phase and          Malbet (LAOG), L. Testi (ESO, co-chair),also a key theme for the Extremely Large           solids)                                    and G. Weigelt (MPIfR).Telescopes.                                               4. Initial phases of planet formation          Further information can be found at:The goals of the workshop will be to                                                          http://www.eso.org/sci/meetings/review the status of the field and to                                                         disks2009/
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                                                  self-built piece of instrumentation (a laser-   irrepressible taste for fermented grape
                                                  controlled Fabry-Perot) required part of        juice (I was born in Bordeaux). But living                                                  the enclosure to be sawn off to make the        in Munich should not prevent me from                                                  instrument fit during commissioning at          pursuing this quest — so many vintages                                                  the IRTF (NASA Infrared Telescope Facil        to discover, so little time. The second                                                  ity, Hawaii), and well, it didn’t work          one may be related to the fact that most                                                  anyway.                                         of my ancestors spent their lives near                                                                                                  the sea. An inaccurate translation from                                                  I then decided that – 20°C was not the          German nearly tricked me here: I am a                                                  best temperature at which to spend my           southern person, and I would need more                                                  winters, and had the opportunity to head        than just an encouragement to dive                                                  back to Lyon for a PhD, working on all          deep into these Garchinger/Echinger/                                                  sorts of galactic nuclei (axisymmetric,         Starnberger “See” things, even if the                                                  presumed triaxial, single or double) with       Chiemsee is also known as the Bavarian                                                  the help of the first of a series of integral   Sea. But apart from that, Munich, with                                                  field units (IFUs), the (in)famous “TIGER”      its size, number of inhabitants, rich cul                                                  spectrograph. You could then easily             ture, pork specialties, the nearby Alps,                                                  remember every pixel of every spectrum,         its weather and landscapes, it is probably                                                  and I certainly knew each individual lens       as close as you can get to Lugdunum                                                  by their nicknames. Glorious days! I then       on a German-speaking country. I sin                                                  spent more than two years in Leiden as          cerely feel fortunate to live such an expe                                                  an EARA postdoc, followed by a fellow          rience. I sometimes hear that “Emsellem”                                                  ship at ESO Garching. I was still in the        means “good star”: it is certainly just a                                                  business of galactic dynamics, and con         lie (a nice one though), but clearly starsEric Emsellem                                     tributed to writing, with Niranjan Thatte,      and luck have been my best friends for                                                  the ESO document that got SINFONI               decades.                                                  accepted by the Scientific and TechnicalEric Emsellem                                     Committee. Of course the IFU now at the                                                  VLT does not look at all like the one           Francisco Miguel Montenegro MontesComing back to ESO, 13 years after my             described in that document.first post here: impressive changes in                                                            Although I was born and grew up inGarching and Munich, and a large chunk            I finally came back to Lyon as Associate        Madrid, my roots spread further to theof life on my side, quite a happy bit in          Astronomer at the Centre de Recherche           southern region of Spain, near the city offact. So why leave such a beautiful city          Astrophysique de Lyon (CRAL), and a             Córdoba, where most of my family lives.(Lyon), the French capital of Gastronomy          few years later led the TIGER team, to          When I was twelve I won my first tele(G’s are important), with such a relaxing         merge finally with the cosmology group          scope in a road safety education contestatmosphere, wondrous surroundings, fine           to become GALPAC (Galaxy Physics                at school. It was a 5-cm diameter refractweather...?                                       and Cosmology). I served a few years as         ing telescope with a poor quality wooden                                                  French–INSU deputy for Anne-Marie               tripod, but enough for me to have my firstAlthough I can, very probably, claim              Lagrange and Jean-Marie Hameury, and            direct encounter with the craters and valblood ties to too many wanderers and              more briefly as deputy director of CRAL.        leys on the Moon and the few brightmigrants, including Swiss, Italian, Span         I became a Full Astronomer in 2006.             “stars” visible at that time in the skies ofish, Belgian, Maltese, Kabyle, and more           During these very happy years in Lyon, I        Madrid.relevantly from Visigoths, this is obviously      always enjoyed standing between thenot what led me back to ESO. I am in fact         pure modelling and observational sides,         To a great extent I was motivated toprivileged enough that I can today carry          and had the chance to witness the evolu        become a professional astronomer byout my passion as an astronomer, which            tionary line from TIGER to OASIS, and           the fascinating science fiction storiestook hold of me quite early on, while             then SAURON and now MUSE. But time              and outreach literature that captured mywatching the sky during long summer               to move on! To paraphrase many, I can          interest at that time. The library ofnights in the countryside of France. For          not think right now of a place better than      the local amateur astronomy group (AAM,many years, I forgot about that passion,          ESO for astronomy. Staying close to             Agrupación Astronómica de Madrid)and after maths and physics studies in            junior and senior researchers, and doing        was a fantastic place to find such videosParis, I directed my steps towards an             my best to catalyse science activities          and books. I remember the excellentEngineering School in Lyon. I soon real          in Garching, with a strong link to Chile        “Cosmos” TV series by Carl Sagan withised this was a mistake, and took my              (thanks to Michael West), is both an excit     particular fondness. In one episode hechance to cross the ocean and spend               ing task and a challenge.                       was peacefully walking over his one-yearsome time at Cornell University as a Mas                                                         “cosmic calendar” while explaining theters student. I have a degree in engineer        I, of course, had to ponder over a few          history of the Universe in half an hour, ining, but this is clearly not my field: my first   things though. The first one is my              another relating how Erastothenes of
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                                                                                             Broad Absorption Line (BAL) quasars.
                                                                                             Forty years have passed since their dis                                                                                             covery and it is still not clear why about                                                                                             15% of quasars develop the winds that                                                                                             give rise to the absorption troughs we                                                                                             can see in the optical spectrum of BAL                                                                                             quasars. We have tried to use radio                                                                                             observations to find hints about the ori                                                                                             entation and evolutionary status of these                                                                                             distant objects. I am involved in an inter                                                                                             national collaboration with participation                                                                                             from Italy, Spain, the Netherlands and                                                                                             Chile that aims to study these objects with                                                                                             a multi-wavelength approach.
                                                                                             Since December 2008 I’ve been working
                                                                                             at ESO in the APEX Science Operations                                                                       Francisco Miguel                                                                       Montenegro Montes                                                                                             group. This is a great new experience                                                                                             for me in various ways. Working in the                                                                                             Atacama desert is sometimes a surprisCyrene could manage to measure the              ologna I started to study the Universe                                               B                                             ing adventure where I can find wildcircumference of the Earth with remark        with different “eyes”. There I learnt about   donkeys in the middle of the ALMA roadable accuracy many centuries ago.              dishes, interferometers, correlators          and thousand-year-old cacti. But it is                                               and day-time (non-solar) observations! In     also one of the driest atmospheres in theAt some point I started studying physics       those years I gained experience with the      world, which makes this prototype a(and lots of mathematics) at the Uni          use of several astronomical facilities        privileged eye at mm and submm waveversidad Complutense de Madrid. Later,         around the world, like the 100-metre          lengths. Every day I learn somethingI moved to the Canary Islands to com          radio telescope in Effelsberg (Germany),      new about the telescope and its manyplete my studies and there I had the first     the IRAM 30-metre single dish in Gra         instruments. In my still short stay here,opportunity to explore the clear Canarian      nada (Spain) and the VLA and VLBA             APEX has performed very importantskies with a professional telescope: the       arrays in the US.                             observations (see for example, the coverIAC-80 at the Teide Observatory in Ten                                                      of last issue of The Messenger, 135) anderife. For my PhD I moved to the heart         I have been studying the radio emission       I’m pretty sure it will continue like thisof the province of Emilia-Romagna in           from an interesting group of quasars,         for several years, successfully scrutinisingItaly. At the Istituto di Radioastronomia in                                                 the dry skies above Chajnantor.
The Integral Field Spectroscopy Wiki
The field of integral field spectroscopy       In order to facilitate exchange of IFS        – observational techniques and planning;(IFS) is now well developed, with IFS          knowledge, a repository of information,       – data reduction, including overview ofinstruments installed on all the main opti    tips, codes, tools, references, etc.,            procedures for different types of IFS;cal telescope facilities around the world.     accessible and editable by the whole          – more advanced tasks like mosaicing orSome of the most sophisticated are avail      community, has been initiated. The wiki is       differential atmospheric refraction (DAR)able on the VLT. However IFS continues to      intended for use by IFS beginners for any        correction;be avoided by large sections of the astro     questions or issues with IFS data and for     – analysis techniques, from visualisationnomical community due to perceived diffi      more expert users who are invited to             to line fitting and source extraction.culties with data handling, reduction and      contribute tips, experience of particularanalysis. There is no doubt that dealing       instrumental quirks, pieces of code, etc.     The originators and maintainers of thiswith IFS data is more complicated than                                                       site are currently Katrina Exter (Katholiekesimple imaging or long-slit spectroscopy,      Topics covered by the wiki are:               Universiteit Leuven, Belgium) and Markbut many of the problems that arise could                                                    Westmoquette (University Collegeeasily be avoided by benefiting from the       – current and future integral field          London, UK). To access the wiki go to:experience and knowledge of others.               spectrographs;                             http://ifs.wikidot.com
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                                              close to pre-main-sequence stars. I            Working at APEX, i.e., being sort of a
                                              worked on the AMBER instrument, the            radio astronomer, however also means                                              three beam combiner for the VLT, during        being a bit of a freak within ESO,                                              the time I spent in France. When the           although the community of freaks (those                                              instrument was shipped to Paranal I was        radio astronomers, just imagine, they also                                              awarded an ESO studentship in Chile,           observe during daytime....) is growing,                                              where I spent two years finishing my PhD       with ALMA nearing the beginning of                                              and I had the privilege of participating in    operations. As my research interests are                                              the assembly, integrations and first light     in the field of star formation, I use obser                                              of AMBER.                                      vations covering a wide wavelength                                                                                             range, so luckily, I’m only half of a freak,                                              I joined ESO as a fellow in June 2006. My      doing a fair fraction of my work at infrared                                              duties consisted of observing 80 nights        and optical wavelengths.                                              per year at the VLTI and being instrument                                              fellow for the AMBER instrument. I am          While I did of course look at the skies as                                              now finishing my third year of a postdoc       a kid, with binoculars, or without, I never                                              in Chile and soon will be moving back to       really planned to become an astronomer.                                              Europe. One of the good things about the       First, I wanted to be an archaeologist                                              ESO fellowship in Chile is that it allows us   (well, astronomers and archeologists do                                              to do a fourth year postdoc devoted full-      pretty much the same — try to find outCarla Gil                                     time to research in any of the ESO mem        about the big picture with very little infor                                              ber countries. I am moving to Northern         mation). But after a while, I became more                                              Ireland, where I will be kindly hosted by      and more interested in physics, so I studCarla Gil                                     the Armagh Observatory for the next            ied physics in Würzburg. I always thought                                              year. After five years in Chile it is now      that it could be interesting to work inI decided that I wanted to be an astrono     time to start a new adventure in a differ     research, either on the small scale (partimer when I first visited the Lisbon Plane    ent place. I am looking forward to the         cle hunting), or on the large scale. But ittarium. I was six years old at the time,      green landscape, but will, for sure, miss      was not until I had to look around for aand had no clue what astronomy was            the unusual workplace I have had for the       theme for my diploma thesis that I gotabout! I just remember my school draw        last few years where no living species         hooked up with astronomy, after I hadings went from being little houses and        can survive, apart from astronomers!           found the way to the Würzburg Universitytrees to stars and planets.                                                                  Astronomy Department, hidden on the                                                                                             fourth floor of the mathematics building.I lived in Lisbon until I was 18, and one     Thomas Stanke                                  There, Professor Yorke told me that yes,day I came home and told my parents I                                                        there may be some things to work on, Iwas moving to Porto because that was          Looking out of the window I can see            should talk to Herr Zinnecker, but NOW,the only place where I could study astro     buses bringing the workers from the            as he was just back from travelling, andphysics. Portugal is a small country, and     Chajnantor plateau back to their “low-ele     would leave for the next trip in two hours,as you can imagine astronomy is not one       vation” camp (3 000 m above sea level).        and indeed, Herr Zinnecker found, afterof the most popular careers to pursue.        My “functional duty” work at ESO is to do      some digging, a DAT tape with someHowever, my family was always very sup       service observations at the APEX tele         10-µm data of binaries I could work on.portive of my choices and I was lucky to      scope, located right next to the construcbe one of the few people to be given          tion site of the ALMA array, at an eleva      Starting from 10 µm, I then first workedsuch an opportunity.                          tion of 5100 m; if I have written anything     my way to shorter wavelengths, and                                              that seems stupid, I can easily blame it       did my PhD thesis on a K-band (not theI did my undergraduate studies at the         on the lack of oxygen (I just walked up        radio but the infrared one) imagingUniversity of Porto and after that I moved    three steps to measure my blood oxygen,        search for protostellar outflows in Orion,to Italy where I worked on my master’s        it’s 85% of normal, pulse is at 110 bpm,       following Herr Zinnecker to Potsdam.thesis at the Osservatorio di Capodi         and that’s without actually doing any         The original idea of that project was tomonte as part of the European Solar           thing). Working at APEX is one of the few      use the outflows as pointers to protoMagnetism Network. I started my PhD           possible ways to see Chajnantor and the        stars, but as I collected my data at theshortly after that and this time I moved to   progress of work up here on a regular          Calar Alto Observatory (which can be aGrenoble, France.                             basis, and yes, there is progress. Every       pretty good site, but in December there’s                                              time I come back, there are a few more         a fair chance of getting stuck in fog forI obtained a joint degree from the Univer    antennas around, more foundations, con        days...), the millimetre guys had time tosity Joseph Fourier and the University of     struction spreading out, and more speed        develop ever larger bolometer arrays,Porto. My thesis research consisted of        limit signs on the ALMA road up to             and in the end I started to search forstudying interferometry and its applica      Chajnantor!                                    protostars directly, shifting to wavelengthstion to the study of ejection processes                                                      500 times longer and moving to the
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                                                Max-Planck-Institut for Radioastronomie         two years, when I was offered the ESO                                                in Bonn. Apart from regular observing           fellowship, we were among the very few                                                trips to the IRAM 30-metre telescope, I         people who are delighted to see that the                                                also took the opportunity to observe at a       rents in Munich and surroundings are                                                real radio telescope in Effelsberg, and         quite affordable (well, at least if you have                                                found it very impressive that one can           the Hawaii experience...).                                                indeed observe in pouring rain (those                                                radio astronomers...). During that time, I      But now, my fellowship is about to end. I                                                started to observe my dear outflows also        have found ESO a very interesting place to                                                in millimetre CO lines, and envisaged the       work, having contact with the progress on                                                higher excitation lines, possibly at higher     the next generation of major observatories                                                resolution, which led to the next move to       almost every day. Still, having left Hawaii’s                                                the IfA in Hawaii. The main motivation          beaches and telescopes behind hurts a                                                was to use the SMA, but as the IfA has          bit (mostly the beaches, particularly for my                                                access also to all the other nice things on     family), but we also love the Biergarten                                                top of Mauna Kea, I had a lot more toys         in Garching. Maybe you should not be too                                                to play with. And Hawaii is not only nice       surprised then, if some day you see an                                                for doing astronomy. However, it’s also a       original Bavarian Biergarten on your nextThomas Stanke                                   pretty expensive place to live. So, after       observing trip to Hawaii.Personnel Movements
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